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P R E F A C E 
This Report on the Dissemination Conference should be regarded 
as a sequel to the Report, i Harnessing Research, for production, 
for Production, Dissemination, Utilization, Occasional Paper no.5, which1 
in its turn is a Report of the proceedings of the Kiyuku Workshop 
held on January 20th-22nd, 1972. 
Papers presented at the Conference are included in an 
edited form in this Report. Puller versions are available at the 
Institute for Development Studies, University of Nairobi on request. 
E.B. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
AIC Agricultural Information Center 
BAE Board of Adult Education 
BAT British American Tobacco 
DANIDA Danish International Development Agency 
EAC East African Community 
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KIA Kenya Institute of Administration 
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KITI Kenya Industrial Training Institute 
MPP Ministry of Finance and Planning 
MQA Ministry of Agriculture 
MTAC Management Training and Advisory Centre 
NCCK National Christian Council of Kenya 
PBF1 Programmes for Better living 
SIDA Swedish International Development Assistance 
VOK Voice of Kenya 
CONFERENCE Oil THE DISSEMINATION OF SCIENCE M P TECHNOLOGY 
BACKGROUND TO THE CONFERENCE 
Dr» P.M. Mbithi 
Chairman, of the Committee on Dissemination, of Science and. Technology 
The Conference is the culmination of a year's work, mainly by 
a Committee elected at Kikuyu last January ty members representing: 
organisations represented here today - a cross-section of all the organ-
isations in Kenya concerned with either the use of science and technology 
or its dissemination. 
The Committee Includes members of staff from the University, 
officers of Government and members of the private sector and the 
E.A. Communitys It is an example of academics working together with 
technicians and in this way we hope that the findings of tht Workshop 
will be a combination of the efforts of these people* 
At Kikuyu we were concerned with the use of research as a 
resource for development. We were concerned about the problem of dupli-
cation and lack of relevancy of seme researcl. programmes "tnd projects. It 
was found that there was very poor dissemination of scientific findings to 
people who need thems eg. dissemination to small farming sectors and to 
normadic tribes. This was discussed at Kikuyu* There is also the problem 
of lack of public awareness of some of the findings which could transform 
the land in Kenya® 
The Kikuyu conference charged Lhe Committee to study some proposal 
and this Canmittee has been involved in a system of consultation with all 
concerned with dissemination. 
The papers to be presented here represent proposals by some 
organizations and others are tentative proposals. 
The participants are very honoured that you (the Minister) have 
ccme to open this session ^d I would like to request the Deputy Vice-
Chancellor who is in fact representing the University which has 
supported and hosted these activities, to introduce the Minister, 
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PARTICIPANTS INTRODUCED TO 
THE MINISTER POR FINANCE AND PLANNING 
by Prof. Jo Mungai 
Deputy Vice-chancellor, University of Nairobi 
It is ny very great pleasure to welcome you (the Minister) to 
thi3 Conference on behalf of the University and to say that it is a 
very great honour that you have accepted our invitation and thus show 
the interest which the Government has in the whole question of 
dissemination of information on science and technology, with special 
reference to dissemination of research results that could be of great 
use to development. 
You yourself have many times pointed out to those of us who 
do not understand about finance that if money is not circulated it is 
not likely to be of very much use. The same principle applies to 
research information;, Many of us do research, publish it in journals 
which sometimes are read by 10$ 200 s possibly 1,000 people, yet it 
may be very crucial in terms of enabling someone else to undertake 
development work which could be of assistance especially to countries 
like ours,, 
I would like to ask if you could now address the opening 
ceremony of the Workshop, which I believe will be forthcoming with 
ideas and proposals that will help in trying to find ways of getting 
very valuable research work, research results into application and 
into development,, This concern has been expressed by many organi-
zations, and although there is awareness that perhaps every insti-
tution is trying to set up its own machinery for dissemination, 
nevertheless the basic development, the basic observation is that 
we are sill concerned with the fact that we could utilise much more 
effectively what we know from research and what we know we can do 
with the utilisation of modern technology 0 
THE OPENING- ADDRESS 
Hon,., Ma KibakL, Minister for Finance and Planning 
We are looking to your conference for proposals rather than 
that we should put proposals to youv> I say this in all humility 
since those of you who are gathered for this exercise are the only 
ones we have in the country and if we do not get proposals from you, 
we are unlikely to get them from any other source, 
I am particularly grateful to those who initiated this 
exercise. I would like to congratulate them because in the effort 
they are making they fill a gap which we have been all too aware of 
but have not yet been able to do very much about, partly because 
we did not know how to go about it, because we did not have the time 
or the manpower. 
I believe that whatever difficulties you might come across «• 
and you will come across difficulties in getting your proposals accepted ~ 
you should not be discouraged but should continue in the line that you 
have adopted,, 
We who deal with planning are all too aware that we do not 
make full use of the available information and knowledge in this 
country, More important, we are all aware that we do not have enough 
information in fields in which we do have to make a decision.? We are 
aware that statements we make are not backed up by detailed information.. 
If we were challenged on the basis of our statements we could not 
substantiate them to an audience like you* 
But we have to make statements and propose policies£ We are 
aware of the gaps existing in the plans we publish, whether annual or 
five-yearly, and we are aware that there are people in the country who 
know what should be done, but because of the system existing in Kenya they have 
no short cart to inform those who are taking the decision. Por instance 
in departments of the University <=, Economics or IDS - you have people, 
(same of wham we discovered last year when we got an ILO mission to 
investigate unemployment, etc) who have done research .in numerous fields 
related to all these problems and came to same conclusions, many of which 
looked relevant. But we had never met these gentlemen and had never read 
what they had written, and they in turn had had no way of making that 
information available to us in Government, It took the appointment of an 
110 mission to ccme to Kenya to discover that, in fact, here in Kenya 
we had elaborate proposals of what should be done and which we should 
have adopted a long time agoe 
In the field of education nows we are inviting people from all 
over the world to advise on science teaching curriculum for science 
secondary schools0 Yet we have people here who are aware of how we 
should {j about it, who knew; the children and what background they come 
from, but the channels of communication are not as efficient as they 
should beu More important, those of us who have to implement some of 
these policies are quite ignorant of the availability of this inform-
ation or even of persons who have done research in these fields and we 
have not yet got away from that old idea that you have to import 
people from so called developed countries because they have done it 
before0 But they have never carried out a programme in circumstances 
such as those in Kenya0 I am sure that someone who has done work in 
this country is more likely to have relevant recommendations than some-
one who ccmes here for a short time0 
We need an organization where, not only do we keep a record 
of what is available, but also, of all the persons connected with this 
research, where they are now and if they could be available to help in 
the country© I. believe that if you progress even in this one field of 
collecting data on what is available, how it could be utilised and how 
it could be channelled to thosewho need it, you will have made a very 
important contribution indeed. 
Ih( greatest problem in public institutions is the fact that the 
people who leave universities and art employed by government or state 
corporations and the private sector, make up their minds that they have 
had enough education. You meet that same brilliant student five years 
later, and he lias gone back to becoming quite illiterate in the science 
in which he got distinction as a graduate - a very serious handicap 
indicating apatliy toward development When you meet them, the only 
language in which such men and women can speak to you is that of ten 
years ago, when they left university. They are unaware of the numerous 
developments in that field which challenge what they learned, whicn 
much more immediately relevant to the situation now0 They do not retain 
an open mindj do not read anything new, and are not aware of new challenges. 
This is a serious problem in government where, because of the civil service 
structure vhich we want to maintain, people are promoted on the ba? 
seniority* By the time they get to the top, they are about 20 years out of 
university and. if they have not updated their kr. w ledg on all these 
matters, then you have gentlemen at the top who advise the Minister, 
who advise the Government on policy - supposed to be relevant now 
twenty- years alter they left university. They have not been kept 
informed partly because many of them are unwilling to read any more, 
but more importantj because there is no organised cliannel for that 
information which is available to reach them on a regular basis. By 
having an organised system of dissemination knowledge, we can all 
have it made available to us and have it on a continuing basis„ If 
we do not make use of it this is our own fault. This is one aspect 
on which, I am sure, at the end of your deliberations you will make 
proposals as to how we can arrive afc a position to make full use of 
such knowledge. 
In order for us to be able to utilise research, we have one 
problem we must try and solve. The assumption that if matexaal is 
made available it will be used. But one has to ask whether that 
research will be relevant to the needs and this is important because 
if we are going to make use of the products of research, then that 
product must meet specifications. This is true in all other fields of 
production but when it comes to research we tend to reject this because 
we start off by saying !I do research in order to pursue the principle 
wherever that might lead me1. Well and good, but if research is aimed 
at improving our capacity to develop, improve our- ability to plan the 
utilisation of one resources we have more effectively, improve our 
capacity to use the knowledge that is available, then the question 
researchers have to be asked is whether it is relevant. Why not? 
Whenever we are discussing any other form of production we ask this 
question0 We do this in. every other field - constantly searching for 
a product which is relevant to the needs of today - but in research 
there is a general resistance x>th from those who do the research and 
those who refuse to accept that in order to use the product of research 
that research must be rendered relevant to the man* The demand is in 
relation to the problems we face here0 I am not advocating that v/e 
should stop basic research or stop people from choosing what kind of 
research they want to do. I am merely saying that when you have worked 
out your proposals, one of the essential questions to be answered is how 
to so organise research that you guide people to do research which is 
needed by the society at this stage of development, 
I am sure that this is the way in which we can find a meeting 
point between the needs of those doing research and the needs of 
^ CO 
Government and those engaged in planning. Ask yourselves this question: 
how can we bring greater understanding, greater sympathy5 between the 
man who is doing research and the man who is in the field implementing 
some previous research or programme given to him by Government? 
Someone asks for assistance from G-ovemment and we give it, 
but find when the researcher goes to talk to the field officer that 
there is not much sympathy between them, The man in the field thinks 
that the research fellow is wasting his time. He regards this kind 
of research as something for academicians only<j 
We have got to bridge this gap'; make the man in the field 
appreciate that research is likely to help h23& implement and plan 
better9 that as a useful field officer, he ought to be doing research 
continouuslye He ought not to be satisfied to do what he is told, but 
should make a contribution as a result of his own experience, report 
and record it, even if he cannot analyse it fully. This "type of 
recording is not talc en into accounto He is only asked what he has 
done - and is not encouraged to record observations. This would help 
to bring closer those who are in the field and those doing research, 
let them agree and recognise that theirs is one and the same task. In 
this way, we will be in a position to establish a link between those 
who consume the product of research and those who produce it. 
There is no other sector .in the economy where that gap is 
allowed to exist. Every other kind of product is produced with an eye 
to the consumer and the consumer reports back - sometimes very vocally. 
But the consumer of the products of research are either quiet or there 
is no feed back. This is a gap of which we are very much aware and it 
is proposed to appoint a District Planning Officer in every district to 
co-ordinate the work of field officers. Their work may be based on 
plans written last year. We do not want them to forget that we wrote them 
last year, on the basis of inadequate data or information and that 
part of their job is to continue to improve on the information available 
so that in future we may have a better plan. That is where you can be of 
real help to us. 
Finally, we in this country are in very great need of getting 
thosewho do research to develop a certain measure of self-confidence and 
be able to speak up about problems, I don't say they are all afraid, 'out 
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suggest font there is a very marked distrinction between the people who 
ccme to Kenya for four or six weeks and the very confident pronouncements 
they make about what must be done to save this country and those people who 
have been processing these matters right here, who belong to this country, 
',/e expect those who are involved in these matters to be more vocal. If 
we make cU ' " ~ only on the basis of developed information or the influence 
of those who are less informed, then we are depriving our own society of 
benefits which are available in this country, 
I want to make this appeals that through institutions, those who 
do research here and who have lived here for a long time should speak up 
with confidence about what they have found and developed, I don"t believe 
anyone can say that we have a social system in this country which suppresses 
people0 It is the worst tiling to have an isolated category of people 
who are educated. One of the primary reasons for searching to improve 
the communications machinery is precisely to make sure that we don't 
have this kind of isolation between society and those who do research and 
I am sure that this is more urgent than we appreciate - much more urgent. 
We want" to encourage this kind of gathering where you have people 
from government departments, the university and the private sector and 
research organizations. It is important in a country like Kenya that 
these old-fasliioned divisions betweaigovernment and private companies and 
universities be forgotten in this kind of work. Government should learn 
from what private industry i° ^^ tig in various fields; we should make sure 
that what the university is discovering is also available to the Government, 
We don't want any . eparation between these groups0 
Today, the nations which have been able to develop fastest - parti-
cularly in technology and science - have been those that have eliminated 
this distinction between research carried out by government, universities 
and the private sector, such as America and Japan, particularly Japan. 
The employment of research by the private sector isa steady and growing 
thing, so that whereas Government is limited sameti-L,_-s by lack of man-
power or resources, you have a private company which lias carried out 
research which could be applied more broadly. We want to encourage 
this here, and I hope you will establish a means of communication 
between government, the private sector and the university* 
va 8 
wUEJTIOilS P0LL0.7IUG- IJIiTIogELt1 o ADDRESS 
OP^IIIG Cd,Lh4fT, Prof. P.P. Ghai, Director of Institute for Develoy-
ment Studies 
I would like to join with Prof. LIungai in expressing our appreciation 
to Ur. Kibaici, who lias aade incisive comnents on the whole question of 
research and dissemination. He has gone to the core of the problem. We 
are very fortunate that he is at the helm of affairs, and also fortunate 
that Kenya is relatively a very open society - this is very exceptional* 
There are very few countries which are as open and tolerant as Kenya in 
terms of criticism and discussion. 
The perponderant share of educated men are in politic? or the 
Civil. Service, They make the policy and implement it and we cannot 
expect them to criticise their own policies, Kenya does not have highly 
specialised journalists who might do so* This leaves a very big gap and, 
apart from the public sector, the largest share of independent, 
intelligent, highly educated manpower is going to University which there-
fore has a critical role in discussing these matters and criticising 
constructively. I think the University has not done enough in this 
respect, not just in the field of dissemination, in making efforts to 
reach the public and educate them about the real issues of development. 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor lias given a lead in this and has been writing 
for the public and I. hope that people here will do much more to reach 
the masses and educate them« 
MBITIil: Government has already been working hard in establishing certain 
machinery for co-ordinating established research and Government priori-
ties within a technological context. Having been exposed to what we are 
trying to do could you tell us how the two are linked together? 
KIBAKIi: You are referring to the Council of Science and Technology; 
a lot of discussion lias taken place regarding its establishment. This 
has gone as far as a draft of the law that is needed and a draft of the 
guidelines, the terms of reference and there has been discussion between 
Government, the University and other people. It will be established 
fairly shortly and is included in the Estimates being prepared. 
The institution that is proposed is, in fact, at this stage, 
an expression of good faith or intentions The Government feels there 
is need for a body to co-ordinate technology, science and research and 
how money is being spent on development and we do not have an institution 
in the country to advise Government in that field. 
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.. _s is a typical problem for you to deal with. 'Je Iiave Ixad to volte 
texs o. reference on a 3cier.ce ar.d Tec'afolosy Covncil. On what bo'.-is 
l:avc ve in the Ministries of Plain .in,; and Education and co on decided ti^ .t 
these are the propel guidelines? On no basis at all: we do not have any-
___ advisir. ; the J overmen t on how to go on developing in this field. But 
:-u have to establish terms of reference; in a sense we are putting the cart 
oafore the horse - setting up the terms of reference and asking the advisory 
tody ''hich has been set up to advise us how to do it. 
Once we have set up the Council, we shall expect those who will be 
appointed to advice on the basis of the best inform;-lion tliat v.ill ui. available 
•co them. 
In the- work you do here - perhaps the establishment of a centre or 
machinery -or the collection of information - we expect you will find a way 
oi fitting this in with proposals made by that advisory body, 
,i:Aii: In England there is an Industrial Design Award in the private sector, 
.a there any way in which this could be established in Kenya, either in trade 
01 by the Government1 s sponsorship? 
KIBAKI: There is one proposal for an Award for the industries that export 
acre than others but this is a promotiona." sales work by the Export Promotion 
Council. It lias notiiing to do with whether or not they discover a new 
roduct or process, or improve the quality of a product, 
homrc-: You have been stressing dissemination to Government ofxicials in 
planning. I would liku to know your views on dissemination to fauoersj 
: I.-Jvl{ Dissemination of information to people in Government io where we 
start in order to get more acceptance of new ideas by the field officers, 
y the people in the various departments. You are more likely to get co-
operation in putting the matter over to the farmer. 
Through films, lectures, seminars, field days, people who do re-
search are able to reach directly and speak to those who are in the field. 
I have been to two field days. Cue concerned livestock economics on grass 
processed to become aoa*. It ,vas much too academic but very stimulating, 
as farmers wore -cd to ask questions they have never asked before. The 
-t u..' _ai3ten.ee was when a lecturer tallied of the meaning of devaluation to 
peopJ.w- v-'ho have .:-.// :x boon to school, he found a language for reducing the 
concept of devaluation to make sense to c. farmer in a remote place 'jy 
bringing it down xo the concept oi barter trade - and it became interesting, 
i • sure ..;„:> t. • -.! le v. neaithy thing and we have to work out channels for 
-v ---pressim is tha4- we could work out ways of bringing the ordinary 
x . \~<x.. cic:. r to tliose who dc research, 
• : Kenya has led many oth^r countries 111 other fields, and this is another 
.. -mooring effort. I do not know of any other developing couutry which has 
ortf. kind. o_ tiling and this is another area where we can give a lead* 
i.0 
INTRODUCTION TO THE C arFEREKCE 
Enid Burke and Niels Holing 
The main concern of "the Conference is that a lot of scienti-
fic and technological .know-how is being turned out by researched' but 
very little of it is reaching the right people or even, being us . at 
all. 
The problem, is not so mucn aa absence of dissemination machinery. 
The machinery exists ~ a number of i.. .ependent bodies working in 
isolation often unaware of one another's existence. The problem is 
more a lack of co-ordination of the existing machinery, with a few 
missing links0 In addition to poor dissemination and little co-
ordination,, another aspect of trie problem is that research rarely 
benefits those who most need it = the rural people, i4 e. 90$ of Kenya's 
total population. 
In a nutshell, the problem being examined is - poor disseasi^  
nation of useful information, lack of co-ordination of existing 
dissemination machinery and the neglect of the rural sector. 
Ob jec:tiyesj X0 to recommend methods for co-ordinating 
existing machinery into a national dissemination system^ 2, to ensure 
that present gaps in the machinery are filled to allow a functional 
Dissemination System to emerges to recommend methods for co-
ordinating a Dissemination System with the National Council for Science 
and Technology (proposed)e 
These recommendations will then be presented at a seminar of 
top policy makersa 
Background; Problems of insufficient utilization of research findings 
were discussed at an earlier conference held in January, 1972 at 
Kikuyus on the Production, Dissemination and Utilization of Research,,. 
The January conference represents the first stage of the problems and 
objectives being studied at this conference and was sponsored by 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftungo The January workshop was attended by re-
presentatives of 60 organisations drawn from government, international 
agencies, mass media, commercial and industrial organisations, university. 
Participants elected a Steering Committee whose activities since 
January last year have culminated in today's conference, The Committee 
on the Dissemination of Science and Technology was given a mandate to 
work out details arising out of the workshop and to present them in 
a. finished form at a later workshop, the present one. 
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The Committee has examined the overall process of dissemination, 
beginning with science policy and documentation, through Brokerage and 
channels, to target groups at whom research policy is aimed, evaluation 
and back again to science policy. This can be seen more graphically in 
the diagram of a Dissemination system on p. 117 (Roling) which has 
become the basis for the work of the Committee. 
The Committee's terms of reference given at the January work-
shop was to examine: 
a. Possibilities of establishing Research Brokerage 
b. Possibilities of Improving Documentation and Establishing 
a Registry and Data Bank. 
c. Channels of communication (establishment and improvement). 
d. Identification of Target Groups (Horizontal and Vertical) 
e. Methods for increasing consultation and interaction. 
f. Production and utilization of Research 
g. Aspects of the National Research Council 
Committee Members are: 
Dr. P.M. Mbithi 
Dr. N. Roling 
Dr. M. Gachuhi 
Miss C. Barnes 
Mr. W.W. Wapakala 
Mr. P.G. Sitati 
Mr. N, Njiraini 
Mr, H, Gitata 
Mr, J, Kisa 
MrS, E. Burke 
- Chairman (University) 
(Ministry of Agriculture) 
(President's Office) 
(NOCK) 
(E, African Community) 
(Min, ox Finance & Planning) 
Administrative Assistant 
Generous donations for the Committee's work come from 
Ford Foundation (K Shs 27,205/-) and DANIDA (K Shs 27,000/-)» 
(Mr. Njiraini replaced Mr. Kiplagat, and Miss Carolyn Barnes, formerly 
the Committee's Administrative Assistant, was co-opted as a member in 
November 1972). 
Area of Fr)cus: Although the Committee's terms of reference covers 
a wide area at a national level, there must naturally be a small beginning. 
That beginning is focused on agriculture - an essential part of rural 
development, as a nucleus from which expansion may be envisaged. The terns 
of the Ford "'oundation grant stipulated agriculture as a nucleus, and 
both the key Ministries of Agriculture and Finance and Planning also 
agree on this. 
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A conference on Documentation is being organised in July this 
year by the East Africa Academy and the Committee have an assurance that 
the organisers will note what transpires at this conference. 
LIr. Trapman was also consulted on the proposed Rural Development 
Support Communication Centre which is at a less advanced stage than the 
Documentation Centre. On brokerage systems, those consulted weres 
Mr. Nguru, Erincipal of FIMCj Mr. Kitheka Mutui of VOKj Mr. Kangali, 
Deputy Head of KIEj LIr. K -humba, Executive Secretary of BAE; Mr. Kinyanjui 
and Mr. Karuri of IASj, Mr. C, Mwangi of AIC; Mr. Njoroge, Depuiy 
Director of MTACj, Mr0 Shikhule, Deputy Manager of Kenya Industrie 
Estates and representatives of Twiga Chemicals, Shell Chemicals, jjAT, 
E.A. Industries and KPA. Members of the Committee themselves were 
frequently consulted: Mr. Gitata of E.A. Community, LL , Sitati of 
Ministry of Finance and Planning, Mr. Njiraini of NCCK and tliose from the 
University* 
Consultations held with these experts resulted in the preparation 
of Papers to be presented at this conference, grouped 'under seven headings 
as followsg 
1a National Research Policy 
2# Production and Dissemulation of 
Agricultural Research 
3• Target Groups and (other) 
Subjects for Dissemination 
6„ Channels 
Je Kisa (MPP) 
V/.ff. Wapakala. (MQA) 
H. Gitata (EAC) 
Documentation 
Brokerage and Research Evaluation 
and Training 
I. Inukai (Econ.) University 
M® Gachuhi (IDS) , Universi ty 
P.M. Mbithi (iDSJ, University 
A.M. Sliikhule (Kenya Ind. Estates) 
N« Njiraini (iTCCK) 
D» Outram (Twiga Chemicals) 
H« Muciiri (EAl) 
Miss Iv.'. : e ipe (IDS). University 
P.G. Sitati (IIPP) 
R.J. Kukubo (National Archives) 
JoM. Njoroge (MTAC) 
J. Kangali (id of Education) 
E. Krystall (PBPi) 
C.N. Mwangi (AIC) 
N. Roling (IDS), University 
S. Kihumba (BAE) 
L.D. Nguru (Kmc) 
J.Y/.G. Karuri (IAS), Universi 
Kitheka Mutui,(VOK) 
7o .Formulation of Policy Recommendations 
Presented for discus si or, 
by J# Kisa 
G-aps that remain 
All consultants mentioned the lack of co-ordination at almost 
every stage ana welcomed the suggestion of a co-ordinatory b>dy, 
either inter-ministerial, university-based, governmental or under an 
independent authority. It is left to the conference to decide on the 
nature of co-ordination. 
All agreed there was need to improve feedin and feedback in 
the rural communication process. How this is to be done and at what 
junctures, remains to be decided. 
Host consultants felt that facilities to train extension staff 
in development support communication should be pooled, either within the 
proposed rural development support communication centre assisted by 
KBIC, or within an interministerial body for training only. 
Future Status of Committee 
The responsibilities of the Committee on Dissemination of 
Science and Technology have grown. The Committee is unofficially 
recognised by MQA, MFP and FAO Rome, as a consultative body which could 
also act as a co-ordinator for all parties involved in this project. 
It will be necessary to formalize the Committee's status at this confe-
rcr.~- i*:. order effectively convey recommendations made -ere to the 
powers-that-be. 
The Committee is not keen to participate in any specific 
function but prefers to remain in a consultative role as an independent 
body which will have the ear of participating government officials 
when it presents recommendations at the conclusion of this conference. 
FAO and Ministry of Agriculture, however, have notified the Committee 
that they envisage a more implementative role for it. 
Also, the Ministry of Agriculture wishes to see the Committee 
undertake an evaluation of the whole project and have suggested the 
setting up of an interministerial committee under the Ministry's 
chairmanship (the Permanent Secretary), liaising with KIMC, the 
proposed Documentation Centre and this Committee, 
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THE PLACE F -dPSEARCH HJ KENYA'S DEVELOPMENT POLICY 
Je Kisa9 Ministry of Finance and Planning 
KeQyal sr _ Goals;, Strategie£Lj^d_.P^ to Agricultural 
Development and Rural Indugt^alisajicn 
(i) Mass participation in development «= The Government of Kenya is 
committed to an open society with a free flow of ideas and people and 
full participation by the people in development activities for their 
and the nation's benefit0 The Government is also committed to 
effective co-ordination of planning and Plan implementation at the district 
level« Government assistance in education, training and credit will be 
accomplished through a variety of institutions extending all the way from 
the national level to the village levelo 
(ii) Full employment ~ Unemployment is a major problem in Kenya0 The 
modern sector of Kenya's economy had only about 730,000 jobs in 1971. 
The labour force (je0 between the ages of 15-59) was estimated at about 
4j,500,000 in that year. This means that 3,770,000 economically active 
people had to find jobs outside the modern sector9 largely in the tradi-
tional agricultural and nar^-agricultural enterprise sector and some were 
unemployed or under-emplcyedc. During the last ten years employment in 
the modern sector lias increased at the rate of about 3fo per annum, and 
is not likely to increase by more than 4«4<$ p.ao during the next five 
yearso Because of a high rate of population growth (estimated at 
3.3./J p»aQ, 1962-69) and the rapid growth of the labour force, the 
modern sector is not likely to generate a sufficient number of jobs 
to absorb all Kenyans seeking jobs in this sector. The unemployment 
problem will, therefore, become progressively more acute unless 
measures are taken to increase employment opportunities in traditional 
agriculture and non-agricultural sector of the rural economy. The 
creation of full employment has become the Government's top priority 
objective, 
(iii) Income distribution This , in Kenya is uneven. In the modern 
sector the average European earns two and half times as much as an 
average Asian, who in turn earns six times as much as an average 
African, In 1971 Africans in modern wage employment earned an average 
of K£173 per annum, compared with only K£24 for workers on small far:: 
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and settlement schemes. The wide disparity between urban and rural 
areas incomes engenders serious social and economic problems. Many 
people are attracted by the high incomes ii urban areas but the 
available jobs and essential services are not adequate to cope with 
•the resulting demands. The 110 Report 01. unemployment in Kenya 
estimated that out of 2,340,000 households in Kenya (1968-70) only 
30,000 were owners of medium-to-large scale farms or businesses or 
were rentiers with incomes of over K£1,000 per annum, while 1,440,000 
families engaged in rural activities earned an average of less than 
K£60 per annum<> 
Land, bank: credit, education and other resources should be 
accessible to all who can use them well; their distribution should 
be limited only by the total amounts available to the nation. This 
objective is to be accomplished through regulation of private enter-
prise, encouragement of co-operatives, control of monopolies, 
nationalisation where desirable, land settlement programmes, marketing-
policy, pricing policy, and monetary policy. It is Government's 
policy to bring banking to the people, to make them more credit-
conscious and to awaken them to the opportunities of operating 
within a modern credit economy® 
(iv) Kenyanisation Since Independence, the transfe- of political, 
economic and social control into the hands of Kenya citizens Ixas been 
a primary objective. In pursuit of this long-range objective the 
Government aims at ensuring that all employment is held ty Kenya 
citizens, that all agricultural land is owned by Kenya citizens, and 
that all businesses are owned by Kenya citizens, except where some 
overriding national advantage can otherwise be demonstrated. Those 
firms still under the control of non-citizens are issued with, quit notices 
Kenyanisation is also promoted through education and training and by 
technical assistance and credit facilities to farm and business 
enterprises. The Government has already made substantial equity 
investments in tourism, banking, oil refining, insurance, power and 
lighting, housing, industry and land transfer,, '"1hese sectors are 
critical to Kenyanisation0 
IX. Agricultural and Industrial Development 
(i) Agricultural development « In the allocation of agricultural 
funds, greater attention is paid to less developed and range areas 
than in the past. In this way the distribution of national income 
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can be improved.,, Labour-intensive crops are encouraged eg, tea, 
pyrethrum, maize,, Employment is also encouraged through irrigation and 
settlement schemes0 Agricultural products such as tea, sugar and dairy 
products provide raw material inputs for processing industries. Agri-
cultural products also contribute to export earnings. A growing 
agricultural sector provides an expanding market for industrial products. 
Increased farm production and consumption help to improve nutritional 
standards® 
The principal constraints in agriculture are knowledge, technology 
and credit. Development strategy, therefore, concentrates on extension 
services, training, research, credit and improved supplies of farm inputs, 
verterinary services, and markets and co-operatives. In addition, various 
experimental approaches to agricultural development are tested through the 
Special Rural Development Programme0 
(ii) Industrial Development The objective of Kenya's industrial 
development is to make maximum contribution to the welfare of the nation. 
This is achieved by selecting those goods which Kenya, by her resources 
and skills, either can now produce or will ultimately produce more cheaply 
than the rest of the worldo These goods are produced in substitution for 
.imports and ultimately for export,, 
There i3 great potential for small-scale rural manufacturing of 
products for import-substitution and for export. However, the potential 
manufactureres lack production skills and expertise in cost control, 
accounting and marketing. Government efforts are geared to the small-scale 
rural producer. In 1972 the Government appointed a Working Party on 
Small Business Development which submitted a report in which measures were 
recommended for assisting small businesses„ These recommendations are 
currently under study by the Government for implementation. 
III. Rural Development and District Planning 
The Government is in the process of strengthening district planning 
which will involve the entire population in plan formulation through their 
legitimate representatives„ District planning is the process where all 
districts in Kenya will prepare their own plans and integrate them with the 
national plan0 A District Development Officer will be assigned to each 
district to work closely with District Development Committees in the 
preparation of the district plan,, 
The district plans will comprise sectoral programmes included in 
the national plan as well as local projects identified by District 
Development Committees after reviewing the sectoral programmes. This 
process is likely to reveal a number of projects which will be planned 
and executed by the local field officers0 
In 1971 a scheme of grants to District Development Committees was 
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introduced as a preliminary step towards district plan formulation, 
The scheme will be expanded in order to. strengthen district planning, 
IV, The Contribution of Research 
The Government lias made extensive use of science and 
technology for development purposes. In 1971/72 the Government spent 
K£ 3,570,000 on agricultural research and development and K£ 10,330,000 
on agricultural scientific and technical services. In the same year, 
the Government spent K£ 400,000 on industrial and technical se rices. 
Also in 1971/72, the manpower engaged in agricultural and ind. trial 
research and development as well as in the transfer of knowledge 
and technology in these two fields numbered 7,586a 
The Government of Kenya accounts for 75$ of the total 
expenditures on research and development, and 81$ of the expenditures on 
scientific and technical services,, These proportions represent 
203C$ and 11,17$ of the national budget respectively. The largest part 
(69,5$) is devoted to agriculture. Industrial and social, sciences 
receive only 7«8$„ 
The transfer of science and technology proceeds on a some-
what ad hoc basis. Research and development are geared to development 
programmes largely on the initiative of those directly responsible for 
their implementation. Naturally, problems arise in the absence of 
an explicit overall policy. In the Development Plan 1970-74, therefore, 
a call was made for a science policy-making machinery. The Government 
is currently actively considering the establishment of such a 
machinery to advise the Government on science and research policy as 
well as on programmes based on such policy. The findings of the 
research will be disseminated through the established communication 
channels i.e. the extension service and Rural Industrial Development 
Centres. The contribution of researchers and workers in the 
field of of dissemination of scientific and technological information 
for agricultural and industrial development in rural areas should be 
in the form of identifying obstacles to agricultural development and 
rural industrialisation, analysing their causes and suggesting their 
solution. This information should then be fed back into policy-
making and programming. In this way, the dissemination of science 
and technology should be made more effectivea 
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AG-lilCULTURAL RESEARCH HT KEHYA 
PRODUCTION AND DISSMINATION OP RESULTS 
W,W, Wapakala9 Ministry of Agriculture 
Ic INTRODUCTION 
In its simplest form, modernization in agriculture involves the 
use of new techniques,, Development and testing of new production techni-
ques, including the provision of improved seed, cattle breeds, etc., is 
the work of the agricultural r^ ..arch services of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, in collaboration with a large number of institutions within 
the Kenya G-overnment and the E.A. Community. Notable among these are: 
University of Nairobi (Faculties of Veterinary, Medicine and Agriculture; 
Institute for Development Studies, Department of Geography), EAAFRO, EAVRO, 
EAIRO, Tropical Pesticide Research Institute and E.A. Meteorological 
Department» 
II, PRIORITIES AND DISSEMINATION OP RESEARCH OP INFORMATION 
(a) Assigning of Priorities to Programmes 
It lias been said that while manv developing countries have 
foreign policies, economic policies, etc., "hey do not have science 
policies, Kenya is no exception to this, hence absence of national 
machinery for determining priorities in science including agricultu-
ral research, 
A mechanism involving senior officers in the Research and 
Planning Divisions and members of statutory board to whose schedule 
the crop, animal or animal product belongs is used in assessing and/ 
or assigning priorities to projects. 
Some of the criteria used, based on predicted benefits 
flowing from solutions to problem, are:-
i. Estimated effect on total gricultural production, 
quantity, quality and va^ -ue. 
ii, Estimated impact on farm income, and number of persons 
and size of area affected, 
iii. Probable effects on exports and foreign exchange earrings, 
iVc Secondary and tertiary benefits to employment and overall 
economic development. 
as ^ 
This broad mechanism of setting the basic priorities is 
necessarily a±.iinistrative, Once it has been decided to initiate 
research into the improvement of a given crop or animal, the next 
stage ice0 development of a relevant research programme to solve 
the constraints requires a slightly different set of persons from 
those who establish national requirements. Thus the person (research 
worker) responsible for the investigations draws up a research 
programme for scrutiny by Research Advisory Committee. There are 
research advisory committees for each crop or animal. Such 
committees consist of research workers, crop planners (generally from 
statutory boards) staff of the community research stations in Kenya, 
and recently, staff of Faculty of Agriculture in the University of 
Nairobi, members of the extension service and the farming ccmmui ty. 
Thi- broad representation enables the research workers to get a 
feedback, as well as new ideas from other research workers. 
While this mechanism has been used for some years in 
determining areas of research, particularly with regard to crops, there 
have been criticisms to the effect that the determination of research 
priorities has in the main been left to research workers themselves 
and the recommendations put out by the stations give little or no 
information on the economics of adopting the recommended agronomic 
and other practices. This is understandable in view of the fact thats-
i0 the farmers and their representatives who attend research 
advisory committees have little experience in conceptualising 
researchable problems and hence are of little help to re-
searchers when it comes to defining research programmes. The 
development of the Faculty of Agriculture in the University 
of Nairobi might help to broaden the variety of persons 
involved in determining research programmes arid priorities. 
Equally, with the rising level of education of the farming 
community which now include senior civil servants and others 
in the private sector, the contribution of the farmers to 
the programme formulation will improve. 
iia The economics of various innovations can only be compre-
hensively appreciated if economists are involved in the 
programme formulation. The numbers of agricultural 
economists in this country is very small and there are none 
attached to agricultural research. This problem is how-
ever, not peculiar to Kenya, Plans are in hand, however, to 
establish posts of research liaison officers in the land 
and Farm Management Division of the Ministry, These officers 
will necessarily be agricultural economists. A start 
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has already been made with the Mbere Special Rural Develop-
ment Project with regard to the work undertaken by the Embu 
Agricultural Research Station. 
(b) Dissemination of Research Results 
In the Ministry of Agriculture, the dissemination of research 
findings to farmers and other users is undertaken ty two change agents 
i.e0 research workers and extension staff, 
1. Research Yorkers; These communicate results of their 
work to prospective users t^-uu^x a number of media;-
i. Publication in Scientific Journals • Generally, these 
are too technical for the ordinary farmer„ However, many educated 
farmers including farm managers read these journals and are hence 
introduced to new technologies„ This channel of dissemination reaches 
a very small section of the target groups, but is an important aspect of 
research. 
lie Annual Reports % Produced by each research station or 
3eetionc They are mimeographed and distributed freely to all District 
Agricultural Officers (DAOs)t members of the research advisoiy 
committee serving the crop or station, statutory board (s) connected 
with the station/section and others interested in the report. Reports 
are edited at the Ministry head office and printed as a single 
report for the Research Division,, High production costs prevent the 
printed version being distributed free. They are on sale at the 
Government Press,, 
iii. Pield or Farmers'Days; Research stations/sections arranc 
special days for farmers, extension staff and all interested to come and 
see for themselves the benefits of adopting new practices. The 
effectiveness of this method of dissemination has not been critically 
assessed, but one aspect of criticism is that since the stations have 
more resources than the ordinary farmer, the latter cannot be expected 
to follow the recommended practices. 
.iv. Bulletins and Handbooks; These, like the Annual 
Reports, are for the extension staff and literate farmers and are not 
generally issued at any fixed intervals. Bulleti. s may be repro-
ductions of papers published in a farming journal, - „e Kenya Farmer, 
while handbooks provide a condensed knowledge resulting from research 
in a given crop or animal production system. The usefulness of this 
form of dissemination depends on the level of literacy of the targot 
groups and the ami lability of the information. Scoe of these 
documents go no further than the D.A.O.'s office, and the real cin 
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agents ie., the Junior Agricultural Assistants (JAAs) either have no 
access to this information and hence do not bring it to the attention 
of the farmers, or the information is too advanced for the JAAs, This 
can best be done ty the Agricultural Information Centre (see 2 (iii),), 
v. Advisory Services; Research officers particularly in 
coffee, soils, entomology and plant pathology handle inquiries _rcm the 
farming community relating to such problems as diseased plant, suspected 
soil deficiency, and insect at tack. If "the researcher does not have a ready 
answer, the problem raised may become a subject of research particularly 
if it affects a large area. A good case of feedback, 
2, Extension Services 
This is the main vehicle for disseminating new tecimoxo^.xes 
to the farming community and is done through the following channels?~ 
i. Courses for farmers and staff at Farmers' Training 
Centres and Agricultural Training Instituws 
ii. Meetings or barazas 
iii. Broadcasts and films 
iv. Bulletins, 
i. Farmers Training Centres and Agricultural Institutes: There 
are over 30 in Kenya providing farmers' courses in improved agricultural 
practices,. Open days are also held at these centres for the farmers 
in the area and irv.service courses for the junior extension staff, 
ii. General Meetings: Meetings or barazas called Ly admini-
strative officers give extension staff opportunity to advise farmers 
about improved practices and about rural development in general. This 
form of extension provides information to a much wider section of the 
farming community than most others. On the other hand, the others tend 
to cater for the literate and possibly progressive farmer. Following 
addresses of this kind, farmers may request extension officers to visit 
their farms and advise on how to plan the farm, where to obtain credit 
for purchase of inputs talked about etc. 
iii0 Broadcasts and films: (a) Broadcasts - These are put out 
by the Agricultural Information Centre in collaboration with the Voice of 
Kenya which has a regular radio programme on farming besides that 
produced in conjunction with the AIC. 
(b) Films - The AIC in collaboration with commercial 
firms and statutory boards produces films on agriculture and these may be 
borrowed toy F.T.C.s for teaching purposes. The JXC has cinema vans which 
show films to farmers in the rural areas. 
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iv. Bulletinsa The AIC in conjunction with specialist officers 
of the Research and Extension Services produces bulletins on crop and 
animal production, These are designed for the JAAs^ agricultural assist-
ants, who are constantly in touch with the farmers. One comprehensive 
bulletin which has been found valuable by the JAAs is the JAA Manual, 
Besides these services by staff of tlie Ministry, there are 
other agencies providing information on new farming techniques and practi-
ces.. Notable among these are statutory boards, commercial firms handling 
agricultural inputs e.g. fertilizers, pesticides, machinery etc. The 
organizations also employ a variety of media for disseminating information* 
III. DOCUMENT AT I ON - ITS PLACE IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
M P EXTENSION 
The need for effective library information in scientific research 
and development, for tlie scientist and the administrator/planner who decides 
priorities on tlie one hand and the extension worker on the other, cannot 
be overemphasised. 
In the Ministry of Agriculture, the libraries at the Ministry 
Headquarters, Provincial and district offices and research stations have 
served this objective. However, with the increasing production of books, 
journals and specialist reports, these library facilities have became 
inadequate. The present need is for quicker and more effective access to 
information required by tlie research worker, planner and extension agent. 
To achieve this tlie Ministry is in the process of soliciting technical 
assistance for the establishement of a Documentation Centre at the 
Ministry Head Office. 
The Centre, which will be staffed by documentalists, will have 
tliree major tasks; 
a. Acquisitions - locate, select and acquire publications which 
are important to the three groups referred to above 
b. Processing - process printed materials acquired and make readily 
available for use - and 
c. Serving - the Centre should be able to provide personal service 
through abstracts, photocopying, reference and lean facilities. 
As tlie final details about the Centre have not been worked out, 
it would be interesting to hear what this Conference lias to say on this 
important innovation in information services. 
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produceics: - pissSHIIAIic£i OF RESEARCH nr THE E.A. CQUIUUITY 
H. Gitata, E.A, Community, 
I0 Introduction; 
The East African Community provides the best example of co-
operation in the field of science on the continent of Africa, There 
is the existence of a form of East African Common Market which caters 
for economic as well as research and scientific needs of over 30 
million people in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. The spirit of co 
operation in scientific research gives East Africa an advantage for 
obtaining international support in the field of natural resources, 
medical research and industrial research. 
The Community research forms a nucleus fox- scientific and 
industrial development in Eas: Africa, There is, however, a need to 
increase scientific and technological research. There is, also a need 
for a central scientific co-ordination body for Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania to implement a national science policy. Such a body should 
function with a degree of independence, while a brokerage system 
would co-ordinate activities and would carry out the co-ordination* 
Thirdly, a balance should be established between basic and applied 
research* 
II, Production and Dissemination of Agricultural Research 
The East African Agriculture and Forest Research Organisation 
carries out research programmes to cover a variety of interests such 
as water use for crops production, effects of drought on crops „ EAAFRO 
also has a plant breeding section concerned with trying to increase 
the resistance of crops to pest and diseases ty production of pest 
resistance variety< 
The resources outlay of Research in the Community in 1969-70 
amounted Shs. 23,2 million of which EAAFRO1 s share was 49,2^£, EAAFRO 
reflects the importance of agriculture in East African economies and the 
following is a brief study of the functions of EAAFRO, 
III. Purpose of E.A.A.F.R. 0,» 
1« To undertake research in longer terms than easily under-
taken by partner state Governments, 
20 To undertake the research which requires high specialized 
inputs of equipments of manpower. 
3;' Co-ordination of Community research finding and national 
research. 
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4S To supplement and supply the background to the regional 
research activities, 
Dissemination of research to partner states, 
IV. Working Frame of E„AoAsFoR.O. 
The Institute lias a body of scientific services. This includes:-
a. East African Literature Services;; This provides current 
periodicals in a number of sciences to teachers and research*. s;. EALS 
sends lists of periodicals available in joint EAAPRO/EAVRO library to 
those interested, and periodicals are then lent on request. Acting as 
a small documentation centre, it has a circulation of 27,000 documents 
every month * 
b« Chemical Analysis; This section analyses mainly- soil and 
leaf sample which may be sent in by national-level researchers or 
other organisations0 
Co Statistical Advisory Services offers advice on experimental 
design, and data interpretation, 
d0 EjJU Herbarium Servicess identifies plants sent in and pro-
vides information on them0 
e, EvAoi Plant Quarantine Services enforces national legislative 
regulations on Import and export of plant material to and frcm East 
Africa* 
f. E.A. Machinery Co-ordinating Units This service keeps 
partner states informed of developments talcing place in this field in 
E, Africa and seeks to promote advice on agricultural machinery act-
ivities. 
g» Library' Service,, Generally considered the best agricul-
tural libaiy in the Community. There is inter-library loan to other 
libraries in E. Africa. The service is available to researchers and 
practitioners. 
ht East African Agricultural and Forestry Journals The only 
readily available publishing outlet for agricultural and forestry 
research done in E. Africa. It provides a useful means of disseminating 
research results in East Africa, 
V, Pro.iect Selection Co-ordination and Implementation 
EAAFRO has a Co-ordinating Committee which i.-~ludos Director of 
j griculture, Director of Veterinary Services, Chief Conservator of 
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Forests and representative of wildlife organization of the three partner 
states. There are four co-ordinating committees to represent EAAFRO 
Interest in the cammunity and dealing with Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, 
Forestry and V/ildlife. The Agricultural Committee, which has a wider 
variety of subjects, has power to appoint a specialist Committee. 
The starting point of a project is selection by a specialist 
Committee. The specialist Committee recommends research priorities 
relevant to the region which is forwarded to the appropriate Co-
ordinating Committee on Research. 
The recommendation of the Co-ordinating Committee is studied ty 
the Research Council awaiting implementation. Implementation depends on 
financial provision granted by Legislative Assembly. 
The Co-ordinating Committee keeps regional research institutes 
committed to works in terms of reference with the three partner states. 
The Co-ordination depends on the specialist Committee. EAAFRO also gets 
involved in joint projects. EAAFRO has decentralized the research 
institutes to enable the partner states to benefit from research. 
VI.. Disseminations 
EAAFRO has trial officers in the Ministry of Agriculture and also 
contacts private bodies. 
VII. Veterinary Research: 
Research in the veterinary field is carried out under the East African 
Veterinary Research Organization which shares the same site at Muguga 
with EAAFRO and with which it co-operates in research work on animal 
husbandry. Its own research includes important work on some of the 
major animal diseases in Africa. 
VIII. Trypanosomiasis Research; 
This research is based at Tororo, Uganda. Present studies are concerned 
with determining the manner in which trypanosomiasis is transmitted from 
wild animals to man and domestic animals. An outstanding achievement lias 
been developed of techniques for preserving trypanosomes by freeze 
method thus making frozen live trypanosomes available for collaborative 
research studies by other laboratories outside Africa. 
IX Medical Research; 
This is based at Mwanza and conducts field studies on bilharzia with the 
object of developing effective methods control by prevention of transmi-
ssion. Malaria research is based at what was formerly the Agricultural 
Research Institute at Amani, Tanzania, 
X_»_ Leprosy Research: 
In this field, the main concern has been to study with the help of 
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laboratory facilities the effects of the treatment with the latest 
drug. 
XI. Fisheries Researchs 
Regional research in this field operates in two organizations based 
at Jinja for Freshwater Fisheries and in Zanzibar fox Marine 
Fisheries,. 
XII, .Pesticides Research;; 
This Unit carries out research on control of agricultural pests and 
cincL 
diseases, weeds snail that carry bilharzia/on the use of insecticides. 
XIII» East African Industrial Research? 
Owing to financial stringency nominal fees have to be charged to 
industrialists making use of research services and. these count for about 
lOfo of recurrent cost of organization of about £60,000. At the 
moment, EAIRO has a number of services to national governments as well 
as private sectors,, 
The organisation's Food Processing Section carries out agri-
cultural related research, eg. processing of sorghum and machinery suit-
able for processing. The research problem emanates from government 
e„g. Kenya Industrial Estate as well as private industries. A roposal 
has been made to expand and regionalize industrial research in East 
Africa by establishing tw^ new Institutes - a Food Processing Research 
Institute in Uganda and a Rubber Plastic Textile and Fibre Research 
Institute in Tanzania. The Institute in Nairobi would ooncetration 
building materials and Applied Research, 
XIV. East Africa Academys 
The East Africa Academy is involved in documentation activities of 
collecting and dissemination research information in East Africa for 
over four years. The field cu. specialization so far has been biblio-
graphic ranging in size from 60 to 120 pages. The Academy is interested 
in production and dissemination of knowledge, and willing to co-operate 
with those dealing with science policy.® The East Africa Acadmy can 
be a brokerage within the Community, There is seme thought of establishing 
a documentation centre. The Academy ™ould be a good place for co-
ordination of documentation activities and as a clearing house. The 
partner states Brokerage System would be co-ordinated by the East 
Africa Academy. 
XV. Re-Appraisal of Dissemination and Target Groups 
EAAFRO has several principal means of disseminating science and tec 
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1, Monthly Newsletter; 
This is alternated by various departments, and materia? 
used is translated into layman's language. The newsletter is very 
effective because the scientist gets response from it, 
2, Record of Research: 
A very comprehensive Report, published annually and sent 
to partner states' research institutions as well as institutions abroad, 
3, Quarterly Reports; 
The Quarterly report has limited circulation to partner 
states, 
4, EAAFRO Journal: (mentioned earlier), 
5, East Africa Literature Services; (mentioned earlier) 
6, Visits; University departments, colleges, schools, voca-
tional schools xsit liuguga, 
7» Mass Media: 
Department of Army Worm report every weelc to the farmers 
on the movement of the African army worm in East mid Central Africa, 
This wares the farmers to spray their crops before the invasion of 
army worm, 
..VI. Problems of Targets Groups 
Sorghum department is preparing a booklet on growing better 
sorghum. A booklet on African Army Worm is available, soon to be 
translated into Swahili. There is a great demand for radio information 
for the farmer, EAAPRO may act as a scientific brokerage system in 
teaching East African farmers. This scope could be explored with 
relevant authorities, 
Research Priority: 
Research priorities are set by partner states. 
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DISCUSSION ARISING PRO! PAPERS OP FIRST SESSION 
(J, Kisaj W.W. Wapokalaj P.G. Sitati.) 
UJOODIs I think: we are facing a very serious problem. Prom wha-t 
Mr„ Kisa pointed out, the Government has a Development Policy which 
it would like to implement. The Minister himself said that it 
would be difficult to justify what they have presented as Government 
policy - very difficult to defend it at a conference like this. 
I would like to comment on the involvement of the 
people in the formulation of the plan. When I go home, I cannot 
help wondering who can contribute to the National Development Plan,. 
Do the people really know v/hat should go into this Plar. for their 
own benefit? If not, what is to be discussed at this coherence is 
of very great importance0 There is a lack of communication between! 
the policy formulators and those who disseminate the research findings 
to the people. Is there any communication at all between ourselves* 
and PCs and DCs who finally tell the people what actually needs to 
he rlntLft? 
In my own village, one of the most highly recommended 
findings in agricultural science, artificial insemination, is totally 
rejected because when it was tried there it failed. When they use 
natural bulls, there is no failure'. Here is an example of a complete 
lack of communication between those who disseminate the information 
and those who utilize it. Commenting on what Mr0 Wapakala said - in 
the Ministry of Agriculture there is a feeling that research is very 
much ahead of extension. This is normal. What we agreed to imple-
ment ten years ago lias not been fully implemented, for example, 
hybrid seed maize. Average production is about 8 bags (anacre) 
- you can get as much as 40 bags. Most of the well-to-do Kenyans 
who formulate the policies live in Nairobi. Their children go to 
very good schools and cannot speak the vernaculars my contention is 
tliat your family life at heme as a policy formulator has a lot of 
bearing on the recommendations that you are going to make and which 
are supposed to be implemented in the rural areas. There is a 
clear case of lack of communication, Mr, Gitata has told us about 
Muguga, the EAC and scientific journals. Even with all my education 
I find it very difficult to read these journals. The language used 
is not for consumption by the people who are supposed to be implementing 
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what you recommend. We want to be told in simple terms how to solve 
these problems. We need a translation of such papers into a language 
which can be read by the ordinary man, so that as much effort as 
possible can be made by the people who are supposed to implement this 
into a workable solution. 
KISA; One of the questions rajs 2d by the former speaker is how you 
involve the people in plan formulation. He referred to the state-
ment made by the Minister to the effect that to some extent we formulate 
our programmes in the absence of adequate information. This is certainly 
true. We never have all the information we need before we can formu-
late a development programme. But the involvement of the people in 
plan formulation at the local level - the provincial and district 
levels, is through their representative - you cannot involve 12 million 
people. We expect the ideas of the people to be channelled through 
District Development Committees to their representatives. These 
Committees will include Members of Parliament, officials of the 
County Councils and others who represent the opinions of the local 
people. It would be extremely difficult to design any other system 
whereby one could involve everybody. Apart from the formal involvement 
through the District Development Committees there is the informal 
involvement through the change agents and the local people. These may 
not be as effective as they should be and we would be most receptive to 
any suggestions for improvement. 
The second point I would like to respond to is with regard to 
what appears to be a gap between the policy makers and the people that 
the policy is expected to benefit. Again, the nature of involvement in 
practice would be in terms of machinery already provided. 
policy makers in the Ministry of Agriculture do not sit in 
Nairobi and formulate policies without consulting their District 
Agriculture Officers and their assistants down the line to the people 
themselves. So I would hope that there is this link from the 
people through the established machinery right up to the top and that 
though policies are normally formulated at the top they arc a 
reflection of the process that has gone into the formulation of those 
policies. I would find it difficult to draw up an agricultural 
programme sitting in Nairobi without getting the nece33ary information 
from the people in the field. If the consultation has been ineffective, 
again, this is a gap in communication and it is an area which merits some 
investigation,, 
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The last point is the implication that those of us working in the 
urban areas arc ill suited ^or policy making or are ill adapted really to 
formulate policies and programmes which arc based on the priorities and 
needs of people at the local levclo I do not think that the fact that 
we are living in the urban areas makes us any more incapable of making 
policies, assuming that the necessary consultations on the.policy in 
question have taken place. We should look upon urbanisation as a process 
which provides for a much needed integration in. this country,, You take 
somebody frcm the deep Central Province and put him into the deep Coast 
Province and he will be a complete stranger. But in the urban areas, 
because of the language facility and because of the environment an:"! 
background, there i.3 a greater integration than in the rural areas We 
should encourage this, especially in a country where there is a deep-
rooted tribal feeling, 
CHAIRMAN s (SITATl) 
Let us now make specific recommendations9 concrete suggestions, 
KITHEKA MUTUIg It would appear that wc are talking in terms 
of policies. What are these policies? We do not know them. What are 
we doing to bring realities home to the rural man? 
WAPAKALAo It is a complex issue to bring things down to the 
small man, the man in the village9 Information is a pr nful matter and 
wo are not like the 3pider who generates his own cobweb from himself, 
and therefore lias no problem in surviving, but man has :o take an idea 
from one fellow to another and thi3 is the basic problem. You cannot 
do anything without a given frame of performance. You say you want to talk 
about developing a group somewhere. You must have a policy for- it. You 
must know that you have the resources to do it and you must involve the 
people who are going to do it, and so, without a policy, without a frame 
of activity, you cannot just soy we are going to do this and this and 
set ideas formed in Nairobi back to the people concerned. Communication 
between the man in Nairobi and the people in the country • s what we are 
looking for. We now realise that the policies we are draw .g up might 
not be implemented properly because the man at the other end does not 
understand it, 
PAT A a I tliink what we are concerned with is communication 
from the level of Government to the common man and I use the expression 
common man meaning the general public and not in the ideological s.;:ise o_ 
UgandaS, Communication is at two levels? frcm the point of view o: 
researchers and policy makers; ana communicating with the public as 
whole, and here is where I come in, I work in public libraries £ 
problem that we have always faced is people coming in and aslang f 
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and such Government publication. We have to go to the Government Printer 
to purchase it. Sometimes it is not available because the Government 
Printer pushes seme tiling out for the Public Service and not for the general 
public. If "the intention is to communicate with the general public why not 
publish more of these tilings and make them more readily available? Why 
doesn't the Government Printer publish something so it goes straight to the 
people, or sell it at a subsidised rate? 
A carry over from the colonial days is that Government publications 
are still a matter for suspicion* Ilie general public lias to inform the 
Government before publishing something but the Government does not have a 
reciprocal rule. This is guarded by the Books and Publications Act. A 
public library receives all other publications except what the Goveri lent 
punishes. Any library should receive what the Government publishes as a 
matter of right, and should buy it at an extremely reduced price. We are 
talking about free communication in a framework that is null and void. 
The basic framework is indeed free communication ana that is what we should 
correct before we go on to think about passing on information. 
CSAKANYs I come from the Masai Rural Development Centre and we 
cover the area to Magadi. One point of Mr. Kisa's is how to involve the 
people and how to take the results of the researchers and pass them on to 
the rural people. This Ma3ai project has been visited Ly many, including 
policy makers^ who are involved in the development work and it is a good policy 
to involve the people,, It is a question of communicating with the people 
where they are finding out what they are thinking, and liave direct contact 
with them, I believe that is the best way to involve them. Do not do 
tilings for them, do not build something for them, but if they decide they 
want to change then give them the means to do it themselves, start them 
off and after that they will continue and will be able to moke their own 
contribution. 
CHEGEs Commenting on this whole problem of mass participation, 
Mr0 Kisa sees it is difficult to involve the masses directly and that the 
only way is to involve the representatives of the masses. We make a lot of 
assumptions about the representatives of the masses in terms of, say, 
a Chief - whatever he says is what the people want or say. I think one 
must avoid this assumption because we know that there is littl 
communication between the leaders and the masses. 
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Whenever one talks about mass participation one tends to assume 
that one is communicating something that the masses also know abouto In 
Kenya in terms of economic and political education it is something that 
has always been avoided at the policy making levelD If this type of 
communication strategy is going to work, there should be a department that 
will unofficially involve itself in mas3 communications Mass education 
and political education in particular would make this type of system 
work, 
CHAIHMAjJs Seme kind of management by remote control? This 
is precisely what you have said0 We would be interested in what method 
you would suggest® We are talking on two different wave-lengths and. we 
would like to strike a balance between the two, 
GrlTATAs As I see it, Mr, Kisa pointed out that we must 
accept the conflict of development,, I do not see any area of conflict^ 
I think there is just a need for research for society as a means to 
begin developments If we teach them how to build the bridge it is better 
than building the bridge for them because then when they need it they 
will build ito 
KISAs We must assume a certain amount of rationality on the 
part of the people involved and I would be the last to accept the 
assumption that the people are so irrational that they elect somebody v/ho 
is not really suitable to represent them. If we do not do so I do not 
see how we can act. 
The other consideration is that the self-help movement has 
indicated that the people can involve themselves in those development 
activities which they can see as being of top priority<, We are talcing 
over more tlian 30 Ilarambeeschools every year built by the local people 
and not by stipulation by thi M '".s. This is initiative which needs to 
be harnessed for the benefit oj. the people as a whole0 I think the 
communication gap arises not so much between the representative and the 
people, but between the extension officer ~ including the agricultural 
officer and so an ~ and the local people. 
Political education is just one education., there is social 
education, economic education, and many others. This involves everybody , 
it is not just one department, 
Iglfhls I think the point Mr, Chege is bringing out is that 
you cannot represent people who do not know what they are going to L 
represented about. This means the man must be told what to say by 
people he is representing. This does not nullify the need for a lo of 
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education. LIr. Kisa would agree with us that probably in Kenya 
the planner unit if we had the finance to go to the village to use 
the village as the planning unit- would be the ideal* 
KUIPSils I feel there should be far more research in the 
supporting services and quite a lot in operational research. One 
of the problemswith for example, credilj is liardly any research is 
done in that type of field and it is -xtremely difficult to find 
out the current savings at villagw level, how they can be mobilised 
and raised locally. The question is whether the University can 
do thiSc You can use existing institutions like the banks to do liieir 
own research, but most banks cannot use their own funds for that 
purpose. 
Another big problem which we (Agricultural Finance Corporation) 
face is the translation of an idea into something which can be 
financed,, It gives no indication of economics and the financial 
resources involvede It is only a question of presenting data in a 
different way for institutions like banks, Tkey need far more useful 
information to finance a programme,, 
Most of the information goes to politicians and they only 
seem to know how to issue the credit and not how to find it. They 
stimulate the farmers to take a loan and never talk about repaying 
it. Thi3 is one of the results which make it impossible to design 
any programme for the small farmer because you will never recover 
your money. In Mr. Kisa® s paper he wants to stimulate banks to 
move into the rural areas and assist the farmers. But you should take 
into account that the interest rates in Kenya are extremely low and low 
interest rates stimulate loans to the big farmers who already have 
access to loans, not the small farmers. You mention that the 
constraints are knowledge and credit. Many banks found problems in 
issuing their funds in viable enterprises. 
INUKAI; The previous speaker said that there is little 
information about research in credit and yet I believe there is some 
research being done ty expatriate teachers like myself, though the 
words which we use cannot convey reality in the rural areas. This 
year our department (Economics) started to use the long vacation for 
such research. Each of 30 students was assigned to do practical 
research in his own area. One group of 3tudents picked on rural 
savings: how did they pay school fees, out of savings or borrowings? 
Another group picked on the inter-locational XX ow ox gooas ana sei-vxuea, x^xU 
is a good start to train our own students to think and conduct research in 
their own thing without being dumped with foreign assignments. I believe 
if we continue this, we can produce good research material which can be 
communicated to the people. It is important to know that there is an effort 
to fill the gap between the policy maker and the rural people, 
QB.VAKA; I wi3h to follow up the remark that the farmers are ten years 
behind the research workers. The extension workers out in the field speak 
the language of the farmers, therefore the farmers understand them® But 
there is no organised personal communication between research worker and the 
extension man, and I think there are hundreds of extension people who have 
not spoken to a research man in the last ten years. So how can you expect 
the farmer to be any closer to the research men? 
There should be a department to organise personal contact between 
officers and the research workers. You must have a good broker who can 
translate from the research man to the extension officer; he should also be 
able to write in Swhili and pass on the flow from the research worker to 
the extension offxcer0 
Y/APAKAIA; The question raised by Mr. Lijoodi was one of language and then 
the level of the public to which these things are addressed. This is the 
dilemmas the scientist is expressing himself in the language of his pro-
fession and the farmer wants facts, ready to use, he wants tn be in touch 
with the latest formulae etc0 Ifwe can get another may, ma,y be an educated 
journalist, who can reduce the information to the language of the people he 
is dealing with from time to time, we ""mid get a way of communicating. This 
brings us to the suggestion of finding a broker at a research station who 
understands the language of the people and can translate technology into 
that language. You must get a non-scientist to do this, but he must under-
stand enough so that he can pass on the information to the farmers, 
GACHUHIs I would like to take just a small isnue of Mr. Y/apakala's 
regarding the scientist and the fact that he cannot bend so low as to 
write something that can be communicated, I think the basic issue here 
is tliat we scientists of one kind or another must ask ourselves? who do 
we write for? If I write for my colleagues there is a professional 
standard I must reach. But moot of us do not just write for our 
colleagues, we try to communicate with our people, I think we are capable 
of doing so, and should change our way of thinking that only when you 
write at this level are you in fact keeping scientific standards. If you 
are writing for the'wananichi® you have to edit what you write. We can 
also come down to where the people are. 
jJOIILJ Y/c have been talking about translation but there is also the 
problem of now do you bring that message to the user. We have done re-
search among extension staff in Tetu and most of them do not receive 
"Kenya Parmer"0 Apart from translation we have a very serious pre" 
of actually bringing material to these people who are in direct cc. 
with the farmers and we should consider recommendations like i.. 
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SECOND SESSION, (Chairman, Mr. u'JL Wapakala) 
PAPERS PRESENTED mPER THE TOPIC; 
TARGET GROUPS AND SULCI'S 
A PRACTICAL PROPOSAL POR DISSEMINATION OP 
tESEARCH OUTPUTS IN RURAL INDUSTRIALIZATION 
Icliirou Iiiukai, Dept., of Economics, University of Nairobi 
There are two ways for rural industrialization in Kenya. 
Pirst, a large-scale investment can be made on agro-based industries 
such as sugar factories and cotton ginneries etc. Secondly, a dive:si-
fication and specialisation of rural gainful employment can be sou0 re, for 
in the rural areas. In this paper, I limit my proposal to the second 
approach. This is not because I do not believe the importance of the first 
approach, but because I envisage the urgent needs of strengthening the 
economic bases of small proprietors in the rural areas. 
The identification of target ^ jroupss 
The scopes for development and the problem envisaged are different 
among the rural workers who are engaged in industrial activities. It is 
therefore crucial in the efforts to disseminate research outputs to 
identify different target groups. In this regard, I propose a system of 
three tier structure in which individual targets are horizontally grouped 
and also each group can be linked 1n the vertical up-grading of their 
activities. 
a® Rural youth as potential entrepreneurs will be given vocational 
training through village polytechnics, the Notional Youth 
Service, and related institutions. In view of the pressing need 
for providing basic skills in trade and industry, re-orienting 
rural harambee second. srhools to vocational schools might 
expand the scope tremendouslye Recruitment of instructors 
may became a bottleneck, but this can be probably coped 
with by mobilizing locally existing craftsmen as part-time 
instructors, eg. a black smith in local market may be 
requested to act as tin instructor on an hourly gratuity and a 
local tailor can be asKed to teach tailoring at the training insti 
tutians. On this level, more agro-based enterprises such a3 poult 
and pig raising should be introduced^ , Here is a good scope for 
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combining masonry and construction training with layout 
of a poultry or pig house. 
b„ Existing rural craftsmen and construction workers, 
including contractors, need up-grading of their skills 
by using better tools and equipments. They also will be 
considerably benefited by being introduced to new products, 
new designs, low-cost production techniques and so on. 
The Rural Industrial Development Centres can take the 
responsibility of looking after those existing rural 
industrial proprietors. The industrial extension se vices 
with mobile units of hand-operated tools and equipment 
and/or portable electrified tools and equipment can 
achieve this task best. Industrial extension services 
should not be confined to industrial technical extension, 
but also be extended to management training as well. 
It is crucial to make an attempt at organizing them into 
trade associations. In a growing rural center, it lias been 
observed that industrial proprietors and their workers tend to 
have their workshops at the same locations If we can succeed 
in organizing them into a trade association, we cai. 
develop a system of joint purchasing of materials and a 
group training scheme at the same time, 
?.: Existing "motivated" industrial properietors in towns in the 
rural areas will soon face the problem of expansion, it may 
however, be difficult to finance expansion by one's own 
capital in view of the larger capital requirements. The 
problem of premises may also become acute. Among those 
problems, it appears significant that many "motivated" pro-
prietors tend to be foiled by salesmen of machinery and 
equipment, resulting in the purchase of unnecessary sophi-
sticated machines. For example, a contractor was bewildered 
by a machine powered cement mixer, which costs ten times 
more than a hand^powered cement mixer. Perhaps, the RIDC can 
offer a consultancy service in advising ways of expansion, 
e.g. selection of machines. 
Industrial research and extension 
Let us take carts as an example. Models and materials of 
produced at local workshops vary considerably. Accordingly, weight 
efficiency differ among them. No research has been made on compara" 
costs and efficiency of these different carts. If the RIDC can un.-
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practical research into reducing costs and increasing efficiency of 
carts, producing a sort of manual for manufacturing better carts 
according to local topographic conditions, it would benefit local 
manufacturers as well as farmers. In Kenya we do not see a cart which 
is pulled fcy a bicycle. This type of cart, called a rear-car, was a 
most popular transportation medium of farm produce in Japan until 
the late 1950s. The manufacturing of rear-cars can easily be done by 
local blacksmiths and bicycle repairers. The rear-car is efficient even 
in hilly areas. 
Another example would be a cement block maker. In vif of 
increasing renovation of houses, the demand for bricks is rapidly 
increasing. If we can produce at the local blacksmith workshop a 
simple hand-operated block-making tool it will help the local contra-
ctor tremendously. A black smith at Machakos has already manufactured 
and sold a hundred of this kind of tool, but the model and manufacturing 
techniques is not known in other areas. The RIDC can improve the 
efficiency of this tool, and produce a prototype blueprint which can 
be given to local blacksmiths. 
This kind of research and extension has been undertaken by 
the Embu RIDC in manufacturing school desks and chairs. The importance 
of research and extension has been noted in other RIDCs. We should 
encourage these operations, nd expand the scope not only to carpentry, 
but also to blacksmiuis and other crafts. 
Management research and extension: 
Poor management of business operation among the African business* 
men has been known, for years, and the traders training courses have been 
conducted ty various agents, including the Trade Development Officers. 
The bottlenecks in the traders training course,as in ther types of 
training, is its once-and-for-all approach. Pollow-up services are 
rarely offered to the participants. 
Credit-hunger among the traders and workshop proprietors is. 
recognised and misuse of allocated credit has become increasingly 
ccmmon among them, A supervised credit system may require additional 
manpower, yet it is one which we must consider carefully* 
The injection of simple commerce courses into secondary 
school syllabuses will help in solving manpower recruitment in manage-
ment and in extension for rural traders. Many harambee secondary 
schools are simply geared to further higher education, but by now 
experience has proved that only a lucky few can go into higher education, 
Commerce-oriented secondary schools, if they were established as 
in Japan, will make better use of the output from secondary school 
education^, Many harambee secondary schools in remote rural areas 
can be re-directed towards becoming vocational, institutions. 
Mo Harper8 s research into a simplified and low-cost 
management extension service is commendable, and needs to be amplified, 
In the Kenya context fundamental business management can start with 
the habit of daily book-keeping. Supervision of a simplified book-
keeping system can be easily done by low-level manpower like secondary 
school leavers if they were given such training. 
Therefore, at the national level, it is worthwhile o 
consider changes in the character of the existing harambee se ondaay 
schools, in particular of those in remote rural areas. 
Another area of research on the mangement extension service 
will be the compilation of stories of successful traders0 If we can 
collect these success stories, translate them into Kiswahili and 
circulate these among the traders, they would benefit ty gaining in-
sight into how they can improve their businesses. 
One of the problems appearing in the training course is 
that it is too dry and technical to induce real interest among the 
participants. Practical examples of how to be successful would be 
very useful,, 
How can we help the rural traders? Do we have a manual 
written in Kiswahili on how to promote businesses? Do we have a 
regular circulation of pamphlets written in Kiswahili giving simple 
information an markets, credits, supply sources, and other related 
items? I advocate the publication of these, and their availability 
to rural businessmen® 
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FAMILY WELFARE IN KENYA: WHO, WHAT, WHT AND HQV 
J, Mugo Gachuhi, IDS, University 
In Kenya we are concerned about improved family welfare 
as the ultimate objective in our development planning. Thus 
significant resources are allocated for disseminating such information 
as would be useful and beneficial to the members of a family. However, 
one is startled by the number of organisations which are expect, d to 
disseminate useful information on family welfare, and by their 
limited impact on the family. The reasons are mainly; little or no 
collaboration between the organisations involved in doing almost the 
same thing, and competing with each other for resources and recogni-
tion. 
In the area of child, family care and development, five 
Ministries of the Government - Agriculture, Community and Social 
Services, Education, Health and Information and Broadcasting - are 
all involved but with little regard to what the other one is doing 
(see Table l), There are also about seven other agencies involved 
but with no collaboration between them to maximise their efficiency 
in their common interests, (Table l). 
For other areas, e.g. Family Planning, see Tables attachec 
Resources and efforts spent by these agencies are great ana 
scarce. Most of the programs followed by the many agencies are curative 
with somewhat limited efforts in the preventive aspect. We believe 
that if the organisations got together, exchanged information and devised 
a method whereby they could disseminate their information in moi-e 
ordered form, their impact would be far greater than it is at the 
moment. 
Very little research is normally done ty the agencies to 
find out what type of information their clients need. There does seem 
to be a needs-assessment so that only useful information will be given 
out. The kind of information that is needed is that which will 
actually help a family to overcome some of its familial problems. 
Such information should of course be integrated so as to approach the 
family in its totality. Target population must be selected carefully and 
appropriate information which is not only needed but also applicable be 
given, The agencies concerned could do an important service if their 
services were not duplicated but were complementary, 
A useful discussion could be initiated by the Conference parti-
cipants to show how these gaps could be elnncr) 
TABLES BY ASPECT Qc' FAULT UPS* 
Family life has been divided Into six "aspects". These aspects are 
not mutually exclusive, but represent common areas of focus for agencies and 
educators in the field of family life education* 
From these lists and information gathered from the question X (see 
belcw) it will be possible to show the degree and type of collaboration 
between agencies with similar interests^ 
Question Xa 'What other ministries/organizations do your workers 
r llabora+ew fch in the field? Indicate what level colla-
boration takes place (provincial, district, national), ana 
specify the purpose and means of achieving this collaboration, 
OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS. ILLUSTRATED THROUGH THE SUVEIg OH FAMILY LIFE 
EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
1» lack of co-ordination and working relationship frcrn national to field 
levelo 
» Seldom team approach to problem solution in a field* 
2, Poor communication between Government and non-Government agencies 
- Lack of a system to iitilize non-Government sector to support 
Government sectors. 
3, Field Officers: often have limited perspective, work in isolation 
from agencies in related fields and in same areas. 
- Seldom use team planning, trainirg of ten too technical and irrelevant 
information is disseminated0 
4, Staff continuity often lacking - transfers are frequent, 
5, Very little emphasis on evaluation, 
6, Little use of research and insights gained from experience - lack of 
a system for collection and dissemination of information, 
7U Shortage of teaching aids and educational materials for use in field 
programmes. 
* These Tables were compiled by the Program for Better Family 
Living (PBPL) Team of the FAO. Acknowledgement is therefore 
duly given., We are indebted to Dr. Eric Kry stall and 
Miss J.Berger 'or allowing us to have these tables,,, 
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20 FAllIEY REMIICHSEIPS AND INTERPERSONAL CCMHUNICATICK (MENTAL HEALTH) 
AGENCY FIELD PROGRAMME 1 TRAINING INFORMATION 
Min® of C/SS Day Care Programme for Pre-school children -
parents teacher committees. 
Lay Care Teachers & 
Supervisors 
Min., of Health O.nmmin-i+y Nursing - Tone visitingf?) Community Nurse training 
Mln. of Agri. Extension training Egertan. 
Child Welfare Soc, Social Case Work 
Family Planning Family Service Council (couns.) 
NCCK (Member churches) Family Life Education, Social Case Work Youth Leadership. 
Catholic Churches Social Case Work Social Work 
Univ. of Nairobi Child Development Research Unit (CDRU) Dept. of gfa, 
Dept. of Psy0 
CRDU 
Office of President Social Work (EtA) 
City Council,Urban 
Municipalities 
Social Case Work Social Work 
3 . FALIIY PLALILLNG CHILD OR AO J—'U/'LIL.. IL'ATI UII 
AGENCY/ FIELD i-'kOGRAMuE TRAINING INFORMATION 
Family Planning Assoc. Field Workers - education & 
motivation 
F. P.L. field Workers 
C.Do Nutrition workers 
T.V. Radio/newspapers 
Min. of Healtli F. Plan. Services Nurses Training 
Doctors training 
(Limi ted 
Health Education Unit 
Family planning Section on 
statistics 
International Planned 
Parenthood Federation 
F, Plan. Services 
Mohi 1 ft mini ns Dnntn-rs 
Family Welfare 
Centre (Kenyatta 
Hospital) 
Educational material 
County Councils F. Plan. Services 
A.M. & R.F. Ply Doctors Service, Health 
Education Project Publications 
NCCK Family Life Education 
Red Cross Family Life Training Centres 
1 ' T 1 BW^™**^** ixwpmr* j 
i 
World Assembly of Youth Seminars on Family Planning | 
* f 'I'll II l| i I Dutch Aid 
| 
Midwives F„ Plan. Services Training of nurses and 
Doctors by mid-wives 
COMMENTS ON TABLE 2: Education (preventive) programme in rural areas ... only through day care where parents can 
be reached through parent-teacher committees and local day care training sessions. Beyond preschool there i3 no 
formal education programme for parents or children even through schools. The 1TCCK programme has recently started but 
has limi ted reach. The Family Service Counsel, having only one full time staff member, is the only counselling body 
available. Most education and service is done in connection with social case work by Child '•elfare Society and Church 
employed social workers, who are already dealing with probiere cases. There seems to be no official Government state-
ment on or programme of education and prevention in this field. (Comments should be made on ever/ table). 
4. 5HVIRCHM3JTAL SALTITA!EICI>r dPl JSICAu IHPS07I33uTS & UPKEEP 0? SURROUNDINGS 
AGENCY FIELD PROGRAMME TRAINING INFORMATION MASS 
EDUCATION 
Min. of Agri. Home Economics Extension Extension training Agricultural inf. centre 
Min„ of C/SS Adult Literacy C.D. Self 
help & "/omen's groups 
village poly technics 
Mine, of Education Secondary schools 
teacher training 
primary schools broadcasts 
in health education 
Min. of Health MCH programme clinics, Health 
inspector activities 
training health, 
personnel 
health education Unit 
Min. of Inf.& Br„ T.V. Radio Programmes 
"IfCCK (Member churches) Rural Service extension Village polytechnics^ 
Home craft, Training 
centres 
Red Cross Better Family Living centres 
iilobile Clinics 
Training Red Cross 
Field Workers 
YWCA Vocational Training 
Centre Limuru 
University of Nairobi Dept. of #E, Dept. of 
Community Medicine, 
Advanced Nursing 
Child Welfare Society- Social Care Work 
City Councils,, Ubarn 
Municipalities 
Public Health Nursing 
5s POOD AND NUTRITICN 
AGENCY FIELD PROGRAMMES TRAINING 
i 
PROVISION OP INFORMATION AND MASS 
EDUCATION 
Min„ of Agriculture Home Economic Extension & women's 
Groups 
4k 
Young Farmers 
Clubs 
Farmers 
Training Centres 
Extension 
training 
Agriu Information centre 
Ministry of C/SS Adult Literacy 
Day Care Programme 
C.D. - Self Help groups 
- Women's Clubs groups 
Village 
Polytechnics 
Day Care 
Teachers 
Training 
Min. of Education Secondary 
schools, tea-
chers traini ng 
colleges 
Primary schools broadcasts; health 
education 
Min. of Health Nutrition Education Karen College 
Medical/Health 
Training 
centres 
Health Education Unit 
| Min, of Inf/Br. Radio/TV Programmes 
(Continued) 
TABLE 5 (Cant.) 
AGMCI FIELD PROGRAMMES TRAINING PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND MASS 
EDUCATION 
African Medical Research 
Foundation (flying 
Doctor]__ 
Nutrition Education Training Medical 
students 
Publications "Afia", "Defence" 
Catholic Relief Services Preschool Health Programme 
Child Welfare Society Social case work - primary 
and pre-school feeding 
National school feeding 
Programme 
Social case work - Thru1 
parent teacher committees 
National Freedom from 
Hunger Committee 
Furling of project e.g. 4k 
competition in horticulture 
Public education and interest 
NCCK (Members churches) Christian Rural Service 
Programmes: extension 
Village polytech-
nics 
Rural training 
centres. Home 
craft, Training 
centres 
Training of Red 
Cross field workers 
Red Cross Family Life Centre 
YWCA Vocational Training 
school for girls -
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ISSUEo Ii: 0UR1LEITT PRODUCTION AI.:J D L I I S B I T L I A I ' I V I I -.R' 
AGRICULTURAL AIID I L I L A T Z D T JJIiHOhCCa. I 
Towards an Identification of 
Target group characteristic., and needy 
Philip Mo Mbit-liij institute for Development Studies, Universitye 
Rural development in Kenya is seen as a multi-sectoral inter-
ministerial, inter-agency, co-ordinated systematic process which i; ims at2 
a. Improving the incomes of rural people 
b. Improving the welfare of rural households 
c. Increasing emilcym e it opportunities in rural areas 
d. Increasing local participation in development. 
If Kenya's rural areas are going to respond to President Kenyatta®s 
call "Back to the Land", between 1968 and 1974, they should absorb about 
80$ of the total new adults. That is, out of 925,000 new adults, wage 
employment will only absorb 200s000 and 50^000 will presumably become self 
employed. The remaining 695.000 would have to be absorbed in agriculture* 
Kenya's growing population too, will need to be fed. It is against this 
background of increasing demand on agriculture that we must a3k how c m 
increased adoption of agricultural technology answer our problems? How 
can it be accelerated? 
Part I 
Agricultural Innovation 
It lias been argued that increased technology transfer to the 
peasant farm, coupled with other i'actors would increase farm productivity* 
Increased farm productivity would lead to more job creation at the farm 
level, and consequently raise incomcs and living standards. 
The Target of Technology 
The choice of technology for the farmer is conditioned by his 
environment and in computing returns, this should be taken into account. 
Applied agricultural research is concerned with supplying 
information to the following unitst-
1» Individuals - to create an awareness of the relationships between 
environment and the basic human need3 - food, shelter 
and health and how different activities affect this 
relationship* 
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2c Occupational Groups$ 
±0 farmers 
ii« agricultural supporting Industrial organisations 
iiio agricultural supporting commercial organisations 
iv0 agricultural planners 
Vo extension agents 
vi0 school and adult teachers 
vii. politicians 
viiio journalists and information peddlers 
3 e Scientific community 
4„ Farm planners, land use specialists and agronomists 
5e School children, trainee agriculturalists 
6„ Other professions - architects, road engineers, agricultural 
economists (not planners), administrators0 
Technology requirements differ in intensity and frequency 
according to whether the unit can be grouped as; 
10 Professional agriculturist - categories 1 - value 
20 Potential agriculturists - school children, trainees, school 
teachers 
5. Related professionals 
4. Unrelated but significant contact groups 
If we consider one specific group, the farmer, this can be 
subdivided as follows; 
- pastorolists 
- subsistence agriculturalists 
- cash crop farmers 
(A chart showing some of the available choices of technology 
to farmers specializing iii the major enterprise clusters in Ken; . 
is available in the fuller version of Dr. LIbitlii's Paper on 
Target Groups, at the IDS, University of Nairobi), 
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Illustration of Returns of Adopting Technology 
1» Katumani Maize Programme 
An effective adoption of Katumani synthetic maize for the dry 
areas (over 80^ adoption) would ideally reduce moisture requirement of 
the main staple - maize - from 12" per season to about 7" per season, 
Rainfall probability calculations for most sites in this zone show that 
this would reduce the incidence of crop failure and food shortage from 
Is 3 years to Is8 years„ This means a reduction of crop failure and 
food shortage rate from 33^ to 12j 
3 
The adoption of Katumani maize in any medium-low potential 
district could save Kenya over 2 million shillings per season per such 
districti 
Nan Adoption as Stable Phenomenon 
Even with very limited innovation range in Kenya, it has been 
shown that the adoption rates of farm technology are very low. Question-
naires and detailed studies in various parts of Kenya show that farmers 
do not appear to take up new ideas as quickly as is often assumed. 
Examples In Eastern Kenya the adoption of the early maturing Katumani 
maize would reduce the incidence of crop failure from ls3 years to .1*8 a 
more normal situation for Kenya, The reduction of misery, starvation and 
the saving of money due to a more stablized food supply would lead to 
accelerated development in this area, Yet, of the total maize acreage, 
only 28$ is planted to Katumani maize. 
Nan-adoption of programme is not serious, only at the farm level. 
Our research shows that in Eastern Kenya, over 00$ of the community pro-
grammes introduced between 1948 and 1958 outside community self-help 
projects were never adopted. 
Among the livestock keepers, the adoption of new ideas, especially 
those related to settled farming or ranching, is very low. Studies done 
on the development of the Kaputei group and individual ranches, for example 
showed that after 5 years of settled ranching, a severe drought was enough to 
cause all Masai to abandon their permanent houses, their ranch land and begin 
nomadic life in search of pasture and water0 
Nom-adoption of agricultural technology is caused by a complexity 
of factors which we are still studying but the most important ones are 
directly linked with poor communication of developmental technology«, 
Part XI 
Factors_Constrailing Against the Adoption of Technology 
The Communication Model 
Ccmmunication theory given a model of information flow where 
a source produces signals, symbols, or messages which are encoded in 
a language t<yio.cm understood by the receiver and transmitted by a 
channel connecting the transmitter and the receiver0 
Pigure^I ^ Information Plow 
Encoding 
4 , 
Noise 
pTransmitter ^ j Channel Receiver 
Decoding 
|~~DestinatI 
I'lTter" 
The channel carrying the message and the encoding and decoding 
processes interfere with the transmitting process so that the message 
received differs from the intended one. Noise is the amount of trans-
mitting error which is corrected ty use of filters3 
The above illustrated model suggests that the following factors 
will constrain the efficient flow of information from the research station 
to the farmer, and reduce the adoption rate of farming technologya 
a. The nature of the message "innovation". Research findings 
may not be relevant or focussed on high priority issues as 
farmers perceive them® 
b. The language used in disseminating the research may not be 
understood ty grass root extension staff or farmers, 
c. The media or channel used to convey the message may be 
directed at a receiver who may have no effective contact 
established with the small farmers 
c. The interaction effect of a faulty channel reaching an 
expectant receiver or vice versa may lead to the alienatror. 
of both parties. 
e» Receivers must be tuned in to the wave length of the 
which is influenced by the choice of transmitter an.: 
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Farmers do not nave the same receptive capacity, Some 
are illiterate, poor, with small farms and large families, 
Others are rich, educated and progressive. At present, 
in Kenya, farmers are assumed to be homogeneous, and that 
they have equal receptivity., Farmer-training uses the 
same techniques and content for small and large, progressive 
and laggard farmers. Extension agents use the same argu-
ments on all farm visits. 
Using the above model, we will review the major face -, 
shown in the diagram. Approaches found to be important to the adoption 
of innovations are "-hose which relate source of technology, nature of 
technology, channels and media of communication to the recipient system, 
1, Source of Technology 
In Kenya, the main sources of technology for farmers and 
extension agents are Government research stations, These 
are normally self-contained institutions which have little 
or no ties with the extension service except on consultancy 
basis. Other sources are commercial firms such as Twiga 
Chemicals, the University and Egerton College and the 
Statutory Board's Research Department, plus JAAFRO Muguga, 
I, How do Farmers Perceive These Sources? Research on 
attitudes and adoptive behaviour show that farmers who live 
near Embu and Katumani research stations, for example, were 
found to have low adoption rates of liybrid-synthetic maize 
(the main research programmes of the two stations) than those 
who ived 20-100 miles away. Farmers felt that the 
research station was for "wazungu" where they use "wazungu 
dawa" - fertilizers, tractors (we cannot afford them), aerial 
irrigation when things are tough (we wish we had the money) 
and keep too many books and records (who ha3 the time^, They 
employ so many people, their fields are overcrowded at 
planting and weeding times etc® 
A follow -up on some of the farmers who had attended a field 
day at one of the stations showed that they felt that the scale of 
operations at the research station was irrelevant to the small farms. 
'V/hat they shaved us is not really for my farm"® 
To the rural farmers Kenyan research stations are ivory 
towers, useful as employment agencies, and good government shambas. 
The use of the research station as a source for direct 
dissemination of technology is very poor. Where farmers have never 
seen a research station but receive information direct from extension i 
agents or demonstration plots, the message is more neutral and farmers 
basic recognitions vis a vis the technology are also simpler,, 
ii„ What Messages are Sent by our Research Stations? In 
his review of Kenya8 s Agricultural Research, Bhandari 
(1968) shows that Kenya's research has focused mainly 
on increasing farm income in the large scale sector 
and in the high potential areas^ Thus between 1914= 
1940, the research programme emphasized the introduction, 
field trials and agronomic research for main cash '.rops0 
The gaps are obviousg 
a0 Little or no research for the small peasant farm with a 
strong subsistence base and a jgmalI_or non-existent cash 
uerop_base0 Research on certain major* food crops such as 
sweet potatoes and small scale cash crops such as eorria-
nder, green grams, etcog has received low priority® 
b0 Research findings have been tailored for the large scale 
farmer and not small scale farmers^ e„g„ research 
recommendations are in quantities too large for a farmer 
who_simply wants to grow x acre crop or ^  acre mixture of 
two cropso 
c. The messages sent out of research stations are mainly 
tailored for large scale educated farmers, other research-
ers or overseas audiences. Articles are often sent to 
academic journals and never translated into a language 
understandable by the small farmer. 
20 Farm/Farmer factors 
Faisi Sizeo It has been shown that visits by extension 
agents, qualification for government loans and adoption 
of new technology are very highly inter-correlated with 
farm sizes0 Research in Tetu for example shows that 
extension officers visit most frequently only the 10$ 
top farmers who are more educated and have larger farms. 
ii. Status, Wealth and Prestiges These concepts e 
oriented toward the communiiy values. In progre33ivs agri-
cultural communities in Kenya, those who monopc 3 ocial 
prestige are relatively wealthy and have or a: uighe: 
social status, tend to be opinion leaders and s 
"progressive1^ 
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On the other hand, altnough those who have social status, wealth 
and prestige in non-progressive semi-pastoral and pastoral communities, 
are opinion leaders, they tend to fill the role of tradition keepers 
too. Thus we find they measure wealth in number of livestock, women, 
children, land harvest of food crops and channels of reciprocity, They 
are thus interested in maintaining status quo* 
iii, Education; 
In our studies, formal education does not correlate at 
the lower and higher levels with innovativeness, The 
critical threshold appears to be numeracy rather tnan 
literacy. After 6 years of education, we begin to obtain 
retrogressive influence of education where substitution 
of farming to wage employment, trade, or other non-farm 
occupations cumulates, 
iv. Availability of Inputs and Services; 
The question of farm credit, markets, subsidies, etc., 
is considered elsewhere, 
v. FTC Training and Outside Contacts; 
Ascroft (1971) and Moris (1970) have shown that past 
employment experience in agricultural farms, travel out-
side the village to attend demonstration field trips and 
FTC training show some of the highest inter-corelations 
with progressiveness or high adoptive behaviour. 
3, The Nature of the Technology 
ie. Profitability; 
The extent tu which an innovation is more profitable than 
existing practices has been shown to influence the rate 
at which all types of farmers adopt it. Profitability is 
Obviously related to the cost of inputs, prices, and also 
the element of risk. 
ii. Complexity and Divisibility; 
Studies on innovation" (Mbithi 197l) show that innovations 
which are tied up in complex packages such as h 'brid or 
synthetic maize or cotton are more difficult tu adopt 
successfully® When one must do ten different intricate 
and expensive operations to grow a crop, one normally 
choses the crop that has fewer operations or reduces 
(divides) the operations, 
iii e Compatibilitys 
The degree to which the new technology (whether ^  t be 
a new tool, crop or technique) does not threaten 
puts available for food crops affects the rate at which 
it is adopted® Kenyan small farmers must produce food 
for their families due to (a) low farm incomes, 
(b) poor distribution of food, especially in poor seasons, 
(c) dominance of female labour and decision making on 
" family food production and supply where traditionally 
women do not obtain wage employment, 
4, The Extension Agent 
i0 Centralized Planning: lacks feed bp.ck and ire j£e£0-
nderance of Nairob tailored, programmes with, set 
targets reduces the change agents ability to identify 
real farmer priorities and to adapt programmes to local the 
conditions , Tt furtiier alienates/change agent ."rem his 
community 
o often does not pay local influextials 
the right amount of homage, Such centrally planned pro-
grammes have low-credibility especially in the pastoral 
and semi-pastoral areas» 
lie Training of Change Agents; The Kenyan educational 
system which produces graduates who are not trained to 
fit into rural communities often produces change agents 
with little empathy with the small farmer and his pro-
blems, or needs. They often are members cf our emerging 
elite who interact more with their counterparts, the 
rural elites - politicians, progressive farmers, school 
teachers ~ and rarely visit the sinall illiterate farmer. 
This kind of extension contact accounts for only 10/.' of 
the rural farmers in the small scale sector and leaves 
SQf/o unattended, 
Ascroft and iioling (1971; have shown that the average exto..Ji or, 
agent in Kenya is well trained m technical skills, bat knows rot! .. 
about communicating ideas to the farmer. They cannot create mo- -
tion for farmers to adopt or manufacture an optimal learn 
ment. They simply pass "tie message, Our studies have expose,, 
school children approach and a prevalent paternalistic ar o. 
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extension and administrative officials in their contacts with rural 
people. This tends to alienate change agents and reduce the effecti-
veness of c onnuni cati ons. 
iiio Level of Training of Extension Agents^ 
In a progressive mixed farming community farmers expect 
ax agricultural officer to give technical advice on a 
ch n of farming enterprises, such as daily, poultry, 
pigs, maize etc. It is most unlikely to find an agri-
cultural officer with adequate technical knowledge in 
all those enterprises. He might know something about 
each one, but not enough to be of any help to farmers. 
The situation is further worsened by our agricultural 
extension administrative system. The District Agri-
cultural Officer (DAO) has a large staff working under 
hima When the D.A.O. is out in the field, he simply 
supervises and checks on what his subordinate staff 
have done. Consequently, farmers do not get as much 
technical advioe as they need to change their farming 
methods. The grass root 3taff, the Junior Agricultural 
Assistant (JAA) IS not well trained to interpret 
research station findings for- the farmer so that the 
farmer can adapt it optimumly to fit his circumstances. 
5, Community Social Factors 
Students of collective action show that group and individual 
participation is enhanced when their definition of their world - a 
world that is full of definite cognitions, values and beliefs - is 
consistent with the prescribed actions and prescribed sacrifices which 
are necessary to achieve seme valued goals 
Among fanning people, we have exposed paralle- indigenous 
agricultural practices. There were religious rituals x r seed selection, 
timing of planting, seedbed preparation, weeding, pest eradication, 
harvest and storage. In my study (Mbithi 1.968), I found that farmers 
did not live in a technological vacuum but had prescribed behaviours fox-
all operations. These were interwoven into existing sex taboos and role 
specialization age dominance taboos. Thus there ere operations such as 
ground breaking which rein orced and dramatized the ^ souline ego in a 
family. Others such as child bearing and cooking reinforced the 
feminity of women, their uniqueness and belonging, 
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The thesis advanced here is that new technology replaces 
Indigenous pratices and shatters the rubric of family and community 
life. New ideas are not sown in neutral ground but in an enviro-
nment where the safeguarding of vested in .erests and a "way of life" 
is very conspicuous. 
Change agents have often failed to sense these -undercurrents 
and the adoption of new practices has often been temporary,, 
In introducing change, we should be aware of these indigenous 
alternatives and present arguments to counter them rather than leave 
the farmer to grapple with them. 
PART III 
Sypamary of Findings 
10 The source of small farm technology, the government research 
station is still considered by most farmers as an ivory tower, 
an expensive and fancy government shamba^ 
2, Research findings are often prepared for the large scale farm. 
Research recommendations are applicable to larger unitt.. The 
packaging of inputs as per recommendations is often in too large 
a sc ale "or the farmer who wishes to grow only •§• acre of the 
particular crop. Research shows the packaging of fertilizers 
in cwt9 bags discourages the small farmer who neither has the 
money nor the acreage to use such large quantities. 
2. Dissemination of technical information is often aimed at educated 
farmers, academic audiences and is in a language ill=understood by 
the grassroot extension staff or the average farmer<> 
4»- The District Agricultural Officer plays too much of an admini-
strative role and the contact change agents, the Junior Agri-
cultural Officers, are unable to advise farmers across a wide 
range of enterprises. Also, that these JA&are not sufficiently 
trained to help farmers adapt the available technology to their 
circums tanc es 0 
5. That due to many social factors and the operation of the principle 
of hcmophily, change agents still visit more frequently only the 
top farmers and these are the ones who tend to obtain loans, 
farm and adopt innovations faster. 
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6j Formal education is not a critical factor in the adoption of inno-
vations but that farmer education, travel, participation in field 
demonstrations, numeracy and farm size are critical factors, 
7. Innovations wiiicl. are pres^ .ited to farmers m complex packages of 
recommendations are more difficult to adopt* 
8. That availability of credit and market outlets are great incentives 
to farmers for adoption of agricultural technology® 
9. The choice of profitable compatible innovations is a crucial pre-
condition for the adoption of innovations by farmers. 
10, Centralized planning and supervision where grass root change agents 
are given targets and deadlines minimizes th of feedback, 
continous programme evaluation and adaptation causes change 
agents to falsify reports and dramatize meagre aoij-evements. 
1 1 , The grass root agricultural extension agent, in Kenya is not trained 
in communication strategies and by virtue of his formal training lias 
little empatliy with the poor non-progressive farmer, 
12, New ideas to farmers are not sown in a vacuum, but compete with 
existing indigenous practices, values, cognitiono a beliefs, A. 
transformation approach in the short run is likely to be less effect-
ive than phased development where indigenous practices arx used as a base 
for new break-through, 
15( Farmers still give high priority to the growing of food crops and this 
limits their choice of alternative teciinology, 
14s Farm inputs such as fertilizers, seeds, insecticides, and artifical 
insemination are Oj. .m not supplici to agents or transported to remote 
areas in time. 
15,- There are few alternative dissemination channels to extension and 
academic type radio broadcasts, 
16, Farmers, the main target groups, are treated as a homogenous mass 
with - sane literacy level 
- same level of intelligence 
- equal farm sizes 
- similar resource endowment 
- seme social status and influence 
- same enterprise combinations 
The technology selection needed to meet needs of farmers who vary on 
all of the above dimensions is crucial. This is a dissemination 
task. 
Implications for Dissemination Techniques 
1, Translation of scientific research and recommended technology implies: 
- Choice of channel which is familiar to people of different levels of 
learning, i0e<, language, media, form and duration of communication 
- Choice of realistic forms, sizes, complexity of the recommended 
technology to be of immediate applicability to "laymen "y Need for 
ADAPTIVE RESEARCH. 
- To reach as wide an audience at the same time as possible. Por 
maximum evaluative communication and diffusion. 
- To maximize variety of channels, forms and sizes to appeal to a 
wide range of diverse interested parties. 
2# Selection implies? 
- Choice on what is "relevant technology" to meet different physical 
and socio-economic settings and demands 
- Timing to top critical situations when awareness and interest can be 
generated and sustained 
- Identify what form, size, durability etc. the technology should 
take for different situations 
- Tx> identify channels for different interested parties 
- Indicate areas of needed research (gaps) 
3o That the extension services offer a unique base on which to build a 
broad based dissemination organisation bearing in mind its weaknessei 
as identified earlier0 
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PRQ-RTiTT.TS OP HJDUSTRIALISATIOK Ih RURAL KENYA WITH S.ECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE AND HUiiAh INDUSTRIAL 
DEVHuOPIklENT IN KENYA-. 
AtMt Shikhule., Kenya Industrial Estates 
The problems of industrialisation in the rural sector are 
really those of the small scale industry. They cannot therefrcc 
be limited to the rural areas; they affect the small scale industria-
list in both urban and rural sectors. Whatever difference there may b 
is one of degree. 
It is generally accepted that small scale industry is not 
a transitional phase between a basically agricultural economy and 
industrialised econ cry c For even in the very developed economies 
of say Japan, West Germany and Britain, small scale industry conti-
nues to play a very important, role. Such industries have peculiar 
problems arising from their smallness whether or not they are in 
a developing or developed economy,. 
Industrial Estate Programmes 
The Kenya Government decided in .1965 to employ the 
instrument of industrial estates to try and achieve its . eclared 
objectives of creating more jobs, developing entrepreneurships, 
decentralising industry and using local resources. The programme 
which was launched on an experimental basis is now accepted as part 
of the country's industrialisation policyt In brieij the programme 
aims ats-
a„ providing well-planned factory accommodation to small 
industries at suitable sites, with infrastructural 
facilities, 
b, bringing together on one location a number of industrial 
units not only to reduce the infrastructural investment 
per unit, but ai^n to facilitate establishment of common 
services etc, 
bc .... floating existing small enterprises from congested 
areas to better premises, 
d9 enabling the industries to avail of each others? goods 
and services, thus making them complementary and inter-
dependent.. 
Assistance Rendered and Problems Encountered 
The Kenya Industrial Estates Ltd., launched the first phase of 
a pilot industrial estate at Nairobi towards the end of 1967, a second 
estate at Nakuru was completed in 1972. When the industrial estate 
programme will be fully implemented in 1974/5 j there will be five of 
them including Kisumu, Mombasa and Eldoret. 
Apart from provision of well planned factory premises at sub-
sidised rents (generally cheaper than the market rents), the entre-
preneurs are assisted in a number of other wayss-
1„ Feasibility Studiess 
The staff of tlie K.I. Estates carry out techno-eeonamic feasibility 
studies of various proposed industrial projects on a ccKtinuous basis3 
At present entrepreneurs do not pay for such feasibility studies and 
it is the first assistance they get from the Government. 
2 9 jkitrepreneursliip g 
The success of an industrial estate depends very much on the availabililf 
of industrial entrepreneurship. In the early stages of Phase I of 
Nairobi estate, it was difficult to get local people with suitable 
entrepreneural ability to came forward and man the scheme. In 
certain rural locations, steps have to be taken to develop entre-
preneurship. For if latent entrepreneurship is there, there is no 
evidence of it. The developers will have to 'create' it. Experience 
of the industrial estates in Kenya is that it is rare for entrepreneural 
ability and financial resources to coincide in the same man. Still 
many of them may have treble loyally in that being employed somewhere, 
they are also telephone farmers as well as industrialists. Whereas 
such a situation should be condoned in respect of the rural entre-
preneur whose resources are meagre, allotment of projects in the urban 
sector especially in industrial estates should discriminate against duaj. 
or treble loyalty. 
3. Relationship in Employments 
In the informal industrial sector found mainly in rural areas, there are 
one-man enterprises which necessarily «npL<y other members of trie 
household generally on irregular basis. This practice is accepted and 
has worked very well even in the developed countries such as Japan, 
Proprietors of small scale enterprises in Kenya tend to snpliy close 
relatives not because of efficiency but on the basis of blood re-
lationship. This approach to employment will have to be discoura 
the interest of efficiency and ultimate success. 
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4a The Efficacy of Government Promotional Measures: 
One or two tilings may be said about these measures in sofar as they 
are part of solutions to the problems of the small entrepreneur in 
the urban and rural areas. 
a. Credit: 
The problems of lack of credit to the SLiall entrepreneur are well 
known to both private and public development agencies. In Kenya 
the problem has acquired critical proportions in the rural areas. 
Over the years the Government has assisted the small scale 
industrialist with loan funds through the ICDC. But this is only 
one of many activities that IODC lias to handle. 
There are the District Joint Loans Boards with limited finances, 
but these are biased toward ccanmerical rather than industrial 
enterprises. 
The very discouraging historical role of the commercial banks in 
this field is well known. If rural industries and the small scale 
industries as a whole are to play the vexy important role that 
they are expected to in Kenya's economy, the current credit flow 
must be changed. The Government has fully realized this and 
stress is now laid on assistance to the rural entrepreneur through 
the R.I.D. Programme. 
This however, will not be enough; one would like to see Kenya's small 
scale entrepreneurs assisted to grow along sound business lines. 
Commercial banks should be encouraged to liave direct dealings with 
such entrepreneurs. The Government, through the Central Bank of 
Kenya, should be able to influence the banks towards this goal. 
Por example it will be in Kenya's interest if the Central Bank 
would require all commercial banks to invest a given proportion of 
their total annual lendings in industry particularly in small 
scale and medium industries. 
b. Industrial Protection Measures: 
Industrial development in Kenya should be understood in the 
context of a small market of about 11 million consumers 
(including Yf/o children under 10 years old). The viability of 
industrial projects especially those based on import substitution 
(as in the case of industrial estate enterprises) takes into 
consideration the total internal demand. Any imports would thus 
throw the project concerned out of gear. 
The Kenya Government appreciates this and usually imposes either total 
ban or high tariff walls against Imports, 
c, equality Control and Product Development; 
At this juncture the question of quality control becomes Important. 
The small industrialist has got no facility for controlling his 
quality particularly if he is operating under monopolistic conditions. 
This problem has lately occupied staff at K„I. Estates. There is 
a strong feeling that the Government should establish a Product Develop-
ment Centre as part of extension service for the small entrepreneur. 
d« Marketing and Raw Materials Sources; 
Today Government assistance to the small entrepreneur ends with 
protection and other technical extension services available at the 
K»I. Estateso The ICDC, as explained earlier, gives credit. There 
are 110 efforts to help the entrepreneur to market his products, and 
more often than not the entrepreneur finds that his meagre working 
capital is tied up in manufactured stocks. In tackling this 
problem K.I. Estates is recruiting a marketing expert who will advise 
small entrepreneurs in the rural and urban areas on marketing problems 
and help design a marketing organization that could be incorporated in 
the existing extension service. Allied to this is the problem of 
shortage of raw materials. This is very critical among the small 
rural entrepreneurs who are forced to travel great distances to buy 
small quantities of materials. Costs involved are high, so the 
prices of the products become high. In an effort to solve this 
problem, a Raw Material Bull: Purchase Scheme was instituted for 
the industrialists in Nairobi Industrial Estate. This scheme has 
proved so popular that it lias now been extended to the RIDCs. 
Lack of Economic Infrastructure and .Inducements; 
The growth of small enterprises must be related to other economic 
activities in the area. It follows that better results will be 
obtained from inputs in an area with an existing strong economic base 
as compared to a place where economic activities are relatively 
underdeveloped. 
Along with the activities of the RIDC's, ways and means should be 
found to establish some big industries in the rural sector to 
strengthen the rural economic framework and thus boost up the 
growth efforts of the small man. In Kenya's conditions the 
Government itself will have to initiate such large scale enterprise 
e.g. Webuye Paper Project or Mumias Sugar Scheme. 
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local authori -ios could induce and promote entrepreneurship in tlieir 
areas. E.g. county councils and urban councils are big consumers of 
certain products which they usually buy from outside their boundaries, 
They should simplify their tendering procedures so that the small 
industrialist may be able to supply them locally. In addition these 
authorities could help by offering various inducements and incentives 
to the rural industrialists e.g. remit local rates payable ty the 
industrialists, or lower land prices for industrial plots* Many of 
these concessions should be temporary and tapered off u.t suitable 
periods to avoid perpetuation of high cost enterprises in disgui-yo 
at the expense of tlie general public,. 
Oi'iiau 1'ACTO^ i! 
i. Skilled Labour 
In the rural areas skilled labour is scarce, Those skilled have 
usually emigrated into towns in search of employment. To retain 
them in the rural areas employment opportunities must be created, 
ii« ITeed for Co-ordination 
Rural industrial development should be linked with other development 
efforts, Kenya being primarily agricultural, there is need for 
industrial activities to bo linked up with agricultural policies 
and practices. Co-ordination with institutions such a3 Village 
Polytechnics, SJKDP and other developmental agencies is necessary. 
ill. Choice of Industry 
So far there has luen complete absence of guidance in the choice 
of both industry and products. The rural entrepreneur has had 
to choose his enterprise and products by trial and error. The 
RIDC's are now trying to give this vital guidance. 
INDUSTRIAL IHPORjiATICN 
The problem of serious lack of industrial information in Kenya is 
well known. It is understood that the Committee 011 Dissemination of 
Science and Technology's initial mandate is to focus attention on 
agriculture. This in itself is a fair approach in view of the import-
ance of this sector to Kenya's economy. However, the agricultural 
sector is fairly well served with various extension services and while 
advocating their further strengthening, at this stage when Kenya is 
leaking efforts to industrialize, exclusive reference to agriculture in 
connection with information services could be a contradiction in policy 
and approach. 
% 
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In other words it is felt that right from the outset the contemp-
lated information service should be precisely what the name of the committee 
suggests i.e. Scientific and Technical Information Service. Such a service 
should be so equipped as to serve the needs of both agriculture and other 
scientific and technological institutions that may require it outside agri-
culture. 
Tn^'Bt.rHal Information Todays 
For someone who can spare the time, industrial information is avail-
able in Kenya even today. The only difficulty is that the information is avail, 
able among institutions and agencies that are very unco-ordinated eg, 
there is the Government statistical bureau in the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning, Statistical Department of the E.A. Community, University of Nairobi, 
Polytechnics and other technical schools, international agencies such as 
UNIDO, etc. 
What is now needed is a systematic approach to the collection, 
collation and dissemination of this information for the use of both the 
policy makers at the top and the industrial programmes implementing authorities 
A well established information service should be able to reduce the 
gestation period of an industrial project. Depending on the nature and size oi 
a project, experience has shown that it takes anything up to one year to get 
a project feasibility study finalized. If there were a proper channel for 
obtaining such information, it should be possible to finalize feasibility 
studies within very short time and thus advance the implementation. 
Other Functions of an Information Service; 
a0 Identification of the needs for information 
b. Locating the sources of such information 
c. Collecting and retrieving the information 
d. Processing the information ie. analysing, collating, synthe-
sis ing and cataloguing, 
e. Dissemination of the information to where it is needed 
f. Periodic evaluation of the use to which such information is put« 
Institutions to Benefit from the Services 
a, Government departments engaged in formulation of general 
economic and specific industrial development plans and policies. 
b„ Parastatal agencies such as ICDC: KIE: DFCK; Kenya Industrial 
Development Bank (proposed) etc. 
c. Chamber of Commerce and Industry and other allied bodies. 
d. Technical and economic consultancy services that might be 
established in the country. 
e. Investors from both within and outside the country includin, 
commercial banks. 
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In Kenya's own case, it is important that choice of the 
location for such an information service should be well thought 
out. It has already been suggested that the scrvice should be 
under the umbrella of the Ministry of Agriculture, As mentioned 
above it is feared that such a location might be biased against 
other tyPes information service. In particular there is a 
worry that industrial information which lias boon the subject of 
this discussion may be given inferior treatment. 
It is suggested that the existing information machine 
should be strengthened but centrally co-ordinatod. The c 
ordinating agency should preferably be under tho Ministry of 
Finance and Planning but with sufficient autonomy bo be able 
to carry out their functions without the usual Governmental 
bureaucracy. It is further suggested that such an agency may 
have under its ambit a number of sections or departments 
specializing in specific information e.g. agricultural, 
industrial, commercial, educational etc. 
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POSITION OP VOLUNTARY AGENCIES (NCCK) 
Method used in Reaching Specific Target Groups 
Nganga Njiraini 
National Christian Council of Kenya 
The NCCK has a country-wide network consisting of Churches and other 
related organisations, such as YMCA, YWCA, Christian Churches Educational 
Association, Protestant Churches Medical Association, E.A, Venture Company 
(Target and Lengo Newspapers) etc. 
Our membership on the Committee on Dissemination of Science and 
Technology is a clear indication of our desire and co-operation in this 
newly created venture of getting the available and useful scientific and 
technological information to our members who constitute, very largely, the 
less prosperous members of our society who live in the rural areas. 
The following short description of the NCCK scope of work should 
be regarded as sub-agencies through which information reaches the people at 
grass-root levelss 
The NCCK stimulates and initiates development programmes and co-
ordinates them at a national level with some exceptions. These programmes 
and projects are, however, managed by the various member churches. Wherever 
possible, all these programmes and projects should fit into the Government 
Development Plan and should be planned and implemented with the assistance 
of the Government. It is, however, important to emphasise that the NCCK's 
role in development is not to be seen as participating in the implementation 
of the Government Development Plans, but also as pioneering and innovating 
new areas of work, new methods of tackling specific problems, and thus 
opening the way for Government action on an expanded scale. To this 
extent, there is NCCK/Church participation in policy-making with secular 
and other organisations regarding such matters as employment of school-
leavers, urbanisation, slum improvement, labour, youth and the most 
important of all rural development, 
a. Rural Development 
Agricultural training, farm and co-operative management, 
poultry and bee-keeping through 8 Rural Training Centres, 
scattered through out Kenya, 
Training of primary school-leavers for self-and wage 
employment in rural areas and introduction of village 
technology through 27 Village Polytechnics, 
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Rehabilitation and u.evelopment of Northern Kenya1 s 
naaadic people through fishing industry at Lake Rudolf, 
village technology, irrigation and agricultural projects 
in Isiolo District, mobile medical work, agricultural 
training, etc. 
b( Urban Development 
Social Development through Community Centres in Nairobi 
and one in Nakuru, with nursery schools, clubs, and home 
industries, improving the overall living standards if 
people living in urban slums through Cottage Industries, 
Small Business Schemes, Medical Care, educational place-
ment and tutorial programme and the most important of all, 
Site and Service Settlement schemes which include house 
loans and assistance in building and acquiring sites. 
ca Leadership Training and Development 
A programme to motivate and prepare Kenyans of all walks 
of life for the task of development and bring to bear the 
Christian dynamic for renewal and liberation from all 
forms of poverty and oppression. 
Overall national development So as to proach issues on a 
national level and respond to the political, economic, 
social and scientific challenges in Kenya today, 
Youth and Social Work; Emphasis is placed on helping 
young people to participate fully, in school and outside, 
in all aspects of national development, and to train 
urban social workers with an emphasis on community wo 
Church, Industry and Commerces ^he project plans an., 
organizes educational courses fo^ trade on leaders, 
shop stewards, Supervisors and Middx nagement. 
Family Life Education; Its main emphasis is on Sex 
Education, Family Planning and Responsible Parenthood,, 
d, Medical Work; 
15 hospitals with 21 dispensaries and health centres are 
operated by Christian Churches. These hospitals and 
dispensaries emphasis caa Preventive Medicine and Health 
Education. In this way c wiunities living in remote areas 
can get medical aid and at the same time information on 
hygiene and nutrition. 
In order to facilitate a quick and efficient method of get-
ting the information to the target groups it is extremely important 
that such information is in a presentable form, lack of highly-
qualified staff in many of our educational centres, (RTS, ,Ts etc,) 
demand that all academically written documents be converted for 
consumption by people of CPE level (this is the general level of 
most of our target groups),, Some of this knowledge should be 
translated in Kiswahili., 
Another important factor is the knowledge of whether or not 
our target groups are prepared and willing to accept change as a 
result of new knowledge. This Council as well as its corporate embers 
are in a position to provide information on ways and means of breaking 
any barriers that may hinder change which is necessary for development. 
Below is a summary address of our major channels through 
which relevant information could be givens 
lo General Secretary- General knowledge on Policy 
and Personnel Development, 
20 Secretary, CORDS All materials relating to 
Rural Development, 
3o Co-ordinator, Urban 
Development urban, industrial and 
commercial development 
All materials relating to 
4, Secretary, Family life 
Education 
All documents relating to 
Family Planning, 
5, Secretary, institute of 
Youth and Social Work 
All documents relating to 
Youth and Loeial rk 
6, Secretary. Protestant 
Churches Medical Assoc All information relating to 
health and related fields. 
7, General Secretary, 
Christian Churches Educ 
Association 
To receive or be consulted 
on all issues relating to 
primary and secondary educatic: 
8, Secretary, National Dev On National Policy issues 
NOTEs In all cases, the General Secretary of the Council may receive 
a copy for information. 
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THE ROL^ OF f-.IVATE IHDUSTRY FOR THE SMALL FART-HIR MARKET 
D, Outram, Twiga Chemical Industries;. 
Twiga Chemical Industries Limited is primarily concerned, 
within the smallholder market, with sales of pesticides for crop 
protection and fertilisers, 
APPROACH 
Five Salesmen and one Technical Representative are employed 
full time on promoting markets of our products in the small farmer 
areas. In addition, two other Technical Representatives spend 
approximately 3Cf/o of their time promoting products in smallholder 
areas « 
Products are supplied through dis ibutors and stockists within 
the area and the sales +eam carries out the following major functions; 
a. Liaison with Government Advisory Officers and Admini strati on 
bs Checking research results from Government Station so that we 
comply with recommendations. 
c. Studying the crop and market requirements and discussing problems 
with individual farmers and groups of farmers. 
d. Demonstration and lecturing on available products and how to use 
them. 
e. Advising stockists, distributors, unions and societies on orouuc 
which are required, when and in what quantities. 
f. Reporting to Twiga any problems which cannot be solved in the 
field so that further advice can be souglit from our Principal's 
Research Services. 
g* Advising Twiga of the need for new products where no satisfactory 
chemicals exist. 
FEEDBACK 
a« From research stations, we require more information on research 
results involving the use of pesticides to enable u3 to keep 
our advice to farmers up-to-date. 
be Information on farmer requirements in "terms of volume, quality, 
type, packaging etc., is of value and IV ,.„.r advice on these matters 
can assist us in providing a more comprehensive service. 
PROBLEMS 
a* Costs 
The cost of marketing to small farmers is considerably greater than 
doing the same on large farms, 60$ of our total force is employed 
in servicing the smallholder areas, and this 60$ only accounts for 
about 20$ of our total turnover. It is not possible to provide 
sufficient numbers of salesmen and representatives to cover the areas 
adequatelyc The profit on a sale to an individual small farmer is 
unlikely to cover the cost of the time spent with him., Secondly, 
the market is competitive and for obvious commercial reasons, the 
field force must concentrate largely on products for which we are 
sole agents» The company cannot afford to devote a great deal of 
time to advising farmers on commodity products which are just as 
likely to be sold to them from a competing organisation, which may 
have no advisory staff to pay for, and which may be able to sell 
more cheaply 0 
Although small packs would appear to be ideally suited to this type 
of market, .it is our experience that the majority of farmers are 
loath to pay the higher price requested for the smaller pack, The 
cost of, say, one kilo of insecticide packed in ten 100 gramme 
packets is greater than if it were sold in one packet, because of 
the cost of packaging materials and labour. The unions and societies 
overcame this problem to same extent by purchasing in bulk and re-
selling to their members in small quantities0 This practice, however, 
is dangerous where toxic insecticides are concerned, and we feel that 
it should be discouraged if possible. We attempt to advise farmers 
on tlie use of our products by printing clearly on each package, the 
contents and strength of the active ingredient, the method of use 
and rate of application, both in terms of quantity required per hectare 
and also in terms of quantity required per 10 litres or 20 litres 
or 1 ndebe of water etc. One problem which the smallholder faces is 
that he is unlikely to have anything for measuring the product in 
grammes, ounces, cc's or any other commonly used measure, We believe 
that Government could assist in distributing such measures and 
publicising what they mean. The cost of supplying measures with the 
packs is usually prohibitively expensive in comparison to the value 
of the product itself. 
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c , Distribution 
The availability of the product at all marketing centrcs is 
essential if all farmers arc to have access to the products. 
It is eX' vnsivo 10 supply products to the more remote markctiiy-
c^ntros, out it is our opinion that LLu una o::.cn b of free 
en ler-: n.re m i pri .m- sector is the only w:y o- providing 
efficient service. However, it must be appreciated that the 
cost of distribution must bo paid for, and the farmer must pay 
for ... service in tne price of the product. 
a, Maison 
it is extremely impor u.ai ti. t the Government extension workers 
m a idrinistration officers understand our posit on in tl o market 
. i . .c... JacJLC.-. ...id co-operatiui arc .-enera'lly gooa, there are 
..omotiiaos cases where ad .'isors have worked against us, usually 
because the,/ vro igno ant of the facts, We welcome very much 
closer co-operation with Government Departments. In thi3 way, 
useful knowledge which we release can be spread to a far great-
er number of people than it is possible for us to do wibh a 
limited field staff. 
THE HOLE OF UIDUSTHY hi PREPARING INPUTS TO THE 
SMALL UAH 
H. Muciiri, East African Industries Ltd0 
This paper tries to show briefly the ways in which East African 
Industries Ltd., gears its efforts in reaching the small man (or farmer) 
through its products® 
East African Industries Ltd., is one of the major producers of 
household consumer goods supplied to Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. Being a 
subsidiary of Unilever International, the.products manufactured by E.A.I. 
Ltd,, are soaps, both toilet and laundry, non-soapy detergents (washing powde-
such as Qmo), cooking fats such as Kimbo, Marganine, tree-top juices, and 
toothpastes such as Signal, In order that these products may reach all 
East Africans, much thought is given to packaging, distribution and pre-
sentation of the product to the customer, 
j&ckagajag 
About 90/o of the population in Kenya live in the rural areas. As 
a result of this, most of them are peasant farmers, with little spending 
money, but a need for industrially manufactured consumer goods. Thus any 
industrial firm or organization which produces and sells consumer goods, 
must reach this large population in order to do good business and assist in 
national building. Pack sizes are of paramount importance in considering 
how best the small man in the rural areas must be reached with the manufacture 
goods. Therefore, as a general rule before any pack is produced, the 
following points must be borne in minds 
a» Satisfactory protection of product in the pack must be ensured,. This 
is normally achieved ty obtaining packing materials with differing 
protective degrees. Then the packing materials are filled with the 
product and sorted in different conditions such as in direct sunlight, 
in the dark or on the shelf, and the product examined at intervals and 
the results compared„ 
b. The pack must stand up to transport conditions and must be convenient 
for the wholesaler, retailer and finally the user. Transit trials may 
be necessary in order to ensure that transport conditions will not 
adversely affect the pack during distribution. 
c. The pack must clearly show the brand name and be distrinctive against -
competitive packs so that it can make the desired impression on the 1 r 
d. The purchaser must get all the essential information such as how to 
the product, in a language that is commonly understood. If a prcnoti 
al pack such as -/lO off is produced, this must be clearly statee 
figures and in words to prevent the unscrupulous shop-keeper fr ; 
selling it as a standard pack. 
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e. The cost oi' the pack must be reasonable to produce it. 
In the light of the above considerations, E.A.I. ltd., 
manufactures products of various sizes in order to cater for the 
small and the big man. A good example is the washing powder with 
sizes of 1250 gms, 500 gms, 200 gm, 100 gm, and 50 gm. The last pack 
costs 50 cts. Although sizes differ in order to cater for the small man 
and the big man, the quality is the same for all sizes of products. 
This helps to build the brand image and thus creates a kind of family 
identity in all sectors of the community. 
Distribution and Go-ordination; 
Before a product is released for sale for the first time, a 
thorough market research is done and relevant information obtained 
regarding consumer behaviour on the product in question. This may 
necessitate further improvements on the product before it is finally 
launched for sale. 
In order to distribute the products efficiently, the company 
has depots in the major towns where products are sent for temporary 
storage before being sold to the wholesalers and the retailers. In 
addition, there are District Sales Managers with their salesmen who 
visit retail shop-keepers in rural areas to give them the relevant 
information on products as well as sell the products. The shopkeepers 
eventually sell the product to the small man. 
To educate the small man about products, there are also 
Demonstrators who give lectures and demonstration on how to use various 
products. Heme Advisers concentrate mainly on women organizations such 
as the Maendeleo Ya Wanawake or religious groups. Mass media such as 
radio, T.V., Press as well as posters are also used in order to pass 
on the relevant information about a product. 
Weekly, monthly and quarterly reports are sent to the sales 
office for study, and weaknesses pointed out. Corrective measures 
are taken such as more advertising or special customer offers, 
Though the small packs are initally costly, it seems to be 
one of the most effective ways of reaching the small man, but its cost 
has to be put into consideration before producing it. 
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DISCUSSION ARISING- M A : PAPUIS OP SECOND SESSION 
I„ Inukai, LI, Gachhuhi, Ps Mbithi, A. Shikhule, IT, Njiraini, 
J, Outram, H. Muciiri 
Chairman? W.W, Wapakala 
JgUKUBO? The point raised by Dr. Gachuhi on staff continuitys if we talk 
of physical transfers then perhaps I might agree with him, but there are 
times when someone is given other responsibilities in the same area so 
you transfer responsibilities but you are still there. If somebody dies 
he is not transferredi Therefore how can we get his information before 
he departs? 
normally in a district the headman compiles a daily report, either 
verbally or written, to his superiors and these culminate in annual 
reports,, People who are transferred hand over to others. But the problem 
is the availability of these reports to other people who want to use them. 
Perhaps what we should stress here is that annual reports, monthly reports 
or quarterly reports must be made available and must contain data 
sufficient to guide those who are taking over from those departing. 
GACIIUHI} Physical transfer is what we were referring to, but we are more 
concerned with how much useful information an officer leaves in an area 
where he iia3 been working for only a short time. Annual Reports are 
good documents, but they are useless to the people concerned in the 
field. They are useful to us researchers, but in terms of the people on 
whom the information was compiled, it does not help at all. Too often 
people are not transferred within the district, they move out, and it will 
take sometime before you know the people you are supposed to deal with 
and just as you begin to know them you are told to move out® The officers 
do not die too often, 
INUKAIStaff transfer is a very serious problem in disseminating re-
search to rural enterprises. Prom February last year we had three 
transfers in one centre which means that one centre manager stayed in the 
centre for only six months on an average. When he started a new target 
group he was transferred, 
KISA; I would like to raise one minor point which might help in the 
discussion of this aspect of the subject. We seem to be talking about 
dissemination of research, dissemination of information, dissemination 
of technology, and maybe we are confusing a lot of things. The 
distinction needs to be made between research activity and dissemi-
nation of technology. The farmer is not really interested in what 
Q „ 
r w-c jci. is going on at Kitale. Ho is interested in what the results 
. : research will amount to in terms of his output, There is 
- rrrrch activity wliich goes on at the research stations anu 
.naei-ary aspect of translating whatever findings have been re-
v. _ - a jy tne research station into technology, that is, into a 
;_chnique of improving a production. If I am a fanner I am not 
c _ rncl v.ith who does the genetics of higher yield on wheat output. 
Dr I.'.bithi was talking about farmers being taken to research establish-
.. ,3 to observe what is being done. But then they think that it is so 
that it cannot be done on their farms. A.research man fine out 
... co! louble youx output, then somebody has to take over aid . 
thi3 techniques to the f rmer. 
I agree with you but let us be careful about making academic 
distinctions. These three stages which you have outlined might be 
undertaken by one research station. They hold a field day and they axe 
translating their own research findings into operations. 3ome research 
• .„i ns run model farms and are tlying to translate all of this to 
the farmer. I do not think these three distinctions exist* 
oIJOQhlI think it is important that we know to whom we are addressm, 
ourselves when we want to disseminate information. It was pointed out the 
here are three main groups, the rural groups, the rural entrepreneurs, 
,nd the classified group IIo,2e There is another group tliat we have to 
address ourselves to and that is the group that lias not been defined. 
>e would be failing in our duties if we ignored this fourth group tliat 
i'alls within the 3,7 millions mentioned in one Paper. These people are 
rural youth, entrepreneurs. They tire just nothing, but they are 
there. But these are the people w want tu introduce ourselves to and 
do something for, 
Lly second point is the method of rese.arch dissemination e r.v>: t 
utilise facilities which are available in the rural areas now. Tradition-
al];/ we have been using 'barazas' but there are people who never ccme to 
barasas*, like women, yet it is they who make the decisions in the 
..ores on agricultural matters. We should also utilise church groups 
s /ell as other groups where people finally disseminate information. 
IIATI; Dr, LIbithi mentioned that in most cases there arc people who 
.velop without plannin^. If somebody is developing you do not need to 
ner him with plans. In this case he has developed his own way. If 
'.eoody xs going ahead on his own, do not disturb hinu 
MBI'lIHs V/hat we were saying a., that scaae night start innovating 
without 3omebody telling them to do so, But they need more ini'ormation 
to help with their own private innovation. Let then go ahead because 
we know that the planning resources are limited. 
NDAHJTI; 'We at the Pyrethrum Board buy pyretlirum from various parts 
of the country., We buy it, process it and market it. Also, within 
the organization we have research, biological, chemical and marketing 
divisions aimed at finding more uses for pyrethrum, better planting 
material and establishing the market. We also have the field extension 
division which translates research into action for the farmer; v/e tell 
him what type of material to plant, when and where to pic,, t. Or extension 
officers work in conjunction with MOA. There is a feed back from the 
field extension officers and from the farmers whom we invite to visit 
our research stations where we demonstrate to them how to get better 
returns for their planting. The big incentive is that they get good money 
for their flower, so that when we tell them that this is a better plant 
for you to plant they accept it. So the constraint now is to produce 
enough plants for them. Generally we think our system is satisfactory 
and I think the same thing could be said of crops like coffee or tea. 
When we make a final recommendation as to the necessity of forming 
a national research council, we should consider ^ rious organisations in 
their own right, such as the Medical Research Council and the Agri-
cultural Research Council, 
(jiyilitLlAN Pew industries can be organised on the lines of the Pyrethrum 
Board. It is a bit difficult to organize small crops like bean growing, 
for example, but the Coffee, Tea and lyrethrum Boards are all big enough 
to organise themselves like that„ 
OBASOi The President's Office deals with hie clearance of research in 
tills country, both local and foreign^ More local researchers should come 
forward as they know the problems facing this country. Normally re-
searchers are required to give their findings to us. We give these to 
tlie Mini3trie3 concerned who work together with the University of Nairobi. 
In the field, our administrative officers have been doing a very good jo'. 
in translating the information to the wananchi, 3onetimes there have ben 
cases where a researcher conducts research and then is required to have 
it checked by the Ministry concerned, because v/e feel tliat the farmer . 
be fed with accurate information. 
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LILIS ITiVAIIGI; One of the methods of disseminating information directly 
to the people is through literature,, The Ministry of Co-operatives 
and Social Services has a programme whereby they write simplified 
literature; this is published and distributed for them by a local 
publisher. When considering distribution of research material, re-
seachers should be imaginative enough to write booklets in simple 
vernacular for the local farmers to use. They could even write in 
short story form e.g what happens when you grow good pyrethrum or 
hybrid maize. The numbers of copies ordered from the E.A. Community 
show that farmers are ready for this kind of material. 
MASAGAZIi I think someone was a little unfair to the researchers 
when he said that the papers produced by the IDS are too difficult. 
It is unfair to expect researchers to do research, write it in a 
language that can be immediately understood by all sorts of 
consumers, es^  .cially the civil servants. The concept of relating 
theory to practice is non-existent today. What we need is somebody 
who will bridge the gap between the researchers and the people who 
are in the field. 
ROLIlfGs In relation to target groups, dissemination by its nature, 
by the way it operates always favours the people who know most 
already, so if we are now recommending the setting up of a better 
dissemination system we must keep in mind this problem to seriously 
consider methods of reaching those people who are difficult to 
reach. 
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SECOND SESSION (CfflJTINUEP) 
TOPICS DOCUMENT AT I ON 
A NATIONAL DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR KENYA 
M«Ej Kempe,, Institute for Development Studies, University 
INTRODUCTION 
In proposing a national documentation system for Kenya, it is 
first necessary to consider the needs that should be met by this system5 
The paramount need i3 to ensure that the results of research and other 
vital information reach those who need them„ Secondly, it is necessary 
to ensure that earlier research is not duplicated which wastes effort and 
other resources,. Thirdly, existing resources of information are .Aider-
utilised through lack of knowledge of their existence and it is necessary 
to use these resources more effectively for research and dissemination. 
All these needs will be met in this proposal, greater emphasis is 
placed on the question of acquiring, organising and co-ordinating the 
information, with the mechanics of the dissemination left to later writers® 
I, EXISTING RESOURCES OF INFORMATION 
For our purposes, we are concerned with the subject coverage of 
information in Kenya, rather than the details of the collection. Only 
the major known sources of information can be mentioned, partly because 
there is no up-to-date comprehensive survey of all resources in Kenya, 
The recent report by Cooney and Reviczky^ covers the resources 
in A,;riculture very comprehensively. It is assumed that the Agriculture 
Documentation Centre will be established along the lines laid out in 
the report and that it can be integrated into a national documentation 
system. 
In the field of Commerce and Indus try,, there has been a proposal 
for an extension service which could channel information to the users 
The resources are p or and scattered at the moment. Various training 
institutions liave small collections, such as MTAC and the Industrial 
1 
Cooney S„ & Reviczky, M.v. Agricultural Documentation Centre, Kenya 1972. 
FAO Report GIL; TF/KEN 36 (SWE) 
2 
Harper, M. An approach to the problem of starting a small business 
extension service. Conference on Small-Scale Industry, IDS; Nairobi 
1973 c 
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Survey Promotion Centre at the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
also has seme materialc It has been suggested that MTAC should 
co-ordinate the service it provides with the ISPC, 
Medicine and Health, resources are being built up at the 
new library at Kenyatta Hospital and the Medical School* In 
conjunction with the Wellcome Research Labaratory library, most of 
the relevant documentation should be available, 
Education, material is scattered in several institutions such 
as the Faculty of Education Library, KIE and the beginnings of a 
library at the Ministry of Education, 
For Planning and Public Administration, there is the KIA and 
and the Statistics Division Library of the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning. In addition the Kenya National Archives contains all 
Government files and Government publications. 
Natural Resources are an extremely important subject area 
and include Forestry, Fisheries, Wildlife as well as Mineral resources 
The Mines and Geological Department Library covers the mineral re-
sources, but information in the other fields is very scattered. 
These are the subject areas that need most urgent attention, 
0,hers such as Social Services can be covered within these topics, 
,nt will undoubtedly build up their own collections as the need ar.i ses 
In addition to these resources, there are the institutions 
whose interests are very general or which cut across those subject 
areas, eg. University library, KNLS and, on a smaller scale, the IDS. 
I have not referred specifically to the Research Libraries 
of the East African Community, which contain large numbers of 
documents relevant to Kenya1s interests. These Libraries cannot 
be considered in quite the same way as the Kenyan institutions as 
they serve the other partner states of the Community as well as 
Kenya, and are not potential documentation centres. 
II, NATIONAL DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
Briefly, the system consists of strengthening existing 
sources of information and linking them through a central union 
catalogue and clearing house. The system is shown diagramatically 
below.. 
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D. Cl'lJTRE 
M E I 
C ^ Z 
TARGET GROUPS | 
flow of document records 
flow of user demand + supply 
t « * • e flow of transformed material 
The documentation centres send their document entries to t:~ 
Central Clearing House for the union catalogue. Independent enqi. rers, 
the brokers or the documentation centres apply to the Central Clearing 
House for the location of specific documents or subject supplementation, 
The brokers are based on the documentation centres, edit the documents 
whero necessary and cither transmit them directly to the target grovns or 
transi'o them to film or other media through YOU or centres such s the 
Agricultural Information Centre, 
Co-operation with a centralised union catalogue c.l : ring he 
caii benefit existing .institutions enormously, and collaboration should 
not be too difficult to achieve, 
Each documentation centre would be required to collect all 
v« •. documents in its assigned subject field. The documents would 
t ; : i-t indexed in a standard format and sent to the 
c^ 'ni'ax union catalogue, where they would either be filed, or put onto 
computer. 
The functions of the Central Clearing House will include the 
following; 
I* To main tain the national union catalogue of documents 
2a To ensure that consistency is maintained in the agreed 
documentation processes 
3 j To co-ordinate the bibliographical activities of the 
documentation centres and to initiate where necessary 
4, To direct users to the relevant documentation centres 
5» To ensure that there is a complete coverage of all the 
r e l f i v n n t r 1 < w n n « n + o 
(forum 
conversion 
media) 
VcO,>K, A,I,Ca etc.. 
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6, To nnint-n • . • c-o. current research and. researchers 
and ensure that reports and data are deposited in Kenya, 
Various steps need to taken, aid af;rcorient reached 
between co-operating organisa ions in order to achieve this; 
1, Surveys to ascertain precisely what resources there are. 
(Agriculture has already been covered), 
2,. The potential documentation centres must be identified, and 
their collaboration guaranteed. They may need additional staff and 
funds, particularly if it involves changing an existing system 10 any 
great extent,. 
3« The subject areas must be defined with care. Duplicnu.cn 
will occur where the subject interests of institutions overlap and 
this is not necessarily a bad tiling. The problem of complete coverage 
is far more important. 
4. The Central Clearing House must be established, It 
requires space, and equipment and an umbrella which could probably 
be the proposed National Research Council, 
5» The processes to be used subject indexing, lending and 
reference facilities etc., - must be agreed upon. There should be a 
standing committee (sub-committee of the National Research Council?) 
consisting of the heads of the individual documentation centres chaired 
by the head of the Central Clearing House which can thrash out these 
problems and achieve the necessary standardisation, co-ordination and 
co-operation. 
6, The problem of acquiring material^ s h ac reports to 
Government and by Government partment^ will require 3u~ 
instructions that they be deposited with the designated documentation 
centres. Alternatively, they may be deposited with the Central 
Clearing House, but experience with the Copyright Act - where published 
material has to be deposited with the Register General for forwarding 
to the designated libraries - has not proved entirely satisfactory, 
7» Classified material ~ reports that are not released by 
Government for some reason of con xdentialiiy, must be brought within 
the system. A scheme of degrees of confidentiality needs to be 
drawn up and applied uniformly. Periodical reviews of such material 
should be made to downgrade reports that are no longer sensitive. 
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8« Decisions must be made on finance, The recurrent costs of 
the documentation centres will rise slightly, the costs of dealing 
with existing material will be high, and the Central Clearing House 
must be financed, 
Once these 3teps have been talcen, the actual process of put-
ting the system into operation can begin. The logistics of such a 
ma.'.';ive task require a step-by-step plan, with additional temporary 
trained staff to assist with the backlog of documents. 
Costs; The costing of this system is dependent on the 
decisions made in the various steps outlined above. The num.'. 
staff required by the Central Clearing House will depend on the 
definition of the material to be handled as this affects the quant_ ly 
of documents. Without surveys, it is impossible to estimate the 
number of documents held in existing libraries, though the Cooney/lieviczky 
report estimated 2C0.000 documents to be evaluated (not necessarily 
all to go in the index) in the Agricultural Subject Group. 
I have not discussed the question of whether a computer should 
be used for the storage and retrieval or not. Initially, it need not 
be, but the procedures adopted must be of type that can be readily 
computerised when this becomes necessary or -easible. A computer has 
certain advantages in that it can retrie, information faster, print 
out accurately and can handle large quantities of items0 I am not 
convinced that these quantities are there to be handled yet, that 
high speed of retrieval is essential, or that computer print out is 
better for Kenya when we might have numbers of typists wanting jobs. 
Equipment for photocopying/xeroxing and other routine library 
procedures already exists at tlie potential documentation centres. 
More is likely to be required as resources are used more effectively. 
The Central Clearing House will require storage equipment for the union 
catalogue, but this is not a very large item. Microfilm equipment also 
exists and will probably be used increasingly, but again this is not a 
large capital item in the initial stages, 
Staffing will be the largest item in the budget. The Central 
Clearing House would initally require a staff structure along the 
following lines:- K, £ Salary 
Head of Clearing House 2,000 
Deputy 1,400 
Piling clerks say 3 © 800 2,400 
Typist 500 
Messenger 120 
In addition, the potential documentation centres will need 
e .tra staff of the order of one documentalist (salary K£ .1,500) to 
each centre, assuming that the easting staff struc+ -e was designed 
to ^rovide essential library services to the clientele. 
TUsadvantaj~es: Mention must be made of e disadvantages of 
the system. 
1» It relies on co-operatirn and co-ordination, this is 
hard to aciiieve and maintain. Th«. ystem will be more difficult 
to control tlian a centralised sy. j., 
2. The objectives of the documentation system may cla-i• 
with the objectives of the existing libraries that are selected to 
be documentation centres. 
3, The documentation centres will be scattered geographically 
though on a present assessment they could all be iii the Nairobi area, 
4, The brokerage system will be scattered, being based on 
the documentation centres, and co-ordination of its work may prove to 
be necessary, 
III. 'IRHTP M i l TIM W W m L i & K - l i 
The brokerage system is dependent on the documents. Its 
objective is to ensure that the people who need and can use the 
information, get it. This may require editing and rewriting in many 
cases, depending on the level of literacy of the target groups. 
I have placed the brokers physically within the orbit of the 
documentation centres for ready access t these sources, oince the 
documentation centres will all be within the Nairobi area, a feasible 
alternative would be to link the whole brokerage system to the Central 
Clearing House, which would involve the brokers in greater time spent 
travelling to the documents. Brokers should, bo si. ject specialists 
and would be better placed with t1™ documents where they might also 
servi. the centres' immediate cl. ntele, 
The brokerage system needs to nave access to good printing 
facilities and audio-visual equipment, including film and video-tape 
and some of these resources already exist in such institutions as 
KIIIC, AIC or the Faculty of Education. The quantity of material put 
out by the brokerage system may require a separate unit, starting with 
printing facilities perhaps adding the other later. This could well be 
linked with the Central Clearing House, 
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IV, THE FUTURE 
This proposal focuses on Kenya1s needs now. It has been kept 
simple and has deliberately avoided high cost equipment and highly 
sophisticated techniques - in fact it is more of an operation in inter-
mediate technology. It has been drawn around existing resources and 
constraints. 
However, the situation v/ill change. The quantity of material 
to be handled will undoubtedly increase. Kenya must not regard 
itself as an isolated unit for its information needs. There v/ill 
come a time when regional and international systems of information 
exchange become feasible and even essential, and Kenya's system 
will become integrated into those. From an early stage, it is most 
important that Kenya maintains close contact with similar developments 
in Uganda and Tanzania, hopefully agreeing on a system that can easily 
link up into a regional system. 
At some point in the future the central clearing house should 
convert into one national documentation centre, both holding all the 
relevant documents in microform or full sized copies, and maintaining 
the national union catalogue, on computer by then. The brokerage 
system would then come within the Centre, with all its supporting 
services. 
• 
ISJA- A->P£vJTS OF SnTTIUG UP OF A IfrlUGEhLAGh jJOCUTaUUTA'JXOH 
CllNTRE (CHrlRAIISIfl) OR NOTI 
P.G, Sitati, Ministry of Finance and Planning 
The subject I an asked to talk about is a bit vague and would 
be subject to a variety of interpretations. If by legal aspects, it 
is implied what would be the legal channels to go through to s^t up 
such a centre, I would suggest that the advice would be sought from 
the Attorney General's Chambers, 
I, however, take it tliat what I am asked to talk about, is 
what administrative steps should be taken to set up such a centre and 
what effect would this move have on existing machineries undertaking 
similar functions currently. We have agreed that the functions we wish 
to assign to such a centre are already being performed by other 
agencies both in public and private sectors^. The congregation at 
this workshop is a clear indication of the fact that work on the lines 
of our thought is being done. Our concern, if the foregoing is true, 
should therefore be to establish, or recommend tlie establishment of 
a system through which these efforts can be co-oxxlinated. 
The following to my mind should be the line of approach; 
10 Recognition of the committee set up after the 1972 workshop 
2. Membership of the Committee 
Location of the Committee 
Functions of the Committee etc, 
I now wish to comment on each of these points, and my 
observations are by no means conclusive. On the first point, v/e must 
accept that the Committee which wi elected .fter the 1972 workshop 
has hitherto been working on a voluntary basis, and is not recognised 
either by the University or any organisation in the Government, 
From this point, it becomes imperative that suggestions made by the 
Committee cannot be binding on anybody, and members of that Committee 
have all along been expressing their personal viev/s and observations. 
From tliis point of view, I would suggest that if what v/e propose to 
do is to have any effect, the first thing to be done is for the 
Director of the Institute for Development Studies to approach the 
University administration, and in conjunction, the two should submit 
a formal suggestion to the Government that an organisation be set up 
comprising of representatives from different sectors and be charged 
with the responsibility of mobilising research information on a 
national level to make it avnilnMo -p^ v. — j —• 
V. 
\ 
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The foregoing to my mind would be a positive approach and 
v/ould be acceptable rather than if we as individuals attempted to 
make recommendations to the Government. This approach takes care 
of point number two, 
Cn the third point, as to where such an organization may 
be based would be a matter of administrative convenience, talcing 
into account related matters lik availability ox facilities and 
qualified manpower etc.j, 
The fourth point, would best be discussed when the move 
detailed herein above is taken, I would however, briefly comment 
that the functions of such a centre should be much more of admir. » 
stative nature intended purely for co-ordination with no policy 
malting powers. All along we have identified the fact that there 
is a lot of information on a variety of subjects and what is ^ -^king 
is a system to pull this information together and put it in a 
usable form for those who may need it. For an establishment 
fulfil this task, there will have to be a strong link between the 
centre and the already existing machineries wherever they may be. 
To achieve this, the composition of the centre will have to be as 
widely representative as possible. This will avoid fears that v/ould 
arise from certain quarters that their powers aire being eroded. 
As I said at the beginning, I do not envisage any legal 
complications arising out of this exercise at all. V/hat is 
significant is formal recognition of the establishment of such a body 
by the Government, 
THE HOLE w JULj IhJDIuNAL ARCHIVES IN ilElATICN TO THE 
(PROPOSED) DOCU!!Ei:TATION CENTRE, DATA RETRIEVAL AND 
BROKERAGE. 
Robert J. Kukubo, Kenya National Archives. 
The Kenya National Archives was established by the Public 
Archives Act No 32 of 1965 and its functions enunerated therein.. 
By Section 3(2) it is provided thats 
"The Chief Archivist shall be responsible for, and shall 
have charge of, the Service and of the Public Archives, 
and shall take all practicable steps for the proper 
housing, control and preservation of all public archives 
and public records". 
By public records is meants records of any Ministry or 
G-overnment dexjariiiient, Commission, Office Board or other body under 
the Government or established by or under on act of Parliament; records 
of the High Court and of any other court or tribunalj records of 
Parliament and of the Electoral Commission; records of any Provincial 
Council, Local Authority or other authority established for local 
Government purposes. 
The Chief Archivist has statutory powers to control all 
public records produced in this country. You will appreciate therefore 
that the proposed Documentation Centre will automatically came under 
the control of the Chief Archivist. 
CLASSIFICATION UP RECORDS Iff TYPE 
lo Administrative; Initially, records of all Ministries, departments, 
etc., are administrative in nature. At the time of creation or 
subsequently the record may have a more significant value as legal, 
fiscal, historical, research or some other material. 
2» Fiscal Value; To be so classified, a record should be mainly an 
instrument used in inventory and fiscal controls, in examinations and 
accounting systems; performance of audits, investigations and settlement 
of claims; and estimating and alioting of appropriations to control 
expenditures. 
3. Legal Value, Those records expressing legal decisions and 
opinions, international as well as municipal, which will have a conti-
nuing legal interest, either of a permanent character or until 
statutes of limitations have expired. 
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Historical Value-; Records reflecting the history of public agency 
and its functions may have significant historical value long after 
their administrative, legal, and/or fiscal value have expired, 
5, Research Values Records that have historical value frequently also 
have research value. Research values result from the fact that the 
records can be used, 
1. to reconstruct the activities of tlie public agency 
2. to obtain information accumulated by the public agency 
3. t appraise r make studies of the past 
4. to furnish data on which to base new findings or conclur ,ons. 
Func tions of the Hational_Archives in relation to other 
public agencies. 
By law the Chief Archivist and his officers are entitled to 
examine any record in the custody of any public office and to advise 
such office as to the care and custody of its records - in short as 
to "creation, utilization and maintenance " (CUM), 
By Section 4(l) (b) it is also provided that the Chief Archivist 
3hall require tlie transfer to his custody of any public records which he 
considers (after examining them) should be housed in the National 
Archives - universally known as "retention and preservation", 
The Chief Archivist is also empowered by Section 7 of the Act 
to authorize the destruction of public records which are not for any 
reason required to be preserved - this procedure is called ".Disposal", 
The National Archives As Documentation Centre 
The Kenya National Archives discharges the function of both 
a research institute and a documentation centre. Because of this 
special role it is our view that contacts with other documentation centres, 
research institutes and with the library services in the country should 
be maintained. Documentation in the Kenya National Archives will remain 
basically historical, though this factor is arguable. This means 
therefore that the Kenya National Archives is complementary to 
documentation material in other institutions, for this reason it is 
suggested that co-ordination in planning the proposed documentation 
centre should help to avoid possible duplication, 
Konva^ fcljianrtl Library Services as a .Documentation Centre 
In Kenya the basic problem is competition among planners as 
to how and where to locate a centre. 
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A meeting of experts ,011 the national planning of library-
service in Asia, held at Colombo in December 1967, stressed that 
fragmentation of documentation resources of a country is waste-
ful from all points of view. It was suggested that the National 
library of Ceylon should serve as the National Documentation 
Centre. In Kenya the equivalent of this is the Kenya National 
Library Services. In our opinion the question whether and where 
a national documentation centre should be set up is a matter for 
discussion with such public institutions as the-National Lihraryy 
National Archives, and other research institutions, private or 
public. (See para 3 page 13 of the PAO Report on Documentation)^ 
One or other of these institutions, in our view, if they are 
centrally placed as they apparently appear to be, may well be 
better suited to serve as the National Documentation Centre. 
Departmental Libraries 
These are departmentally too many and the only kind of 
administrative library which should be mentioned in passing are 
those located at K.N.H., V.O.K, Ii.L.S., A.G-.'s Law Courts, etc. 
These contain collections of books (including other printed 
materials, photographs, microfilms, normal films and sound record-
ings) which may be, are no longer wanted by any public office. 
Our archives 1 gulations contain the provision that this 
type of material must be transferred to the National Archives. 
Alternatively the Chief Archivist has power to appoint any place 
to be a place of deposit of such material (Section 4 (l) (k) )« 
Special Collections in Archives 
The Kenya National Archives is in the course of building 
up special collections. We would rather build up a series of 
historical photographs, slides, films and sound recordings, 
historical plans and maps, bibliographical items, records of 
historic buildings. These collections constitute an essential 
illustrative material supplementing the main contents of the 
archival buildings. 
Permanent Preservation 
The Kenya National Archives is an agency for the 
permanent preservation of documentary material. This means 
therefore that once the documents have been accessioned in the 
National Archives as defined in Section 2 of the Act, they should 
never leave it again except under special circumstances. 
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If the proposeu AIOCU^ OA cation Centre is to function 
properly it has to rely heavily on the guidance of the National 
Archives when it comes to requisitioning of the records of the 
Ministry of Agriculture already accessioned in the National 
Archives. 
The i.ational Archives as a Centre of Research 
The National Archives as a research centre needs no 
elaboration. Statistics concerning the annual number of researchers 
and day visits maintained in the National Archives (soon to appear 
in our Annual Reports 1964-1972) give us an encouraging progre. ss 
Year No® of Researcher 
1964 35 
1972 97 
The work done in our Research Room covers all ;eiplines, 
for which the A rcliives contain primary sources. 
It is hard to say what role the proposed Documentation 
Centre will play in the advancement of research scholarship which 
the National Archives is already discharging. 
What is needed is perhaps to expand the National Archives 
by establishing a proper "Reference and Research Station" whose 
main objcct will be to make contacts with our University, colleges, 
schools, and other research institutions in the country in "an 
effort to establish some general terms for a research programme". 
And also to process the already- accumulated 70-year archives we 
inherited from the colonial government which needs immediate 
appraisal for utilisation by the planners, researchers, etc. This 
naturally brings w to the question of access to documents. 
Access Policy to juolic Records and Archives 
In Kenya the access policy to archives is very liberal 
indeed (c/f Uganda). And this is clearly spelled out in Section 6 or 
the Public Archives Act, (PAO Report, Documentation, p. 19 (IV), 
para l). 
Any access to documents (apart from published and 
unrestricted material) must conform to the Act - whether at the 
Documentation Centre or in any other public office. 
Retrieval of Data; (location of Documents) 
The basic idea behind documentation is that the source and 
state of documents must be identified with certainty And 
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according to the authors of the PAO Report (see page 6 (c) ), they 
have identified three main sources: 
1, Unpublished 
2o Published - dealing with Kenya 
Published - of relevance to Kenya 
Por the public material in the country this does not seem to be a major 
problem in retrieving the records. But for the records which may be 
located in other people's hands, be it in Kenya or overseas, a more 
liberal policy must be pursued if the Centre lias to acquire anything 
worthwhile. In so far as this problem is concerned, the National Archives 
has a legal obligation to have returned to Kenya those records which were 
transferred frcm Kenya before the passage of the Act. 
By Section 4 (l) (i) it is provided that the Chief Archivist 
may "Take such steps as may be necessary to aoq.ui.re and have returned 
to Kenya any public records or records of historical value in Kenya 
which may have been exported before the commencement of this Act". 
On the question of enforcement of the "existing rule that data 
be left with the authorities by expatriates going home", I should in 
fact categorically say that if such has been the case, then the 
authorities under whose public office the experts worked are responsible 
for such a practice, This opportunity i3 taken to acquaint public 
officers with the provisions of Section 9 (l) of the Public Archives 
Act which states: 
"If the Chief Archivist is satisfied that any record which is in, 
or was made in, Kenya is of historical value to Kenya, he may, 
by notice in the Gazette, or by writing under his hand served 
on the person having the custody of such record, declare such 
record to be an historical record, and prohibit the export 
thereof except under and in accordance v/ith the terms and 
conditions of a licence issued by the Chief Archivist." 
As to the return of the records which are now overseas, it is 
vital to identify what we want. And this involves careful study of those 
records which we need for our developmental projects. Countries all over 
the world are trying as much as possible to acquire copies of their 
migrated archives. 
A3 a result of strong agitation by the developing countries 
for the return of their archives plundered by their former metropolitan 
powerss the 7th International Congress on Archives recommended that 
governments of developed countries should make available to the 
developing countries microfilm copies of archival sources relating 
to their history and that they should consider the possibility of 
returning to developing countries original documents that are 
included in their patrimony « On the question of retrieval of 
migrated data the Archives has ample machinery to carry out the 
exercise. It will therefore be a duplication of efforts and hence 
waste of resources for the Documentation Centre to carry out this 
function in isolation. As far as practicable the Archives must spear-
head the return of migrated archives. As a member of ICA (inter-
national Council on Archives) the Archives is better placed t© 
negotiate for the return of archives because it is professionally 
recognized as a safe place for the deposit of records no matter in 
what form they may be. This unfortunately does not seem (on the 
face of it) to be the case with the proposed Documentation Centre. 
The National Archives is under a legal obligation to compile, 
make available and publish indexes and guides to, and calendars and 
texts of, all public archives (Section 4 (l) (c) ), and also to 
prepare publications concerning the activities of and the facilities 
provided by the Service (Section 4 (l) (d) )„ 
The foregoing provisions broadly construed will embrace all 
the proposed functions of tlie proposed Agricultural Documentation 
Centres (paragraph 7 page 3 of the PAO Report). Our Archives 
Regulations clearly lay down the procedure to be followed when it 
comes to tracing documents (retrieval?) selection (depending on 
the value and physical state of tlie records) analysis and indexing, 
etc. 
So there is nothing new in the proposed functions of the 
Centre, The only limiting factor is shortage of trained manpower. 
The other factor linked with tlie Data Retrieval is the 
question of copyright and "brain drain". 
It may prove difficult to retrieve data from private 
collections because of the Laws of C® yright. In the National 
Archives the law provides for the safeguard of copyright (see Section 
13 of the Act). This means that the procedure as to copyright at the 
Documentation Centre should, as far as it will be practicable , be 
similar to the one obtaining in the Kenya National Archives. 
On "brain drain", I feel the time has come when the Kenya 
Government should insist on postgraduate scholars, returning from 
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overseas should, in addition to producing their certificates, submit 
a copy or copies of their dissertations. It is of no use for the 
Government to insist on the production of a certificate and not on the 
material work behind the achievement of the certificate. 
Legal Validity of the Records at the Documentation Centre 
Insofar as the legal validity of the records housed in the 
National Archives is concerned, the Public Archives Act (Section 10) 
states tliats "When it is a requirement of the validity of any pub] .0 
record that it be kept in, and produced from, legal custody, the 
validity of such record shall not be affected by the fact of its transfer 
to the National Archives". (See also Section ll)* 
It is our submission therefore that if the proposed Documentation 
Centre has to function as an independent entity, then the question of 
legal validity of records transferred to the Centre will be called into 
question. However, if the Chief Archivist approves the Centre, pursuant 
to Section 4(1) (k) of the Act, then the problem of legal validity will 
be eliminated, 
The question of legality of microfilms and microfiche lias not up 
to nov/ been authoritatively settled by any Court of Law. And it would 
appear that the Centre is determined to computerize all its indexes, cards, 
etc., so the legal validity of magnetic tapes, etc., should be studied 
carefully «. 
Brokerage 
If the national Archives is given a facelift, ample staffing and 
accommodation it can satisfy tfae three roles discussed above; ie. as a 
National Archives, Documentation Centre and Library. In which case auto-
matically the problem of brokerage will have been taken care of0 
What we need in order to effectively interpret data is a team of 
qualified personnel (in their own various languages and disciplines) to 
work in the National Archives and/or Documentation Centre. Their primary 
duty will be to study and pass on the findings of their studies (with their 
recommendations if desired) to the 'targets' in this case, to the policy 
makers for evaluation as to probable implication to the consumers. If the 
Brokerage Unit is on its own then they may run into problems as to how to 
recognize the best data for consumption for the benefit of the targets, so 
the Unit must be part of the National Archives and/or Documentation Centre 
if it has to co-ordinate its work effectively. It would be far cheaper 
if the Documentalists and Brokers v/orked together as a team because it will 
eliminate confusion in the flow of documented data. 
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'SUMMARY 
Before we agree, or do not agree, on where to locate a 
Documentation Centre, it may be of interest to the participants to 
note that? at UNESCO's 14th General Conference held in January 1967g 
Documentation was recognised as a separate but linked profession to 
Libraries and Archives, in which case we should all endorse the idea 
of the establishment of the Centre, but it should be on a National 
basis. My main objection to the location of the Centre as proposed 
v/ill be co-ordination with other government agencies. Many public 
agencies may not approve of a Ministerial Centre functioning as a 
National Documentation Centre0 
The need for documentation has already been recognized by 
librarians,, And at a meeting in Nairobi on Documentation Activities 
in East Africa (December 1st, 1972) the delegates, mostly librarians 
and documentalists, focused their deliberations on documentation 
activities on the international scene, especially in less industrialised 
countries in general and in Africa in particular. It transpired that 
the following areas were of immediate concerns 
a« Need for Institutional Documentation Systems. 
b. National Documentation Systems. 
c. Regional Documentation Systems. 
d. Manpower Requirements. 
e. Training of manpower,. 
The main point at issue here is that if librarians put their 
case strongly for a documentation centre, it is definitely going to 
weigh against the proposed agricultural documentation centre, in that 
it will be overall instead of being specialized. 
What we require is proper planning, and with this I am 
inclined to feel that we would have achieved the intended object 
for which the Workshop lias been planningj 
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DISCUSSION ARISING PRCLi PAPERS PRESENTED 
(Miss M. Kempe, P.G. Sitati, R. Kukubo ) 
KUKUBOs To summarise; The main feature is the role of Archives in 
relation to the proposed documentation centre. The Archives fulfils 
the function of a research institute and a documentation centre - pro-
vides guides, Indices, catalogues of all records kept. 
Another aspect is that when it comes to the retrieving of data 
the Archives has power under law to have all recordr returned ./hich were 
out of this country before independence and has done so with recoils 
from Britain, Germany, Austria and Hungary. As to how the centre is 
going to get these back lias not been spelled out. 
SITATI; When we talk about a documentation centre, it would not be 
possible to envisage a situation where we propose setting up an organization 
starting frcm scratch to carry out documentation frcm material in 
different places - this is not practical. What we mean is some kind of 
system which will put together the information that is stored in 
different places in such a manner that it is available to those who need 
it. We want a system which will co-ordinate what we already have - the 
National Archives, Libraries, others to be set up should remain under these. 
There would be a common index. The legal implications would not arise. 
We would be getting nowhere in talking about abolishing existing institutions 
and beginning afresh. My proposal is that we standardise the information 
we have in different places, retain those places and have a central organ-
isation to give the information as to v/here the records are. There is a 
need to create a working relationship - for all these organisations to 
understand that they cannot exist in isolation but 3hould keep each other 
informed of what they have. 
MBITIH; Mr. Sitati1s suggestion is extremely useful. How do existing 
libraries - eg. agriculture, and documentation centres co-ordinate with 
the Archives to maintain status quo rather than conflict? 
KuKUBO; According to the present arrangement, every publisher of a 
book in this country deposits a copy with the Registrar-General and 
one with the University. The Registrar-General has passed on to Archives 
the responsibility of keeping all the books. In order to maintain the 
present machinery, we suggest that the Archives must be concerned purely with 
records of historical importance, i.e. records which have acquired research 
value. I brought this out in my paper. There is no conflict. UNESCO has saic 
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document Cioil cent- una n^u'.vu ore sister professions. The role 
of the documentation centre lias not been defined in relation to the 
existing facilities. We wanted the Workshop to spell out what is to 
be done in this respect. 
The Archives has over 300,000 documented records, including 
those of MOA, Records in the Archives must be 30 years old, It is 
not clear whether the documentation centre will jq using current files 
or those 30 years old. My main objection to the centre being under 
MOA is Lack of co-ordination, 
HI Liu Sli laOlihs Liiss Kempe's proposal concerning co-ordination is a 
^ood idea. Specialist institutions would like to have their libraries 
and documentation centres nearby so that researchers may have access to 
these. Duplication is not in itself bad as long as in the end you cover 
every tiling and every tiling is accessible to everybody. 
KUKUhOs Mr, Peddali said tliat tiiere was no conflict between an 
agricultural! .ocumentation centre and the Archives, They supplement 
each otiier. it was proposed t.iat the centre would keep micro films. 
If the documentation centre is set up I would invite them to come and 
do our files as v/e do not liave the machineiy and the expert knowledge 
to determine what is important and what is not, We were very muci. 
encour uud by Mr, j'eddah1 s support, 
iiriSSV/A; Mr, Kukubo considers libraries, documentation centres and 
arcliivos as more or less the same tiling and that v/e should not see them 
as separate sources of information. They are separate: Libraries keep 
books and pamphlets; documentation centres deal with papers of more 
puiwrnent use, printed, cj clostylod, 1 dwritten papers wuich are 
printed for limited distribution} arcirlves iiave written records on 
the acLiviuies ox Ko^y. r ts institutions, 
I \/ould have liked to have seen Miss Kempe1s paper headed 
'Research Information System', not talking purely about documentation, 
fho „ e- tion is, how can you get information for research? Miss Kempe 
ha* I - . .... v—v. c—rsting oO'-aces or information and the only 
documentation centre she lias mentioned is t..o ur.e that is being proposed. 
All the sources sue has mentioned .^e librixies. To rave a document-
ation centre in the MQA is wrong. What should be tallied about is 
expanding the already existing organization in the Ministry to be able 
to cope with tiie required information. That there are two different 
organizations in the same Ministry is not apparent, particularly as 
the report is talking about the documentation centre which would be 
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started completely from scratch and the library would be a supplementary 
service to this centre,, When the documentation centre cannot answer 
questions, these will be passed to the library0 If the library is 
already there, why not expand it? This has not been done because of 
lack of resources. Instead of putting these into the existing organisa-
tion we are trying to have a completely different one. At the recent 
conference in Mauritius on African University Libraries, one of the 
resolutions .rade on documentation was that each country should 
concentrate on the library which was the most developed in that field, 
GITATA: National Archives puts emphasis on historical aspects; a 
documentation centre is seen as a theatre of ideas where one can go and 
see what is there and get what one wants. Libraries should expand in 
their own way, with their own resources. There might be a central place 
for the consumption of knowledge. 
NGUhUs What do we mean by documentation? If we have a main centre, we 
shall still have several small documentation centres. We need a place 
where one can go and find out what documents are available, where they 
are available and on what conditions caae can retrieve them. How many 
farmers go to the Archives? Iiow is the material in the Archives being 
utilised for the farmers? There, should be a central place where 
cataloguing is done. 
MISS KELU'Bs By documentation is meant: documents, reports - a first 
form of producing the results of research. They may como out in mimeo-
graph form which poses a problem to those operating the library and to 
information systems handling them - the problem of how they are stored 
and retrieved. They tend to deal with a rather minute subject, so 
information retrieval systems and storage systems liave been developed 
with a detailed index to retrieve a small, subject area. This a some-
what specialised form of librarianship0 
I emphasize information because the brokers who arc going to act 
as intermediaries between the information - of whatever subject _ and your 
target groups are going to need to get at your whole range. They are 
going to be one of the main users of the library documentation in that 
field or the national union catalogue to get at other fields. The 
farmer won't go there, The brokerage system is going to need filters - to 
filter out and reduce to a much simpler form for extension service or 
target groups.. The brokerage system is an editing - filter - conversion 
system, converting from the v/ritten word into another form: film, 
broadcasting, etc. 
MUuAIIG-II understand that one ox' the purposes ox' a documentation 
centre in the LIOA is to simplify material to be available to farmers, 
If this is so, then there is a very good case for such a centres i: t e 
x-oiu of the centre is to nave specialists to translate difficult 
material into simplified form I suppox-t it. Otherwise, if it is another 
library, I don't support it, 
OhAI-JhUI; Ihei-c are two points lieres One is LIr, Kukubo's su^ gc'- ion 
to improve and use the KM IS as a documentation centime, the other- is 
iox. '•> Kempe's and others' suggestion for a central clearing house with a 
national catalogue and specialist documentation centres. There is 110 
general opposition to the idea that we have a documentation centre, 
although LIr, Hdegwa did indicate tliat it was wrong to have this sort 
of thing. lie said: expand the library. But if the documentation 
centre .is developed we must decide which system we propose end support. 
Wo agree tliat the present systems of passing ax information to targets 
or researc.. workers duplicate what they are doing because they don't 
have a place to get at what they want to do* They are not going to 
wait for 30 years to find it in the Archives, The libr- ries re rot in 
a position to handle the literature that comes through, so a. doco^entatio 
centre or system is what we must now discuss, 
MBIT III: With reference to the national clearing house: I would like to 
know whether you t.-ink tliat we could establish a complementary activity 
of maintaininu abstracts or summaries, so tuat if I am ver,, i. to-rstt-d I 
can go to the source? 
I hope tlkit this union catalogue v/ould be set up with every 
i,„ x 5 cord and it lias an abstract of the item and its location 
can be quite labour-consuming. Ideally, the authors would write 
them, but tliis could be incorporated into it. 
PALA; 1 would like to speak about the practical and legal iiiplic-,w-.v..s 
of a national information system. Altliougii Mr. Sitati avoided the 
question of legal implications, I think it should be examined, ./e are 
going to need institutions to do the documentation at their own level 
and sore at a hi^ier level. There are also financial implications as to 
whether at those levels they are going to be able to co-operate. We neod 
a legal ins .runent to establish tliis institution to enable it to carxy 
its function. There are established institutions like KhL, University-
library, national Ax-chives etc. I am not speaking in favour of a defi—. 
scheme but highlighting a problem that is likely to arise: we cannot 
as...uu that a documentation centre can exist in a vacuum simply to doc._.. 
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«atsrial# The MQA may go on with theirs, that is only one aspect. 
It defends an the ..nomrt of ca.ital available to be put into this 
rrcjoct. If it is oinly a few thousand shillings it is not worth 
thinking about it. We might as well formulate something bigger 
into which iiQA programme will fit later on„ 
olfAi'Is I deliberately avoided going into the legal aspects* We 
are discussing t we are going to present to the Government for 
acceptance. To talk about creating some kind of office is not within 
our powers. Instead, v/e can state in our recommendations tliat we 
net-, this kind of system because the existing machinery is inadequate 
and cannot cope with the demands of trying to transfer the inf ormatior 
to the rural people. If we were to talk about legal implications 
v/e would not get anywhere. 
QlIAllliAIfIn order to make this clearing house functional it should 
have powers to retain all research work from the major libraries. We 
have tallied about an agricultural library. What about the medical 
library, social services? Each major library should have somebody in 
charge of documentation, and once the material has been obtained 
in an abstract form this could be forwarded to the KLTL so that it can 
be kept on record there0 Each major library must have its own 
documentation centre plus its own broker. I would suggest tliat there 
be some procedure regarding the presentation of research material wliic 
would require the research worker himself to write an abstract which 
would find its way intu the centree 
KUIPiii: The major problem is tliat research findings, don't reach 
us (Agricultural Finance Corporation) quickly enough. Agricultural 
data is out of date within a few years. As soon as a research 
publication goes to the library, it is loot i.e.. it is published. 
Let the information go straight to a documentation centre to be 
summarised with other publications on the same topic. The brokers 
could summarise various researches on the same topic. When you put 
that summary in the library, they won't find it. We don't have time 
to go to a library: the tiling must just come cn the table in a very 
short, digestible form. There is one aspect oi a documentation centre 
I have not heard anybody trying to compare its advantages and 
disadvantages -> between developing one existing institution and settin 
up a new one. 
KUKUIiOi; We are now in a better position to agree or disagree on the 
setting up of a centre. It ismy view that it is better for us to 
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reach a decision regarding the centre in the light of the existing, 
well-established centres with statutory powers and defined policy, 
because that will eliminate the recommendations as to where this will 
be set up and what powers should be given to it. She only thing we 
should have to add are administrative aspects to suit the centre. If 
we say we v/ill deal with the legal aspect elsewhere, we are avoiding the 
issue. If the Government agrees, and asks us about the legal aspect 
_ v/e sliall have to meet again. Hiss Schmohl and LIr. Peddah agreed that 
the centre was a good idea and I have not objected to the centre being 
established. The only objection is the isolation of the already existing 
institutions in participating in the establishment of the centre; 
llational Archives, National Library, University Library - they have 
qualified personnel who could meet to define a policy on what the centre 
should look like. The National Archives is not even mentioned in the 
(r'AO) Report. 
NDEG.VA; Perhaps we are forgetting where the information is eventually going 
to be fed. It may, in fact, have three systems; 
1. A.system the research workers themselves want, to find out about 
research and to ^ ive then information on other researches (not just 
the fturner) 5 
2. Getting the information in the centre to bo used by the brokers so 
as to convert it for the eventual consumer. Brokerage is going to 
be the ver^  last part of the centre. 
Infoim.tion to be fed to the farr.er should bo prepared by the re-
searcher while he is doing his own research. I am not ...gainst the 
cv h' • c.r.tre hut wish t define its role as against the 
e i.vi;.uij systems of infounation, 
_ -
TtiaD SESSIQL: Oiiai xir. P.M. Mbithi 
TOPIC; Brokerage & Research. Evaluation & Training 
R;IE ROLE OF THE IAGH.ENT CHAINING & ADVISORY CENTRE 
IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
John M. Njoroge, Management Training & Advisory Centre. 
The Management Training and Advisory Centre was set up to 
develop African executives to take up management positions in 
commerce and industry and assist the Government in speeding up 
Kenyanisation of personnel in commerce and industry. In 1971 
the MTAC expanded its activities to serve the needs of small 
scale business under African ownership and management. 
The Centre wa3 set up in 1966 as a department within the 
Ministry of Labour in collaboration with the UN Development 
Programme, the International Labour Organisation serving as the 
Executive Agency, which provided assistance in the implementation 
and development of the Centre, as well as training the national 
staff to carry out the activities of the Centre, while the UN 
Development Programme and the Kenya Government financed the Centre. 
To date nearly all fields of management have been covered and 
virtually all levels of management have participated in the Centre's 
training programmes. The training courses conducted at the 
Centre have been designed to give practical training for managers 
and businessmen in modern management practices and productivity 
techniques. This is aimed at raising productivity and improving 
skills m existing enterprises and those which would be established. 
In due course it wa3 realised that a major emphasis must be 
placed in developing small scale industrial and commercial enter-
prises in the urban and rural areas. The Centre was therefore called 
upon to expand its training services to African industrialists and 
traders. 
Centre1a Role in Training Industrialists & Traders 
To establish the need of the Kenyan industrialist and 
businessman, MT&AC conducted extensive research surveys and 
orientation seminars across the country, in order to identify 
specific training and consultancy requirements for small-scale 
businesses, especially in the rural areas. 
These fact finding surveys and orientation seminars were 
conducted with the co-operation of the trade officers of the 
Ministry of Commerce an^ Industry, the Provincial and District 
Administrative Officers, the National Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, prominent traders and industrialists in Kenya. 
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The analysis of the information so obtained revealed some of 
the major training problems as follows? 
1, Same businessmen do not appreciate the benefits that would 
accrue to their businesses through training and therefore 
lack interest in the value of such training. 
20 Among those who appreciate the value of training, same have 
very little or no basic education which makes communication 
difficult, 
3„ Some of the businessmen find it difficult to be away from 
their business to attend courses for fear of losing 
customers, contracts etc. 
4. Some businessmen do not have sufficient funds to pay travell-
ing costs or boarding fees even if such courses are provided 
free. 
5. Most businessmen in the urban areas appreciate the value of 
training. However, their major handicap is how to get funds 
to expand their businesses and they expect the Centre to 
recommend them to get loans from commercial banks etc., 
but there is no machinery for such undertakings. 
To overcome 3ome of the problems MT&AC has devised various 
methodss 
1, A visual aids section capable of developing audio-visual 
training methods has been established. 
2e Courses of short duration - one to two weeks - part time 
and evening courses covering such topics as; 
- Financial planning of a small business 
- Basic business accounting 
- Basic banking procedure for businessmen 
- Selling, distribution, communication and promotion 
- Marketing of agricultural produce 
- Stock talcing and stock control 
- What to buy, where to buy for profit and purchasing planning 
Production planning, plant location and layout etc. 
3. After the training courses, participants are visited in their 
business premises by the course leaders to help them solve their 
business problems. Particularly where suitable systems and 
procedures applicable to small business and industry have been 
designed, MT&AC assists in the application and installation 
of such systems. In such cases other bodies involved such 
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a. KLTTC, and the trade officers are consulted to make suggestions, 
The Centre is placing emphasis on extension service training and 
in plant training, and, it is hoped that tliis will become a 
regular feature as the MT&AC expands, 
Courses are designed and conducted in simple language both in 
English and Swaliili to facilitate effective communication with 
the businessmen. The Centre1 s national staff have been oriented 
to this type of work and havt through knowledge of small 
business management techniques; and an understanding of the 
local business community, 
Visits are arranged to commercial and industrial premise where 
improved methods are demonstrated. Such demonstrations have 
proved very useful and an effective method of communicating 
business ideas. In retail/wholesale business courses, course 
leaders demonstrate in the most practical ways the steps involved 
in establishing and running a retail/wholesale business. This 
includes setting up model shops® 
In the rural areas arrangements are usually made with the 
Government Training Centres or schools having the necessary 
training and boarding facilities and courses are taken to 
businessmen nearer their business premises. These courses are 
highly subsidised to enable businessmen in the rural areas to 
attends 
The MT&AC plans to es cablish local advisory services in the 
districts to assist commercial and industrial enterprises in 
these areas0 It is estimated that one officer should be 
permanently stationed in each district by 1976. Districts with 
greater concentration of small business could get more officers. 
Courses for businessmen are organised and conducted in conjunction 
with the trade officers of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
who are constantly in touch with the business community in the 
districts. They possess essential field experience and local 
knowledge which are important factors in this type of work. It is 
hoped that when the MT&AC extension service staff are recruited 
they could be attached to the district trade offices or the local 
ICDC offices8 
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10, MT&AC is planning to develop training materials in a Icit 
set form to be used by the trade officers and other staff 
engaged in training traders and industrialists in the 
rural areas, and also develop technical bulletins in 
Swahili and English on specific subjects in small business, 
11, In collaboration with the National Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry and its various branches throughout the 
country, MT&AC is planning ways and means of promoting 
a best trader or industrialist1s competition in selected 
areas on a pilot basis, 
12« Training programmes for future national staff at the Centre 
should be heavily oriented towards training, advisory and 
extension services in the rural areas, 
CONCLUSION 
The importance of providing businessmen, particularly in the 
rural areas, with the basic knowledge they need in order to operate 
efficiently cannot be over emphasised, and MT&AC is playing a big role 
in such training. However, one of the most important questions to be 
considered serious] is the co-ordination of training, research, commercial 
and industrial activities aimed at assisting small business throughout the 
country. Such co-ordination would promote healthy development of small scale 
industrial and commercial enterprises and avoid isolated efforts as at 
present. Research, for instance, would indicate clearly the best form of 
training, and equally pin point those businesses which could do better 
with more funds. 
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A P R O T O T Y P E F O H A E H I I Q I U I G S SIR S T U I 
hiE Programme for Developing Teaching Units 
J, Kan0ali, Kenya Institute of Education. 
Kenya has many organizations and institutions involved in educating 
the public. Any new organization, therefore, which aijns at co-ordinating 
all these must, in the first place, examine what these older institutions 
and organizations have so far covered, what has been left out and needs 
coverage. 
This kind of exercise would ensure that duplication of efforts, re-
petitions or amissions are avoided. It will also provide a proper and 
meaningful linkage between the older organizations and the new organizations 
in providing both horizontal and vertical communication in conveying aeas 
and information between one organization and the other and between its 
subsidiary bodies and the main body. 
A centre for disseminating information to a largely illiterate rural 
community, should not be passive. It must, as far as possible, be prepared 
to get involved in the carrying out of activities with the community, aimed 
at giving practical demonstrations that v/ill enhance the knowledge being 
imparted to the community. 
In developing the materials in designing the kind of information to 
be passed to the community, first hand information on the composition of the 
community to which the materials are to be passed, must be obtained so that 
the materials or information is made as relevant to the immediate needs of the 
community as possible. 
Small sub-centres scattered all over the country must be developed for 
the purpose of providing feed back to the Headquarters on the effectiveness of 
the projects designed for the community and providing information on any change 
necessary to provide better absorption of new ideas. 
The school must be taken as a centre of those activities. Whatever 
is being passed over to the community must be understood by the school, 
teachers within that community so that the teacher and the pupil can assist 
in strengthening the parents' understanding of the new ideas. This way, the 
parent will feel that whatever he or she is learning has a bearing on 
education because his/her child is being taught the same tiling. 
This is where co-operation between the centre and institutions like 
Kenya Institute of Education, Teachers Colleges etc., is necessary. 
I will now give a brief outline of how these ideas have been put into 
practice within the Kenya Institute of Education. 
TheKIE's 'brokerage' system: The Kenya Institute of Education is involved 
in the writing of materials for primary and secondary schools and teacher 
Training colleges. The materials are sent out to Education Offices and 
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schools throughout Kenya. The KID's main channels of cojxa.unic_.tion 
are VOK, the University's Correspondence Course and the Teachers Advisor, 
Centres which v/e have throughout the country based at Teacher 
Training colleges or attached to District Education offices. It is 
hoped to increase the number of TACs from one in a given area to 
several, in order to cover more than one subject; e.g. scicnce, 
mathematics, geography, './e also have Primary School Advisors working 
m collaboration with Education officers. In-service courses arc also 
set up for teachers with a common problem end conducted by KIE staff. 
Material for writing is collected through subject Pan . These 
Panels are compose;! of teachers from secondary schools nd other trainees 
from all over Kenya, Tliis material is then sent to a few selected 
schools lor experimentation. Stage threes teachers in the experiment .1 
schools go back to work on a second Panel. This continues through 
several trial periods until satisfactory results arc achieved. 
The Panel does not use original material, but adapts material 
suited to the Kenyan environment, although teachers are always asked to make 
use ol comparative examples available in their area. Teachers collect sucli 
material through the Schools Scicnce Project set up in Kenya and Uganda 
schools. 
The Panel is not composed of staff from KIE, with the exception 
of an Inspector of the subjcct and a secretary,, 
KIE provides a guide which teachers ideally ought to relate to 
their specific area. Here the Documentation Centre proposed by Govern-
ment would greatly assist KIE staff, for example, by providing readily 
av .ilable material for a project being planned, 
A declared policy may be put into action by KIE - or not put 
into action - after statements by political leaders have been studied and 
thoroughly discussed. Por instance, if Swahili is declared a national 
language in five years time we have discussions with those involved. If 
the project sounds feasible, then plans are made l) to produce Swahili 
teachers at TTCs 2) to convert present teachers into Swaliili te. chers 
after an in-service course 3) to develop a syllabus, examine books to 
be recommended and devise c KIE course book. If it does not sound 
feasible, then the decision . J taken to Cabinet through the Director -
then to the Minister of Education. 
I feel it is possible to establish a similar brokerage system on 
a national scale, providin0 that work carried out is done with no strain-
attached, and the system operates down to grass roots level ana is 
able to advise an co-ordination and priorities for different areas. 
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A PBFL MODEL 
Erio R. Kry stall and Abigail Krystall 
Introduction: Programmes for Letter Pamily Living (PBFL), an 
educational programme of PAO, seeks to foster an understanding of the 
relationship between family size and family and community welfare. 
It is primarily concerned with introducing this understanding to field 
workers who reach rural families and thus can most effectively 
explain this relationship. It is also concerned tliat these worl :rs be 
able to help families understand the relationship between family size 
and the effective use of resources and services available to them. 
The programme seeks to define these concepts and develop related 
educational materials for the various audiences who are involved in 
implementing this approach to population education and motivation: 
policy-makers and administrators, trainers of field workers, the field 
workers themselves, and the families which they seek to reach. PEFL 
i. concerned 'ot only with the content of such concepts and their 
incorporation into training, but also with developing materials and 
training concerned with their effective delivery to families. 
One of the primary needs of developing countries is to increase 
the number of people who are capable of envisioning and creating change. 
Recognizing this need to use all its people in solving its problems, 
the Government of Kenya has committed itself to develop the potential 
powers of each individual and to support local initiative and its 
resultant diversity of solutions to specific problems. The model of 
research and planning which creates dependency of the many on the 
few is inappropriate in view of this need and commitment. 
_An Alternative Model: P33FL 
In this alternative model, developed by the Programme,the 
ideal researcher is one whe is seeking information about himself and 
his own activities. The ideal research conditions are those which 
allow full participation of research subjects in this process of 
self-examinaticsn. The goal is not objectivity but training stibjectivity -
transforming consciousness of individuals, groups, and communities 
into self-consciousness. This goal is consistent with the needs of 
developing countries, for it is people v/ho see the questions raised 
by their experience, who look at the implication of action in one sphere 
for other spheres,who are capable of envisioning and creating change. 
This goal also is consistent with the resources of developing countries 
for it creates competence to handle local problems among those who 
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operate at local levels. 
Thus, in the ideal toward which the programme v/orlcs, indivi-
duals and groups and communities themselves become the questioners 
and the respondents, observers and actors, the analysts and the 
analyzed, the planners and the implementers, In practice, we only 
approximate to this ideal insofar as our primary responsibility is 
to train practicioners to better service rural families. 
Titus, we often are helping practicioners find out more about 
the people they service so they can better plan and implement servi-
cing programmes. We have moved toward our ideal for we have made 
some praticioners collaborators in the research and planning pro-
cesses, but we have not yet embarked on the next step of training 
these practicioners to involve the people they look at and plan for 
in the examination and planning processes. This final step v/ould 
extend to the fullest degree the skills needed for full participation 
and commitment to development activities at the local level* 
Some may question whether this model, good in training and 
better implementation is also a good way to generate data.. Will 
it lead to good research? By abandoning the objectivity which we 
achieve by separating the researcher from those who are studied 
and those who will use his studies, are v/e not abandoning our 
standards of reliability and validity by introducing the risk of 
bias and distortion? 
Wc feel that this method increases the likelihood of generat-
ing valid and reliable information. We agree with those who have 
pointed out that tho more research subjects are aware of the 
purposes of the research and the more they see a direct connection 
between these purposes and their own needs, the more ready they are 
to respond openly and completely. They will reveal information they would 
withhold had they not particpated in the formulation of the research. 
Subjects do this any way, even when ignorant of the researchers 
orientations. Subjects arc less likely to distort when tlicy share 
responsibility for planning and utilization on the basis of information 
they themselves are providing. Involving research subjects in the 
process of operationalizing variables and determining the categories 
of analysis helps to elicit the range of subjective meanings and 
thereby ensure that what is intended is being examined. Finally, 
involving research subjects in analysis end interpretation of the 
data will help to ensure that meanings inferred and connections 
hypothesized correspond to a felt and perceived realitye 
We arc satisfied that t.iere is no contradiction between the 
conditions which generate the planning end implementation of good 
action programmes and wiiich generate good research. We are further 
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satisfied taat it is these sane conditions which generate skill-
ful and ap »te e of the research findings. The step-
by-step involvement of the subjects or the consumers in the re-
search process helps to ensure that the research will reflect 
central concerns of the group who will use the research. Using 
subjects as co-investigators, we help to ensure that our perspectives 
will supplement, not override their reality, and that central, not 
peripheral aspects of their experience will be examined. 
Research Activity 
We give as an example of the method developed ty tiie P; ogramme, 
activities undertaken in conncction with the Women's Group Pi gramme 
of the Ministry of Co-operatives and Social Services. The 
Department of Social Services of the MCSS lias developed a programme 
to revitalize and strengthen the women1s groups in rural areas to 
enable them to make more effective use of local resources; to 
increase the impact of group activity on tlie welfare of group 
members' families; and to establish more functional connections 
between group activity and the development of the local community. 
The basic strategy of the programme has been special training for 
the leaders of these women's groups given by field staff from 
various ministries and non-government organizations at the district 
levels. PHb'L has been working with these field staff to assist 
them to better plan and lead their training courses for tlie women's 
group leaders and to better provide support and assistance to the 
groups in the field. It conducted a National Training Workshop for 
teams of field staff who would have subsequent responsibility for 
involving other field staff in the programme, m d for developing a plan 
for the training course for the leaders rnd follow-up activities with 
the groups in their areas « 
During the Workshop, the responsibility for planning and 
implementing the training courses and follow-up activities was 
given to the participants. 
In one of these areas, the field staff who began to examine 
the tentative training plan developed at the National Training 
Workshop decided they did not know enough about the specific 
activities and problems of the group leaders to decide whether or 
not the course objectives and content were appropriate. There-
fore, they decided to secure information from the leaders they 
would be training prior to finalizing the course. These field 
staff then designed an interview schedule which they administered tc 
the women's group leaders whom they would be training. They participate 
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in abstracting the data and on the basis of the information consider-
ably modified their original training plan. In this case, the 
information-gathering and analysis involved up to five days of work 
for field staff from various ministries. 
Although the entire exercise sounds simple and small-
scale, we would like to emphasize the points we find significant 
and exciting. When practicioners are given responsibility for 
planning an activity they will implement, several things happen. 
Their commitment is increased. They are aware that they are 
responsible for the quality of the programme and this respdhsubility 
motivates them to increase their competence in order to fulfill the 
responsibility. 
Their commitment is also increased because they have opportu-
n i t y to work tlirough their doubts and difficulties during the 
planning process. By this time they are ready to implement, their 
own inputs into planning having created the greatest possible chance 
for their success„ On the one hand they have been able to identify 
their own needs and lacks because they have been in a position to 
remedy them. On the other, they have been operating within a 
context which has assured them that they will not have to do anything 
they do not feel capable of or sure about. Thus, responsibility 
for planning fosters their initiative to increase their competence 
without creating a sense of dependency or insufficiency. 
The next step in the exercise will be to have these same 
field staff examine themselves, specifically their opportunities 
and constraints for implementing an integrate follow-up programme 
with the women's groups that builds up the training course. It is 
the hope of the Programme that the skills of questioning, observation 
analysis, and utilization of this analysis become part of a 
general problem-solving orientation on the part of these practicioners 
Our interest is not simply that they learn more about the 
situation or problem at hand, but that through the process, they 
learn more about how to extract from their experience the data 
they need to devise new ways to meet their problems. 
Dissemination Activity 
As part of its concern with training, the Programme also 
seeks to make available to practicioncrs and to those who train 
these practicioners information which has been obtained by others. 
This dissemination activity has proceeded along three lines: 
finding out what information is available, finding out what 
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infarct ion is needed in tiie view of expectations or objectives 
of training programmes, and finding out what information is needed 
in view of the conditions under which trainees will operate. V/e 
will explain. each phase briefly and then describe the way in which 
they will be combined into a system of documentation and 
dissemination. 
A wealth of information about various aspects of family life 
in East Africa remains scattered in journal articles, pamphlets, 
chapters and books. The Programme already has initiated a review 
of this research literature in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania and 
proposes to continue this activity throughout the life of thf project. 
The purpose of this review is to find out and inform others uf all 
available sources of information and their specific contents. 
Therefore, the review is the first step of a process of finding 
out what is known and what needs to be found out about a particular 
topic or question. The Programme has produced and distributed a 
Bibliography of sources of information about areas of Family Life 
in East Africa0 The Programme is in process of preparing and will 
distribute an annotated bibliography which summarizes the contents 
of many of the items listed in the initial bibliography. This 
summarizing activity will be continued throughout the project. 
Also available to the Kenya Programme will be abstracts being 
prepared in Uganda and Tanzania, abstracts on family life research 
in both developed and developing countries being prepared by th„ 
PBPL Project staff at FAO Headquarters in Rome and the Aquarius 
Research Corporation (ARC)e'' 
These materials are all being classified according to a 
Classificatory System which has been developed by ARC and are 
being translated for storage in a computor so that they can be 2 
readily made available to users. It is hoped that the materials 
can be adapted for use in a local system such as that proposed in 
the Agricultural Documentation Centre. 
The Programme has also carried out a survey of Family Life 
programmes and activities which are being conducted ty various 
ministries and non-government organizations in Kenya. This survey 
1 
Based at Cape T7eston Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, and under 
sub-contra. _o PBPL. 
2 
Details of the system may be obtained from FAO/PBFL, Box 304730, 
Nairobi, Kenya, or ARC, 2837, East Overlook Road, Cleveland 
Height^ Ohio, 44118, U.S.A. 
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has enabled the Programme to identify the objectives of the 
training which various categories of workers receive and the 
content and materials currently used to achieve these objectives. 
Finally, the Programme is beginning to collect information 
about what these v/orkers actually do in the field, their difficult-
ies and problems, and what they feel they need to know to 
accomplish their assigned and possible tasks more effectively. 
On the basis of these three lines of investigation, the 
Programme will be in a position to assist in the development of 
materials which; 
can be aimed directly to field workers to help them 
better inform the families they service, 
2a can be aimed directly to field workers to help them 
better assess and analyze the needs of the families 
they service. 
3, can be aimed to the trainers of these field workers 
to help them better connect the information and concepts 
they seek to present and skills they seek to develop with 
the conditions their trainees will find when they become 
practicioners, 
4. can be aimed to the trainers of these field workers to 
help them keep abreast with current developments in their 
areas. 
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OVMCAMRS OHATACNEA OF POOR CQ.IIUNICATICN BRU^ER AND 
TARGET GROUP 
O.N. Mwangi, Agricultural Information Centre 
It v/ould be important to consider the following points when work-
ing out ways of improving communications between the broker and target 
group. I'll break the points into four main groups: The Brokerage, 
The Source, The Channel and the Target Group. It could be unwise to 
consider any of these sections without mentioning the others. 
TIi-, .o^ uHERAGEs 
- The staff of the brokerage section should be well selected and 
trained. Occassional visits to target groups should be organized. 
It should have a research unit to test effectiveness of the commu-
nicated messages. The information fed to the brokerage group must 
be seen to be useful, i.e. through establishing proper feed back and 
contact between the brokerage and the sources of information. The 
brokerage group must work very closely with the Documentation Centre 
and AIC and should co-ordinate with other organizations similar 
to AIC both in government and non-government sector eg., KDilC, 
Health Education Unit, Mobile Education Unit of Freedom from Hunger, 
Faculty of Agriculture etc. The proposed National Training programme 
suggested in the Report by the FAO liission on Rural Development 
Communication with a National Advisory Committee will play a big role 
in bringing about this understanding and co-ordination. MOA's 
Advisory Committee to AIC would also contribute to the brokerage groui 
The Brokerage system should have access, even if controlled, to the 
Archives. The Documentation Centre would also be a useful source of 
information for the Archives and where necessary vicc-vorsa. 
CIiAj-.h"Eh-E/>.JE. ell 
The channel here refers to the field worker, the person who carries 
the information from the broker to the target group. They must be 
trained as communicators, whether employed by one Ministry or 
different Ministries and organizations, end encouraged by their 
superiors to work as a teem, liegualar seminars end training pro-
grammes could be org arise*' for them as a team* The proposed training 
programmes mentioned above (FAO Mission) would train trainers for 
the programmes. These communicators must be trained to understand, 
consult end involve the tea-get groups as far as possible. They 
must- be trained to conntinuously feed back to the Brokerage system, 
AIC .nd to the Documentation Centre. The various communications 
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channels such as radio, films, printed matter, posters etc., 
must be fully end efficiently utilized to make the work of the 
comi.unicatorc more successful. The IAS, University could also 
plvy part in the training programme. CCL. lunic .tion centres such 
as AIC, Health Education Unit should co-ordinate and consult one 
another. 
SOUxiCEo Uu' Ilh'C.J.IA'i.'lOIIi 
The sources of information are many, eg,, Agricultural It.— rch 
Stations of IIOA, E,A, Community, private firms, Faculties of 
Agriculture and Veterinary Science, libraries, etc. The brokerage 
group must liave access to all the sources. The sources of inform-
ation must be made aware of the needs of the country, visit target 
groups, the Brokerage Centre and the Documentation Centre to 
understand the practical problems involved, 
TAhikn.' (xhQ'uT: 
They must be made to see that there is no division and disagree-
ment between the field officers of the vrxious ministries and 
organizations but that those officers work as a team to benefit 
the target group. One example; when addressing public barazas 
or vioiting individuals, involve all the officers. They must 
participate in the research concerning themselves, e.g invite 
them to meetings and barazas on development programmes. The 
local development committees should have representatives from 
the target groups. 
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P-.CPC^. -0.. DEVh^CPiuEl.'-j.1 in A KNdYLIlDGE LROii^AGi: SYSTEM IK KENYA 
Niels Holing, Institute for Development Studies, University, 
NATIONAL RESEARCH POIICY 
RELEVANT RESEARCH AND KNOT LEDGE 
DOCUMENTATION 
Functions! 
retrieval 
storage 
cataloguing 
customer service 
A -
BROKERAGE 
Functionss selection 
packaging 
strategy development 
channel selection 
target group selection etc. 
EEVT3LOBIENT POLICY 
EVALUATION M P TRAINING 
Functions; 
research 
experimentati an 
evaluati on 
training 
CHANNELS 
— t z . 
MASS MEDIA 
(radio, papers, etc) INTERPERSONAL MEDIA (government field staff) 
FIGURE Is STRUCTURAL MODEL FOR A KNOWLEDGE DIS SEi IN AT I ON SYSTEM IN KENYA 
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18 IN'JHQLl-TIOH 
We are considering recommendations which aim at establishing a co-
ordinated national system for the dissemination of useful knowledge to those 
who can apply it to their benefit. 
Figure I represents the structural, model of the dissemination system 
designed to aid Kenya's development. 
The Functions of the System as a Whole 
One function the system could assume is that of library service i.e., 
the passive provision of information on request. A second function could 
be to provide public enlightment in the style of the popular articles 
of Professor Mungai. A third function could be to provide project support 
communication services, i.e. the provision of the necessary communication 
support for ongoing projects and programmes designed to promote rural 
development. A. fourth function of the dissemination system could be to 
take an active and initiative role in determining target groups, the desired 
behaviour changes of those target /groups (behavioral objectives) and the 
persuasive strategies and other policy elements necessary to achieve 
behaviour changee 
The four possible functions are not mutually exclusive. Instead, each 
of them presupposes the previous function. In discussing brokerage and 
research, evaluation, experimentation and training, we shall, therefore, 
assume that the proposed dissemination system is designed to perform all 
four functions. 
2« THE FUNCTIONS OF BROKEitAGE 
Given the four functions of the dissemination system, why is there a 
need for a brokerage system, including evaluation, research experimentation 
and training, to be interposed between the policy maker and the documentation 
center on the one hand, and the disseminating channels and the target groups 
on the other hand? There are several reasons why it is impossible to 
operate the proposed dissemination system without brokerage. 
10 A documentation Centre is like a library, a mango tree passively 
waiting to be harvested. But a system for disseminating useful knowledge to 
rural people must be more than that. It must ensure that useful knowledge 
to rural people must be more than tliat. It must ensure that useful know-
knowledge is promoted and brought home to the rural man, 
2« An active dissemination system implies tliat useful information is 
selected from the Documentation Centre and other sources for dissemination 
to those who presumbably need it. 
An active dissemination system implies that information is translated 
into language which is consumable© 
« 1ZL « i • 
4c An active dissemination system implies tliat information 
is _.ad»j - elevent to the needs and problems of a particular target 
group, If it is to be applied, information must be grafted on felt 
needs and linkages between the information and the needs or problems 
of the target group must be provided, 
5s An active dissemination system implies that information is 
packaged into strategies designed to eliic.t behaviour changes desired 
by development policy. Such strategies must specify the messages 
needed, the channels through which they will be sent and the plcys 
used to motivate, train and activate the target group, 
6, Purposeful dissemination of useful information implies that 
such dissemination leads to behaviour change. Purposeful dissemination 
must also reflect a policy input which governs the selection of inform-
ation, of target groups, of strategies, and their co-ordination with the 
resources provided in the field, 
7a Purposeful dissemination thus implies co-ordination of 
policies and policy making bodies. 
8, Purposeful dissemination implies that it must be co-ordinated 
with the provision of credit, the provision of inputs, marketing, 
infrastructural development and other activities which allow utilisation 
of the information. 
9, Dissemination must, therefore, present information on project 
and programme content and not just the products of science and technology«. 
10, The effective perfoiucuiee of the above functions implies 
feedback (evaluation) from target groups to policy maker and brokerage, 
it implies research into the needs and problems of the target groups 
and their potential for development, it implies experimentation with 
prototype trategies on a small scale and it implies training in 
extension communication. 
Those essential functions are not performed by the Documentation 
Centre meuia or channels, or extension services. Although all these 
structural elements are essential in the total dissemination system, 
they themselves are not sufficient for its successful operation. 
Hence, there is need to establish a brokerage to perform the 
ten functions mentioned above. 
3 c ELTABU3HIHG A KH0.7LBDGB BR01ISRAGB III KHJYA 
Por most elements in the dissemination system we propose, we can 
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name a numaar of already existing institutions which could, together or 
alone, perform the functions of die elements proposed. There already exists 
a policy formulating machinery, a research policy in the making, research 
and experiment stations which produce teciinical recommendations, a proposed 
(FAO) documentation center, an AIC which will be developed by PAO for 
communication training mass media with substantial rural audiences and there 
is an extension machinery with around 3,000 members and 26 PTC's which will 
soon be part oi an Extension/Training Division ill the HOA. 
Outside agriculture, a host of institutions perform functions desired 
for elements of the dissemination system. Thus, in most cases, the problem 
is more to co-ordinate existing institutions. Put the functions of brokerage, 
research, evaluation, experimentation and training are not systematic ijy 
performed by an,1/ institution to allow the effective operation of a dissemi-
nation system^ 
And this has immediate consequences with which we are all too fami-
lial'. lie tension staff are not trained in communication skills; PTC trainers 
have no te .cher training; knowledge produced by research stations is often 
badly disseminated; the amount of information and the number of innovations 
disseminated remains small, and the target groups who benefit, limited etc. 
And these laments not only concern agriculture. Existing facilities 
sucn as KE.IG and the Rational Archives remain underutilised; mass media hardly 
calor for the mass of the rural population; effective dissemination methods 
developed elsewhere remain unutilised; and research, evaluation, experimenta-
tion and training remain haphazard and sporadic efforts,, 
There as a need lor information brokers, people who can oversee the 
realm uetween research and policy on the one hand, and the needs and potential 
of target groups on the other hand, people who are experts at creating, 
directing and managing flows of information and feedback for development. 
There is only one institution in Kenya that I know of which systemati-
cally tries to perform a brokerage function for a limited target group, and 
tii t is the Kenya Institute of Education. LIr. Kangali presents the system in 
liis Paper by which KIE develops new prototype curricular for primary schools. 
It is iiigh time tliat the MOA follows this model to increase the 
effectiveness o~ its vast operations, 
it i-, therefore, proposed here tliat the L1GA set up a Keny. 
Institute for the las semination of Development .Inf ona .ti on. (K J DODI) e 
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4, THE PORM CT KIDODI 
KIDODI would consist of the following units? 
The computerised Documentation Centre (Already to be 
set up by PAO), 
2 A Stataay /'evelopment Unit (consisting of a number of 
senior dissemination strategists). 
The Agricultural Information Center, with the technical 
facilities to produce messages for the extension services or the 
farmers (Already to be set up by PAO,. JUC, already in operation). 
4. An Extension Communication Training School (Not available 
at present with disastrous consequences) 
5» A Research, Evaluation and Experimentation Unit (an evalua-
tion unit is presently planned by I.IOA, the experimentation component 
could be developed in co-ordination with SRDp)., 
KIDODI would have a steering committee with the following compositions 
1. Director of Agriculture (Chairman) 
2. Heads of Technical Divisions (Crops, Livestocl_ Range 
Management etc.) 
3. Head of Training/Extension Division 
4^ Liaison Officer Research Stations 
5. Representatives KTDA, HCDA, APC, etc. 
6. Representatives Ministry of Pinance and Planning 
7. Director KIDODI (Executive Secretary) 
8. Heads of Units KIDODI 
The Steering Committee would meet regularly and would set 
specific objectives for KIDODI in terms of desired targets, types of 
information to be promoted, types of people to be reached, etc. 
Tiie Executive C o m m i t t e e of KIDODI would consist of a Director, 
the Senior Strategists and the heads of the other units. Apart from 
managing the Institute, they would work out the requirements for 
reaching the objectives laid down by the Steering Committee, eg. intro-
ducing Hampshire Down/local sheep crossings to the Turkana. Thus the 
Head of the Documentation Center would provide a summary of available 
knowledge about the Turk*. ^he Research Unit goes to Turkaia 1 nd 
and tries to fill-in important information gaps, consults with local 
people about the proposal and visits Naivasha to get the latest information 
on mixed sheep breeds, It might also visit some farmers, who already 
successfully use such crossings. The total of information collected 
is used by the Strategy Development Unit to develop a proto-type strategy. 
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ie., a plan for small scale ..piemen tat ion which is potentially re-
plicable across Turkana. The plan covers staff needs and their 
required training, necessary communication inputs (visual aids, etc.), 
and the media to be used, it lays out the approach that needs to be 
used to convince and motivate the Turkana, the resources such as 
sheep, sheds etc,, which will be necessary and the requirements for 
marketing the produce, 
Thi3 planned proto-type is next implemented on a small scale 
by the Evaluation, Research and Experimentation Unit, which carefully 
evaluates it and adapts Lt to fit local conditions, needs aid problems. 
The unit automatically has complete freedom in developing availab 
MOA resources in the experimental area. 
After trial the strategy is adjusted and a detailed plan for 
reaching the original objective is set up, indicating resources 
required, activities to be performed, and who is responsible. This 
plan is presented to the Steering Committee or its relevant members 
for implementation. Staff training and communication support are, 
of course, left to KIDODI, for implementation. 
Members of the Research, Evaluation and Experimentation Unit 
continue to regularly visit Turkana to monitor the programme and to 
discuss necessary adjustments with the Steering Committee or Heads of 
the relevant Divisions, 
It is envisaged that, as KIDODI becomes known, MPs, DOs, PTOs, 
Chiefs, DAOs, DDOs, Directors of Irrigation Schemes and others will 
make specific requests for assistance to KIDODI to support projects 
in their areas with communication, training, evaluation or research 
inputs. Such requests must of course, be channelled through the 
Steering Committee, 
KIDODI can also engage in activities of public enlightment 
through radio, newspaper articles, cheap booklets, material for 
1-lej iy campaigns (viz Tanzania), etc, KIDODI1s Documentation 
Centre should also act as a library for anyone wishing to acquire specific 
information. The Extension Communication Training School would 
continually provide training for field staff, based 011 the experience 
gained in experimentation and research. Trainees would assi G"o XII 
field work as apprentices. The Institute could also engage in 
experimentation with extension apprentices, such as bush schools or 
improvements in farmer recruitment for FTC's. 
5, OTHER DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION 
Apart from MQA, other institutions responsible for rural develop-
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ment are the PEA, the LI3CG, the -U.DC1 s, the Snail Business Administra-
tion (soon to be set up), the HOH, voluntary organisations etc. Such 
organisations would greatly benefit frcm a KIDODI set-up. The big 
question is whether the KIDODI in agriculture should bo a model for 
KIDODI1 s in Health, Family Planning, etc., or whether MOA' s KIDODI 
should be the nucleus for a national KIDODI which serves rural develop-
ment in general. 
Our belief is that since the communication, strategy develop-
ment and research skills required for one field such as agriculture 
are the same as for other fields, the aim should be to develop a 
national KIDODI in which the best communication experts of the co' -try 
work together. 
It is, therefore, suggested that the MOA KIDODI proposed in the 
present paper be gradually expanded to a national KIDODI by expanding 
the St ering Committee to include members from other national institu-
tions and ty expanding the Documentation Centre to include information 
on subjects other than agriculture. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Most of us have been taught to think in terms of acres, water, 
crop varieties, production targets, costs, etc*, and we try to achieve 
rural development by manipulating these variables. Rural development 
and the change of the mentioned variables can, however, only be 
achieved through changing people. It is high time, therefore, to set 
up a professional and efficient machinery for doing just that. It is 
suggested here that proposals for a KIDODI type of organization would 
be very popular with foreign donors. The expensive elements that 
remain to be financed are the Extension Communication Training School 
and the Research, Evaluation and Experimentation Unit. 
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DISCUSSION ARISING- PROP PAPERS 
J,M, Njorogej J, Kangali; E. Kry stall; C. Mwangi; N. Roling 
GIIAI; The only problem I see with this kind of national scheme 
(Roling proposed) is that it would have to be a mammoth organization. 
What you are saying is the total research activity should be put to-
gether in one place, unless you are thinking of a very narrow range of 
this problem. But even agricultural research is going on in numerous 
places throughout the country. I. do not see how one national -unit can 
solve this variety of research activities and their disseminating 
HOLING: I did not intend to suggest that all the research should bo 
in this centre. I should I-iave specified communication type research, 
the establishing of the needs of the people and so on. It had nothing 
to do with agricultural research, 
GIIAI: Do you envisage that we then hand over the whole package to this 
centre in MQA and soy, OK, take over and disseminate it all over the 
country? 13 this what you have in mind? 
ROLING: Yes. 
OBASO: I v/ould like to congratulate Dr. Roling for his suggestion but 
I do not like it. We are interested in the extension officers who should 
take information to the people themselves. I do not think we should 
create another KIDODI with thekind of strategy he is suggesting. This is 
just creating another group of experts who can disseminate research inform-
ation better tlian the I.D.S. We have a University Library, the I.D, S., 
the National Library Services — these are the facilities we should use 
for storing research matter produced. 
KISA: I share the concerns expressed by Prof. Ghai and Mr. Obaso. It 
is suggested that this proposed Kenya Institute for the Dissemination 
of Development Information as presented here be established 
within MQA. Presumably the Ministry of Health lias communication 
problems, likewise other ministries, relating to rural areas, 
Are we suggesting that there should be an institute in every 
Ministry? If not, how can the Institute in MOA function on a 
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national level? The pi^ol^m is that there are centres or 
institutions in Kenya which, can fulfill this function but are 
not doing so effectively , What we are probably talking about 
is co-ordination of iiuormatjon eitlier witliin the existing 
institutions or by setting up practices within these institutions 
anu bringing the whole Government machinery to do this. 
CHAEHkAN (Dr, LIbithi)a This follows on Miss Kempe's suggestion. 
Can we take it up further? 
j.^T ss in i.rpEs I would like to try and get away from docum station 
and get on to information. A documentation centre will only 
cover a part of the information that is going to be relevant to 
brokers„ There are various target groups and individuals who 
will be using sources of information. Their needs will be met in 
different ways. For example, c person who wants a specific 
document simply gives to his source. A person who starts on a 
research will want to know what is available on the subject etc., 
and the documentation centres will supply liim with this information. 
For target groups, the people who need everything translated and 
sorted out, there are the brokers who go to the information centres 
to ask for material on a certain topic. Another group is the 
policy makers who must be in close contact with the nucleus of 
information and the information pedlar, the person who knows the 
needs of the various planners. He is the professional. 
KAHURI. V/hat is really our problem is to make the technology 
available to tire right people who need it and to make it 
understandable by the people who are expected to be interested; 
to make it available in the shortest possible time; to use the 
appropriate channels; to select the right person for efficient 
implementation. Therefore I 3ee that the processing of this 
technology before it is finally documented would go through 
several stages. Pirst, the report is ready for consumption. Second, 
it is presented to the broker or man in charge of editingD The 
duty will be to edit and find out what is relevant in relation to 
the problem already existing or if it is a new innovation. Third, 
will be the selection of the appropriate channels or mass-media, 
whatever method you want to use to reach the people. Fourth, 
identifying the target,what sort of people do you want to reach. 
Then comes implementation of that particular innovation,, 
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When the people have been innovated we expect action and the action 
will be as a feed-back when they adopt it and we then expect develop-
ment to be the feed-back0 These are the functions that I see the 
institution should take into consideration,, 
NGURIb Dr0 Roling1s idea is a good one in itseK but I do not like 
its being in a Ministry., We should be looking at issues on a 
national level. We (KIMC) are training people on how best to 
communicate and disseminate information to the masses. The fact 
that we are under a given Ministry lias created problems. One ox 
my biggest headaches is being able to cater for bodies that do not 
belong to our Ministry, I agree that there is need for a brokerage 
system, documentation, etcu, but I am strongly opposed to the idea 
of that centre being in a given Ministry as it is going to create 
problemso 
QBl'/AKAa THE PBPL programme will present an inter-ministerial approach 
to the problem that has been identified. One of these days we shall 
be launching thii ia a b'.g way. We believe that every extension 
officer should be in a position to advise on Programmes For Better 
Family Living, Therefore we are going to teach everyone of our 
students (Egerton) family health education, communication, nutrition 
and so one We hope that the students will not only discuss the 
Er.jgrammes for BFL but will also be able to collect information and 
fted it back to us. There will be one Professor whose only job will 
be to feed back information0 We also hope that once a year at least, 
ex-students will be able to come back to Egerton and exchange ideas 
and we will call in researchers and policy makers to participate in 
these meetings,, 
KHYSTALLo It is a two-way process. It seems much more efficient if 
people are involved in the process and can make demands .or information 
rather than our saying, here is the information you need. The people 
out there have problems and each Ministry can make its contribution 
to the solution of that problem. But you must have some under-
standing of the complexity of the problem. It needs work with the 
familiesj with the district committees. They can be reached and can 
make the demands but they have to be prepared for it. No matter 
how much research you do on media and packages and so on, unless the 
people are ready to receive these packages you have wasted your time. 
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1IDALUII: The politicians have developed a very powerful medium for 
dissemination and that is the Harambee spirit. It seems to me a 
good idea to take advantage of this technique which has been evolved. 
CHEGEs Private companies always seem to be able to sell their goods, 
iYhy are Government institutions not able to do the same? Some 
research should be done on the best way to sell and the Government 
could then have it as a package. I also do not feel that this type 
of thing could ever develop into a national programme if placed in a 
specific Ministry o My suggestion is that v/e have the national research 
policy as it exists in Dr. Holing's diagram, A national clearing house 
could cater for all the information available from all the Ministries. 
Por the brokerage system and its evaluation, the proposed development 
of separate communication could be on a national basis if it was 
removed from HOA* It would then be able to cater for specialised groups, 
1JWAUGIc There is some misunderstanding on this bureau of separate 
communication. The idea is that it be in MOA but not only cater for 
the Ministry, If there is a national centre it has to be supervised by 
someone. The idea is that a centre be established and Permanent 
Secretaries of different Ministries v/ill lay down policies for the centre 
and how it should function. We in the Ministry cannot train people 
every year for ever, the centre is going to train the trainers. The 
Ministries want a few people to go back to the field to train their 
field personnel how to communicate. Let us put up a proposal on how 
this can be carried outj, 
KISAs I agree with Mr. Mwangi. The functions as outlined here are 
acceptable except the manner in v/hich the functions are expected to be 
performed, that is through the proposed institute. V/e recognise that 
the function of generating and processing information for development 
in the rural areas must be the responsibility of the Ministry concerned 
and if I understood Miss Kernpe correctly the points that she made are in 
accord with my own thinking, that is, that this function be performed 
within the Ministry * We should recommend that each Ministry establish a 
brokerage system or unit for the purpose of processing this information 
and ensuring its dissemination, but at the same time the Government 
examine the best way of ensuring that these units are as effectively 
utilised and co-ordinated as possible. 
013ASg, There is a need for brokerage at national level and at 
ministt-ial level, This is going to be an institution with a policy 
making power. It is only if each Ministry identifies what they need that 
one can tall: about where to train,? 
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TOPIC; CHANNELS 
NATIONAL CC-OiiDINATION OP EXTENSION CI]?,VICES 
S» Kihumba, Board of Adult Education 
lily assigned topic today is co-ordination of Extension Services 
vis-a-vis the proposed National Extension Centre* There has recently 
been a critical re-examination of the training techniques for various 
categories of occupations in the economic sector which do not 
necessarily require high academic qualifications. Some observers and 
reports have e*"»n doubted the effectiveness of the seminar and 
conference in training such workers like small scale traders and farmers. 
It is therefore imperative that the centre should carry out such r 
research into the most effective teaching methods for the varied needs 
and requirements of a growing nations 
Basically the centre v/ill be the national workshop and 
laboratory of adult education programmes in the country. There v/ill be 
research facilities, both in general adult education and in the more 
intimate practices of student behaviour, effectiveness of Audio/ 
Visual Aid3 like television, radio, film and film slides. The physical 
facilities will therefore include: 
a, A professional library b, Statistics and data bank 
c0 Film and Sound Studio d. Dark Room, 
e, Demonstration Room with capacity of 30 persons, fully 
equipped with close circuit television, communication 
eystcm where professionals can watch a class in progress, 
fe A large Ilall capable of sitting 60 persons for regular 
classess around Nairobi, but fully equipped as a production 
theatre for educational series, 
g, A high frequency Radio monitor recording radio programmes 
broadcast by stations in other countries for study by 
local producers* 
h* A small medium wave transmitter for experimental purposes 
with local listening groups around Nairobi to determine 
the effectiveness of radio listener groups in human 
c cmnunication, 
i, A small printing Unit for production of sample literacy 
materials and other simple readers for use by rural 
extension staff. 
In a word the centre will be a highly professional workshop 
also specialising in dissemination of new techniques in handling adult 
students. It will act as the broker of adult teaching methods in the 
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same way that the Kenya Institute for Education does for primary and 
secondary schools,, 
for the future, it is envisaged that new educational programmes 
through correspondence will emanate frcm the centre; not to compete with 
the existing correspondence schools and organisations, but to demonstrate 
the latest methods of teaching by correspondence with particular refe-
rence to reducing xhe cost of fees per student per subject and the time factor 
in. obtaining the desired qualifications, 
Educational programmes produced at the centre will be inte-
grated with the needs of individual target groups like farmers, ti ers, 
co-operative societies, group ranch farmers etc. Each of these groups 
has certain technological requirements which can be catered for through 
the professional services offered by the centre. 
Relationship between the centre and the pilot multipurpose 
Development Centres. The two Centres at Ekubu and Matuga will require 
servicing from the national centre in their regular programmes and 
extension prgrammes. The national centre will initiate action at the 
local level through the Board's own district development centres, farmer 
training centres etc. Let1s take for example films slides in teaching. 
The film library at the national centre can lend the local centres a 
whole set of slides on teaching of a particular course. It wiJ.l also 
send its audiq/visual training officer to assist the local teaching staff 
at the centre in using the materials,, The role of communications in this 
field of dissemination of new scientific and technological knowhow is 
crucial as the information can only be transmitted through an integrated 
non-formal education system^ 
In that case, the question and answer system through which the 
listeners send their queries on important matters like how to erect a 
water pump, how to purchase such equipment, what subsidies the state would 
give to such development capital, has greater dividends than an attempt to 
mix up literacy with other educational materials which eventually confuse 
the learner. It is possible to overload a course xn.;pite of the generally 
accepted role of functional education* 
How then would various ministries and private bodies be co-
ordinated in this exercise? There are several ways of looking at co— 
ination0 Duplication is an integral and inevitable element of expansion 
it would be futile to expend enormous resources and expertise trying 
ntrol expansion just for fear of duplication. It creates 
-.ration, and in the end stifles personal initiative. Under such 
anees co-ordination means orientation of overall 
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objectives and synchronization of training schemes. Even in 
totalitarian planning, decentralization and planned duplication, 
triplication, or what have you, is accepted as a necessary evil, 
To achieve some measure of co-ordination therefore, the 
techniques of communication and adult education, need to be 
standardized and the training of educators streamlined to conform 
to given methodological concepts and practices. Training is the 
key word. Here, the resultant standardization ensures horizontal 
co-operation and consultations and therefore the desired co-ordination 
is achieved (hopefully)0 
As regards administrative co-ordination, this should be 
tackled by the Office of the President, going down to the PC and 
DC. The allocation of resources and personnel towards the priority 
areas is their responsibility in conjunction with the treasury on the 
udvxce of bodies like BAE and the University* 
The workshop should consider the current debate in adult 
education, that courses intended for adults are becoming over 
institutionalized. That is, the role of colleges of technologies, 
technical institutes, village polytechnics has been over emphasized 
recently. Whilst 3uch institutions are superbly suitable for the 
younger generation from primary and secondary schools, for the 
adults, the informal an^ social channels of cammunica'oions are more 
suitable and should be ex loited to the full in changing attitudes* 
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P-.ojiui^o cs? rriO-iMAiivi: V.^LCUJ.. I.AU.J (RADIO <1 TV) 
L.J. Eguru, Kenya Institute oi Mass Communication 
Since cocmunic .tian is multidirectional it also involves the up-
ward movement oi grassroot opinions to local and national governments. 
We should be^r in mind that wo can brln0 about change and developments 
only with the consent or those bein^ changed or developed^ At the grass-
root level canionic ati on aid ciiauge become inter-dependent; it is here 
that t .u ..dvant-e.es oi change must be translated into 'felt needs' for 
ch-nge. When the need is felt change comes quickly and communication 
expands. 
The objective in communication can be looked at broadly from two 
viewpoints - that of the communicator and that of the receiver, Prom the 
communicator's viewpoint the objective of communication may bes-
1, To inform 2, To teach 3, To please or enter-
tain 
4« To propose or persuade. 
And from the viewpoint of the receiver his objective may bes-
1» To understand 2« To learn 3. To enjoy 
4, To dispose or decide. 
It is in our effort to acixieve these objectives that mass cammu-
nic tors are faccd with problems. Mass communicators use the "tools" 
(ioas3 media) of television, radio, newspapers etc. I am confining my 
remarks on problems of disseminating information through radio and televi-
sion. The term 'mass1 is applicable to the medium of radio, for it more 
than the other media reaches all groups of the population uniformly, 
Results of a rccent survey carried out for the V.O.K. show that there are 
more than 80,000 radios in Kenya and that more than 2 million Kenyans 
listen to the news programme daily. With the availability of cheap transistor 
radio, people in all parts of this country are able to receive radio 
programmes and this coupled with the fact that inability to read end write 
is not a limitation we can say tliat radio is the most powerful mass medium 
in this country today. 
The fact that we are disseminating information to the masses creates 
problems. Such a mass has four distinctive features. Pirst, it is hetero-
geneous in composition, its members comin0 from all groups of the society, 
old men and '..omen, literates and illiterates, children and University pro-
cessors ctc. Second, it is composed of individuals who may not know each 
o „.er, T.xira, the members of the mass arc spatially separated from one 
3ther L_id in that sense at least cannot interact with one another or 
exchange experience, Pourt., the ..ass has no definite leadership and lias 
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very loose organisation if any® The mass has no social organisation, no 
body of customs or traditions, no established set of rules or ritual, no 
organised group of sentiments, no structure of status roles and no 
established leadership. It merely consists of an aggregation of indivi-
duals who are separate, detached, annonymous. Since the mass has no 
societal character, the form of its behaviour is not to be found in organised, 
concerted group activity but rather in behaviour of the separate indivi-
duals v/ho make up *".he mass. This concept of the masses .vould obviously 
create a very big problem in disseminating information by both radio and 
television. To be able to achieve our objectives in disseminating >uch 
information v/e need to study the mass that we intend to inform, teach, 
please or persuade. 
I shall call such mass our audience. Mass audience in Kenya is 
not homogenous. We need to know the culture of our mass audience, 
language, beliefs and traditions, their common interests, educational 
background; environment social structure, background experience etc. To 
be able to get all this information the communicator would require pro-
fessional guidance from, sociologists, psychologists, geographers, extension 
workers in the field, administrators etc. This therefore calls for a 
thorough study of the mass audience which in turn should enable us to 
identify any particular segment of such an audience that we may aim, at 
disseminating information to - ie. our target audience. 
Another problem facing communicators in dissemination of inform-
ation is the limitations of both TV and radio and indeed of most mass 
media. The audience has very little control on the information being 
conveyed or on the ommunicator during the actual transmission. During 
'face to face' communication the member of the audience can ask questions 
and get answers. But usually the communicator is unable to get immediate 
feedback from the audience and therefore not able to gauge the understand-
ing or response of the audience to the information disseminated. lie may ir 
faot never know what impact the information has on the audience and 
whether he manages to acliieve his objectives. This is a serious problem 
but it can be overcome by having a well-organised feedback system m 
which the communicator establishes a machinery to link him with his audia. ; 
(or their representatives). The communicator can also enlist the support 
of field workers e.g., extension officers, Agricultural Officers, 
Administrators etc., who are in daily contact with the audience. Many re 
and television stations in other parts of the world have evaluation of 
research departments to gather feedback information from listeners and 
at the same time keep potential audiences informed of programmes that 
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would be of value or interest to then. TV/Radio Magazines with special co-
'v:r.o in which the audience can express ideas and naive suggestions can 
serve as a link. In the case of disseminating scientific and technolo-
gical information it may be necessary to publish support material in the 
form of handbooks which viewers and listeners can read before and after 
transmission of programmes, with follow-up assignments suggested. This 
would therefore call for a central distribution organisation which 
should also form a close link between the production unit, the transmitting 
station and the audience. Adequate finances would be needed for printing 
and personnel employed to effect the distribution of such materia s, 
Since our mass audience is heterogenous with different interests, 
customs etc., this creates problems in scheduling of programmes. There 
is a very heavy demand for the air time available during TV and radio 
transmission hours. We broadcast commercial, educational information 
and entertainment programmes on both radio and TV. In deciding on 
transmission times we should be guided by the needs of the majority of 
our target audience. But do we always know the needs of the so called 
target audience? We may know something about it but not a3 much as we 
should know. When we say we want to disseminate information to farmers 
we must ask ourselves a number of questions even before we plan how to 
disseminate such information. Such questions include 'which farmers do 
we want to reach, large.or small scale farmers, in which part of the 
country' - in this case we may have to take into consideration rainfall, 
soils, road and rail communicators, etc. To be able to utilise the media 
of TV and radio effectively the communicator need3 training in communication 
techniques. Lack of such properly trained manpower can hamper effective 
dissemination of information tlirough the mass media. Comiaunicators 
should also be experts in their own right in other specialist fields. 
A broadcasting station should, in my opinion have such specialists eg, 
sociologists, political scientists, agriculturists, professional dramatists 
etc., among its production staff who will have been trained in communi-
cation techniques, utilization of the media (TV and Radio) as well as 
programme production techniques. The advantage of having such staff in the 
station is that they will ensure that only accurate information is disseminated 
to their audience. We are very short of such specialists in Kenya 
and it is currently a problem to recruit them in the production division 
of our broadcasting system. There is also need to train researchers, 
extension workers, field officers etc, in basic communication techniques 
if they are to be required to play an effective role in the feedback 
machinery© 
The solution lies in providing adequate finances, expanding 
existing training facilities, recruiting necessary traininr staff 
and having a co-ordinated training programme for all the personnel 
requiring this type of training in Kenya today. 
We at KMC are training programme producers for radio and 
TV,, broadcasting technicians, technical operators and information 
officers, but because these producers are not specialists in 
scientific and technological fields the emphasis is on equipping 
them with relevant skills and techniques as communicators, through TV 
and Radio. But for specialised information say on science and 
technology, they have to rely on the specialists who may not wr .lingly 
give the required information. 
The communicator's difficulty in gauging mass audience 
reaction to the information disseminated through Radio and TV can be 
minimised by organising target audience into listening and viewing 
groups« Such groups would listen/view the programmes during transmissi 
discuss the content and decide on action if need be. They could select 
their own leaders - to lead the discussions - and if property 
organised and helped by field officers they could very easily become 
a useful source of feedback information. Countries like Canada and 
India have experience in this respect and available reports indicate 
that when listeners are organised in this way this leads to a more 
effective utilisation of information disseminated. This can easily be 
done if there was a co-ordinated organisation in the country which 
directs and concerns itself with the utilisation aspects of information 
conveyed through the mass media. Again field officers, extension 
workers, family planning educators, health visitors and other personnel 
whose duties involve regular contact with the target audience would 
need to be involved m such an exercise. 
Television is potentially more powerful than radio as a 
medium of mass communication in this country due to the fact that 
it incorporates sound and vision. In some developed countries where 
every household lias a set it lias replaced radio as the principal 
mass medium, Radios however* continues to be the main source of 
important news, background music for entertainment, and information 
for people on the move (consider car radios and portability aspect 
of transistor radio). In this country television has a limited 
reach due to; 
1. Lack of electric power in rural areas. 
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--i gh cc3t - Television ."Vr 'lie on the street. 
1 . _ -ti tol t cnly about 300,000 people watch TV p -ogrcnoaes 
on most cf these are 1r. the urban centres. Cine can tier. Tore 
corcl-'.-lc that this medium mainly" reaches a more sophisticated 
urban audiencc and people in the high income bracket. 
3* Television signals cannot be received in all parts of 
Kenya. As it is already a declared Government policy to extend 
elcctriciir- to the rural areas and also to improve the ign-% 
•..ore and more people will be able to view TV programmes, we should 
therefore consider television as a powerful medium (potentially). 
Govern, ent : nd interested organisations could equip certain 
strategic centres with TV receivers so that more people can be 
re ciieu - but this would require additional finances and maintenane. 
service. 
KILIC would support a brokerage System, and provided our 
problems highlighted in the "Wamalwa Training Review" are resolved, 
I personally would like to see KHIC involved in the implement ..tion 
of any recommendations aimed at co-ordinating canriunicat ion efforts 
(including training) for the good of the whole country. I would 
recommend the setting up of a communications Cornell in tiiis 
country. This could among other tilings bo the 'Policy and Co-
ordinating organisation1, It could have production, research, 
utilisation, training departments which would concern themselves 
with thefre specialised areas® 
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JARG-T DI-OUSSII:; GIICUIS 
J.W.G, Karuri, Institute of Adult Studies, University,, 
The Headquarters Training & Research Department in IAS is 
carrying out a pilot on the possiblitles of using mass media for national 
development in SRDI in North Tetu and Machakos under the guidance of the 
Mass Media Tutor in the Univcr.: ty of Nairobi* This action research is 
designed to find out the most effective media in disseminating inform-
ation m rural areasf 
The Media to be tested. Media type A Print 
" " B Tape-Radio 
" " C Pi 1ms trips 
" " D Inter r.al-Lecture 
MethodologyThe Mass Media Tutor will c tablish discussion 
groups in SRDP iii II. Tetu and Maciiakos with the co-operation of the 
Ministries of Agriculture, Health, Information (VOK & KHIC), Co-operatives 
and Social Services (Board of Adult Education) and University departments 
of Extra Mural, Correspondence Course, Residential Course, Institute for 
Development Studies and School of Journalism, There will be a national 
Mass Media Committee composed of these representatives. 
Having established the discussion groups, films, lectures etc,, 
will be tested through trained group leaders to give the researcher a 
chance of comparing the performances of these media in these two 
different areas of different environment. This is intended to take a 
period of years. At the end of the pilot, it is hoped that the best 
mass ielia will be detected and can be effectively used for development 
in Rural areas. The Message will be. 
1, Objectives of the research 
2« Examination of negative and positive variables. 
3* Analysis of positive variables and elimination of 
negative variables. 
4. Treatment and implementation. 
5_. Evaluation and possibility of replication of the 
principles applied in the research. 
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SUGGESTIONS ON THE THANSMISSION OF SCIENTIFIC KNCWESDGE TO 
FARMERS IIT KENYA 
Kitheka Mutui, Voice of Kenya. 
14 We need to create new purpose for our farmers, including potential 
farmers. E.g. do we need tractors or ploughs? 
2. It is necessary to define targets and know them before knowledge 
itself is transmitted to the farmers. 
3, The living and operational standards and perfomance of field 
officers of agriculture create problems: 
a. Bringing information at the wrong time, i.e. talking of grow-
ing maize when the accent could be on something else, like a 
serious epidemic on livestock etc. 
b. Poor approach to our unsophisticated rural population on crops 
which they have never seen. Eg. why talk of tea growing and its 
high returns to people in Kitui who have always lived on live-
stock supported by subsistence farming? 
Agricultural fied officers must talk to people on the basis of their 
experience and their enthusiasm. 
40 VCK as the only public medium, government owned, lias pressing 
demands made on it by various sections of our development targets. 
Our station run3 farming programmes, but invevitably we are: 
a. impersonal 
b« Not an organ of Ministry of Agriculture 
5. In order to rectify the situation, MOA must reactivate its 
education department and attune it to the urgent needs of development 
on the part of the fanners through public cinemas, training centres 
with audio-visual aids and not barazas because of its association 
with colonialism. 
6, Before it roaches farmers we must first define scientific know-
ledge and the best ways of transmitting it to then through: 
a. Appropriate language 
ba Style and presentation. 
7« Tills scientific knowledge often does not reach farmers but remains 
far removed from them in offices. Those engaged in educating 
farmers often have little or no knowledge of what their Head-
quarters want. In short, it would appear than an "information 
string" through the ranks of the people concerned should be 
established. In order to ease their information task, they could: 
a. Get their information clear oil tape etc., through, the use of 
V.O.K. expertise. 
b. Work in close conjunction with V.O.K. who have first hand 
information in terns of listenersiiip, titling and collection 
of listenership data etc. 
What is said above will need-a carefully planned approach from: 
ae Ministry of Agriculture 
b« IDS and other related agencies 
c. Co-ordination of all in the field, 
DISCUSSION ARISING M O J PAPIKS 
S. Kihumba, L.D. Nguru, Kitheka Mutui, J, Karuri 
IIULIKLO; I wanted to refer to what Mr. Kitheka Mutui said about 
channels of communication. Several clianncls have been established but 
has the audience been maintained? The problem with adult students 
is that they often go to the class for the first time but then because 
of other committments they do not turn up again. Radio programmes, 
especially those for farmers, may be on the air in t; morning,- but 
the farmers are not at heme at that time to listen in, so one audience 
is not maintained. Channels must be established but checked regularly 
to make sure they are maintaining their audiences. 
LfUKAIj I. v/as surprised to hear that thinking is biased towards the 
use of an extremely modern science technology in the media of mass 
communication, namely the radio. If we use this means we have first to 
provide the radio. The radio might cost KShs 120/— and the income of a 
farmer might be K.Shs 600/- per annum. There must be an experiment to 
explore lower cost mass media. Couldn't we use more effectively the 
o 
primary school teachers, the priests ctc,, as the media of communication? 
I am saying this because the Japanese are interested in selling radios 
but they themselves do not use them as mass media in the development proco 
They use primary school teachers and monk3 as the key personnel to 
teach the farmers and it worked. Secondly, we arc talking about how 
to motivate the consumers of our research. But we have to motivate 
the teachers or priests or young agricultural officers. We need to 
motivate more the changing agent before we try to motivate the consumers 
of our research findings. 
GIIA1: I v/ould like to mention the inaccessability of the radio, TV, 
etc. I am all for using these different techniques. I am a member 
of the Camiiunity Relations Committee of the 1TCCK whose purpose 
i s to promote .ore ...-rmomiou3 community r e l a t i o n s , We are u s i n g the 
whole r e l i g i o u s community to carry a c r o s s t h i s message. I f we are 
s u c c e s s f u l one ca. then th ink of us ing these people f o r other purposes. 
The r a d i o i s a cheap way of communicating messages and a very power-
f u l one but people are very poor and i n r e l a t i o n to t h e i r incomes a 
r a d i o i s an expensive item, But v/hen we spend so much money on 
p r e s t i g i o u s conferences, why can v/e not s u b s i d i s e on a massive s c a l e 
the s a l e of r a d i o s and TVs a l l over the country? ''0,000 r a d i o s and 
thousands of T"r n community centres would be a tremendous va lue i n 
terms of communication of informat ion and i t s s p e c i f i c e f f e c t on 
development I t does ,seera to me there i s a tremendous p o t e n t i a l pay-
o f f f o r t h i s k i n d of subs idy , 
KIuAs I agree e n t i r e l y . 
NGUKUs ii'adio i s a tremendou;: p r e s t i g e t o o l . To see somebody c a r r y -
i n g a r a d i o i s p r e s t i g i o u s , Radio as a tooJ i s not completely 
e f f e c t i v e u n l e s s i t has the support of the people i n the f i e l d . We 
may come up w i t h a very good r a d i o programme on the growing of h y b r i d 
maize , decide on a time you con -. each the farmers. You w i l l reach the 
people and they w i l l L i s t e n to what you have to soy about growing h y b r i d 
maize, but u n l e s s t h i s i s supported by the f i e l d extens ion workers , the f i e l d 
AO's, the p r o v i n c i a l AO s e t c . , the e f f e c t i v e n e s s of the r a d i o or TV 
programme w i l l be minimal . I f l i s t e n i n g groups are organised, i f 
extens ion workers are adv ised what messages are going to be t ransmit ted 
soy , on farming, and they then go out and t a l k to the farmers on the 
same s u b j e c t , then you have an e f f e c t i v e t o o l . 
OJUKA R e f e r r i n g to Mr. Njoroge-'s paper, the problem i s that the MTAC 
i s i n N a i r o b i , The MTAC say they pa3s t h e i r in format ion i n t o the f i e l d 
w i t h the co-operat ion of t ra ined o f f i c e r s . I f i n d that they tend to be 
r e p e t i t i v e and do not go out i n t o the f i e l d . These people are very 
busy i n the rur:0. areas and iiave no time to ccme to N a i r o b i . I f MTAC 
a l s o go out to sec people i n the ^.'ield then there i s no breaking of the 
c l ia in of communication 
jvIIIUNHA ~ I t i s u r hope that every d i s t r i c t w i l l have a D i s t r i c t 
Development Centre i n tiie foreseeable f u t u r e and i t i s a t t h i s Centre 
that forms of d i s s e m m a t u i g new Imowledge on farming e t c . , should be 
developed and catered f o r from that Centre. 
MWIiilA • There are VCK programmes o educate people f o r examinations, 
A"teacher i n a Harambee second;ry s c h o o l can f o l l o w these l e s s o n s , 
students can do the same. But as Tar as educat iona l programmes i n the othe: 
-M -
areas are concerned, there i s no c o - o r d i n a t i o n between the VOK and 
MOA so t i iat maybe tliere w i l l be continuous lessons on, f o r example, 
how to r a i s e p i g s . As i t continues i t w i l l be known that at a 
p a r t i c u l a r hour there are a g r i c u l t u r a l t r a i n i n g programmes on the 
VOK and the people who w i l l be tliere w i l l be the people who have that 
t e c h n i c a l knowledge i n a g r i c u l t u r e who w i l l work together w i t h VOK 
people. T h i s then can be fol lowed up on a regu lar b a s i s . The pro-
grammes are i n t e r e s t i n g anecdotes but do not lead you ve iy f a r a t the 
moment® 
KITHEKA LIUTUI; VOK has two types of programmes; a d u l t education 
correspondence courses and schools broadcasts. We have a d e f i n i t e 
audience f o r each, but when we g ive a fo l low-up programme the people 
who ought to be l i s t e n i n g do not l i s t e n . 
NGUlfiJi Th is co-operat ion i s a l s o necessary with experts . The 
produce.*. of the s o r t of programme we have ta lked about i s not a 
s p e c i a l i s t i n a g r i c u l t u r e , he has to depend f o r the content of that 
programme on a s p e c i a l i s t before he can adopt the programme to make 
i t i n t e r e s t i n g . Unless i t i s i n t e r e s t i n g you cannot poss ib ly hold the 
a t t e n t i o n of the audience f o r h a l f an hour. The producer w i l l get 
m a t e r i a l from say, an o f f i c e r i n MOA - or he may not get any t i l ing i n 
which case he depends on a p u b l i c a t i o n l i k e the "Kenya Parmer". He 
i s not a s s i s t e d by a s p e c i a l i s t 30 how i s he to hold the i n t e r e s t of 
h i s audience? He may not make i t i n t e r e s t i n g as f a r as the audience 
i s concerned and that i s why I mentioned t r a i n i n g . 
GACHUrUs I would l i k e to make a proposal . We are i n t e r e s t e d i n 
hear ing how to mobi l i se the var ious foz-ces f o r p o s i t i v e change i n 
development. We ore t a l k i n g about the channels opened by the r a d i o . 
I agree i t could be used. But the school teachers and p r i e s t s are 
the answer. At the K ikuyu workshop one p r i e s t mentioned that he 
reached 2-g- m i l l i o n people i n a week. So the teachers i n schools and 
the p r i e s t s i n the churches should be considered as channels of 
communication and some resources should be u t i l i s e d to t r a i n or inform 
these people whereby they can pass on the information to t h e i r more or 
l e s s capt ive audiences. The Harambee groups are a l s o a good channel 
as mentioned e a r l i e r . 
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KUimt: I do not think if you were going to look for a grade cow 
you would go to the national Park. Similarly if you want a programme 
on agriculture you do not go to MOA. If you want to have a programme on 
grade cows go to the farmers who have grade cows. Too many people look in 
the wrong quarters, You do not find information in the Ministries. The 
real technical information is in the field. Farmers have a lot of inform-
ation.. I am amazed that in the newspapers I can find all the information 'I 
want regarding the crime rate in Nairobi or the Golf Tournaments in Nairobi, 
but I know no tiling for example about how to build a poultry house, This is 
the kind of information you can get from the farmers. Just take the time 
to go out and ask for it„ These programmes are successful because the 
man speaks in a language that everyone can understand, 
KUKUBOs What is the role of the traditional method of generating inform-
ation in relation to the modern methods? If we are going to identify 
these methods v/e could say people in such and such areas need radios, and 
people in other areas need people to reach them. People on the move, 
nomadics, how do you reach them? 
CHAIiiliiANs They used drums in the old daysi 
NGtMJ: They should use both traditional and modern methods, If you 
combine the two you might end up being more successful^ The traditional, 
and most effective, i3 face to face communication. This is why I am 
emphasising using the people in the field as well as the mass media. 
011EGB: It seems every time one wants to tall: about mass media and how 
to use it one talks about the radio in isolation from other media. It 
appears tliat the private sector has been able to use so called media 
circulation techniques, they use the newspapers, pamphlets, bus stickers, 
everytliing and within a week the message is passed. Is it i i o l .^os^ ible to 
mount some experimentation with Government programmes? Government docs not 
seam to sec the use of these methods like the private sector does. 
Mr, Kilmmba mentioned the National Extension Centre. How far has that pro-
posal gone and will it in fact be implemented? If yes, we should link up 
with his proposal. Otherwise we may liave two bodies competing with one 
another, 
KliiUMBA.: In the next financi 1 year 1973/74 «he Treasury is going to 
vote £10 - a taken sum - towards the programme which means they have 
accepted it, 
CHAIRMAN: We are taking this proposal into account. 
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FINAL SESSION; Chiiraan, ^ r. LI. Gachuhi, IDS, University 
PORLIULATIQN OF POLICY REC&ILIENDATIQNS BY PARTICIPANTS 
On Research Policy, participants recommended; 
1. a. That as a part of the proposed National Council of Science and 
Technology there should be advisory committees to set prio ities 
and determine relevance; that these committees could be the 
proposed specialist advisory committees of the NCST. 
b0 That there should be a close feedback between development 
policy, target systems and research activity. 
Co That expatriate researchers obtain exit research clearance upon 
their departure (eg. as with tax clearance). 
On Dissemination 
The participants examined existing dissemination of science and 
echnology within agriculture and E.A.. Community's agricultural sector, 
-g. Muguga. They noted that there was very little communication between 
research and extension workers, and recommended: 
2. That each research station has its own research broker to 
- translate research findings 
- identify targets and their needs 
- package information in appropriate forms. 
3., They noted that the sale of publications by Government Erinter 
restricts usage, and that at present, all publications are deposited 
in specified libraries except those of Government Printer. 
Participants recommend that existing legislation on deposition of 
all published documents be publicised and that Government documents 
including those of the Government Printer should be deposited with 
stipulated libraries directly and not only with the Attorney General 
as at present. 
On Irokerage and Research Evaluation 
That research in the field of industry should be geared more to 
the small industrialist, 
o That a design centre should be established to pursue the develop-
ment of prototype developments on appropriate technology for the 
small industrialist, ie,, production testing and adaptation 
of technology appropriate for the small scale industrialisto 
5o ac That Government strengthens horizontal co-ordlnation of services 
designed for the small farmer-family, eg. District Development 
ffiprnitteefl a.t the district level. 
b0 That voluntary agencies be included on D.D. Committees re-
commended above, through the National Council of Social 
Service. 
The absence of a link: between extension officers and research 
officers was noted by participants, 
60 a0 That there should be effective liaison between extension workers 
with researchers, 
b„ That the JAA. could be the major contact between farmer and 
extension officer. The DAO at present is too involved in 
administration at the expense of his extension duties. 
- focus should be by professionals such as the DA0o There should 
be specific attempts to give JAA!s technical training, 
_ to motivate DAO to utilize his special training he should be 
assisted by a personal assistant and given as his job descri-
ption to disseminate information to junior staff. 
- this applies to other professional staff. 
7, That a National Clearing House should be established? The 
functions of the Central Clearing House will include the following: 
1. To maintain the national union catalogue of documents 
2. To ensure tliat consistency is maintained in the agreed documenta-
tion processes 
3. To co-ordinate the bibliographical activities of the documenta-
tion centres and to initiate where necessary 
4. To direct users to the relevant documentation centres 
5. To ensure that there is a complete coverage of all the 
relevant documents. 
60 To maintain an index of current research and researchers and 
ensure that reports and data are deposited in Kenya. 
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